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THIS 2016 TOWN REPOIIT IS DEDICATiiD IN MllMORY O.F 
JOAN MARIE MORABITO 
Joan was originally bom in Woburn,, Massachusett,; on April 16, l942. Joan grew up 
in Woburn and graduated from Wobwn High School, class of 1959. She resided in 
Marshfield, Massachusetts, before moving to Rumney, New Hampshire in 1972. 
Prior to coming to work for Plymouth Joan served 5 years as Town Oerk for the 
Tov.m of Rumney, where she con<l.ucred business out of her home. Her phone never 
stopped ringing so, in 1987, when she was offered a job in Plymouth she took it. 
Joan was hired fulltime, as Deputy Town Oerk in Plymouth, on March 16, 1988 and 
served the town for 1:1.vcnty-seven years. 
Joan saw a lot of changes in town government and its operations during her years 
as Deputy Town Oerk. Besides building renovations and other physical challenges, 
keeping track of all the transactions was also quite a challenge in the days before 
computers, scanners and fox machines. Notices were sent out either. handwritten or 
by typewriters and carbon paper. 
As the largest community in the .1rea three decades ago, the Town of Plymouth also 
took care of official business for residents in several nearby communiti.es. As a result 
Joan met and took care of nearly cvcr.y adult in the Pern.i-Baker Region. 
Dur.ing Joan's tenure she worked undet six town administrators, two clerks and 
numerous selectmen. Joan's customer service, even temperament and problem 
solving !;kills were exemplary and she was loved and respected by all. 
Joan was a great asset to the community, a wonderful person to work with and will 
be sorely missed. 
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MEETING SCHEDULE OF 
TOWN BOARDS AND COJ\IIMISSIONS 
BOARD OF SELECTMEN 
Meets on the z,,• and 4th Monday of each month, 6:00 PM, Meeting Room, 
Town Hall (as posted at the Town Hall or call the Selectmen's Office) 
PLANNING BOARD 
Meets on the 3"' Thursday of each month, 6:30 PM, Meeting Room, 
Town Hall. Also, work sessions are held on the 
1" Thursday of each month at 6:30 PM 
~QNSERVATION COMMISSION 
Meeting dares/ time posted at Town Hall 
Or contact Chairperson for the date/ ti.me and location 
PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION 
Meets on the 2•• Wednesday of each month; 5:30 PM, Parks & Recreation Office 
Plymouth Elementary School 
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 
MEeets on the 1" Tuesday of each month at 7:00 PM 
Town Hall 
All other committees meet at the call of th.e Chairperson. 
Contact the Chairperson for the location and time. 
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ELECTED BY BALLOT: 
Selectmen: (3 year te:r.m} 





Moderator: (2 year term) 
Robert Clay 













Jane Oay, Deputy Treasurer (appointed 2007) 
Mary Nelson, Deputy Tre.isur.er (appointed 2016) 
Town Clerk: (3 year term) 
Karen Preitas 
Tax Collector: (.3 year term) 
Linda Buffington 2019 
Supervisors of the Checklist: 
(6 yr. term) 
Sandra 1 Iauser 
:tviary Nel<;0n 
Jane Clay 
Library Trustees: (3 yr. term) 
Winifred Hohlt, Chair 














Trustees of the Trust Fund: 
(3 yr. term) 
Richard Gowen, Chair 2018 
William Houle 2017 
Richard Manzi 2019 
Cemetery Trustees: 
(3 vear term) 
Ted Geraghty 2017 
William Bolton 2018 
Jtmny Thibeault 2019 
l 
APPOINTED TOWN BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS 
Planning Board: (3 yr. tern1) 
Steve Rhodes, Chair 
Rebecca Hanson, Vice Ch.air 





Bill Bolton,. (Sel. Rep.) 








Zoning Board of Adjustment: (3 yr. term) 
Patrice Scott, Chair 2017 
Wallace Cushing 2019 
Freeman.Plummer 2017 
Howard Burnham 2018 
Omer Ahem 2017 
Thoma-; McGlauflin, (Alt) 2017 
Conservation Commission: (3 yr. term) 
Li~a Doner, Chair 2017 
Susan Swope, Secretary 2018 
Gisela Estes 2017 
Chris Buckley, Treasw·er 2017 
Julie Bisson, Treasmel' 2019 
Amey Bailey, Alt 2018 
Paul Estes 2019 
Alan Davis, Alt 2019 
Raegan Young, Student Rep. 
Neil Mciver, (Se!. Rep.} 
Parks & Recreation Commission: 
(3 yr. term) 







Energy Commission: (3 yr. term) 
Chris Brown, Chafr 
Maggie Mumford, Vire Chair 
Steve Whitman, Treasurer 
lodd Moore, Secretary 
David Lorman, Member 
LarryMauchly, Member 

















William Bolton, Select Board, Ex Officio 
Advisory Budget Committee: (4 yr. term} 
Julie Bernier 2017 
Valerie Scarborough 2019 
Marcia Blaine 2019 
TOWN COMlvlllTEES 
Capital Improvement Committee: 






Non-Profit Review Committee 
Mike Currier 
Julie Bernier 
TOWN OF PLYMOUTH 
TOWN ADMINISTRATOR 








PARKS AND RECREATION DIRECTOR 
Larry Gibson 
PEASE PUBLIC LIBRARY DIRECTOR 
Diane Lynch 
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT MANAGER 
Joseph Fagnant 
SOLID WASTE OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR 
Jessie Jennings 
LAND USE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER 
Brian Murphy 
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER 










TOWN OF PLYMOUTH EMPLOYEES 
s,1,ctmao'& Office; 
Paul Freitas. Town Administrator 
Kathryn Lowe, Executive Assistant 
Sharon Penney, Town Planner 
Brian Murphy, Building lnspGctor 
Anne Abear, Finance Director 
Lisa Vincent, Bookkeeper 
Rebeoca Heitz, Deputy Town Clerk 
Dawn Roach. Clerical Assistant 
Juliet Harvey-8-0lia. PBlV Director 
Andrew W. Fenn. PBlV Assistant 
Fire Department: 
casino Clogston, Fire Chief 
Tom Momson. Deputy Chief 
Jeremy Bonan, Captain 
Stephen Vachon. Captain 
Brian Tobine. Captain 
Benjamin Thibault, Captain 
M. Tapio Mayo. Firefighter/Paramedic 
Brien Peck, Firefighter/Paramedic 
Phlllpe Plummer, Firefighter/EMT 
Emmett Plourde, Firefighter/EMT 
Bonnie Slovens. Secretary 
Parks & Recrea1lon: 
Larry Gibson, Director 
Lisa Fahey-Ash. Program Coordinator 
Kalsee Beaudin. After School Coordinator 
Jim Blake, Pan<. Foreman 
Maurloe Bransdorfer, Groondskeeper II 
Daniel Medaglia. Groundskeeper I 
Robert Cormiea. Groundskeeper t 
Lydia McCart, Secretary 
ptay Public Ubrary: 
Diane Lynch - Director 
Tanya Ricker -Assitant Director/Youth Services 
Deborah Perloff - Cataloger 
rat Hanscomb - Library Assistant 
Sandra Kydd, Circulation Services 
Adam DiFilippe • Circulation Assistant 
Paula McKinley - Circulation As-sist,,nt 
Highway Department: 
Joseph Fagnant, Manager 






Eric O'Hearn, Part-time 
Vicky Bradley, Secretary 
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Police Department: 
Stephen Lefebvre, Police Chief 
Alexande, Hutchins, Deputy Chief 
Elizabeth Scrafford. Serg&<lnt 
Aimee Moller, Detective/Sergeant 
Rod Diamond, Sergeant 
Brianna Gerrior. Detective 
Jill Carroll, Police Officer 
Chrtstopher Corey. Police Officer 
Nicholas Raymond, Police Officer 
Joshua Gadbois. Police Office< 
Jordan Daigneault. Police Officer 
Kristin Tracy, Police Officer 
Vicki Moore. Administrative Assistant 
Frank Boul&, Parking E:nflCrossing Guard 
Edward Hauser. Cros.sing Guard 
Scott Moore, Parking Enforcement 
Dean Chandler. Communications Coordinator 
Erin Smith. Communications Specialist 
Philip Lauria!, Communicatioris Specialist 
Karen McComlskey, Communicafions Specialist 
Bruce Wiggett, Communlcattons Specla11$t 
Paul Steele, Jr .. Communications Specialist/PT 
u. Michael Clark, Prosecutor 
Barbara Smell, Prosecutor's Assistant 
• 
Solid WasteJRecvctjng Center: 
Jessia Jennings, Manager 
Matthew WIiiette, Foreman 
Jeffrey Trojano. Senior Attendant 
Ernest Philbrick, Attendant 
Matthew W. Willette. Part-time 














Town Clerk: Karen Freitas 
Tax Collector: Linda Bufflngtcn 
Town Tr9a8urer: Carol Geraohtv 
Heanh Officer: 
Tom Morrison 
Brian Murphy, Deputy Health Officer 
PLYMOUTH SELECT BOARD 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
The SelectboaTd, Paul Freitas, and all of our department heads ha\·c kept the budget level funded 
for several years, and the trend continues next year. The FY 2016-17 budget is essentially the 
same though the tax r.ite will increase by about 73 cents due to adjustments to the tax hase. 
As you ~call, the Selectboard recommended, and the town voted at last year's meeting, lO 
borrow 2 million <lolbirs primarily for infrastmcture improvements which had been deferred 
in prior yean;. Of this, approximately 1.2 million dollars has been spcm in the last year. The 
largest category, comprising about half of the expenditure, was for road repair and improvemenl 
work. Other items included building repairs at the recycling center, further improvcmenis to the 
police depar1ment building, including extensive energy conservation measures, and maintenance 
and repair8 to the town hall building. Significant upgrades to the pbCAM equipment were also 
completed. All oftbese were needs identified at last year's meeting. The town also purchased a 
new dump truck, a fire support vehicle, and defibrillators for the :fire department. 
Plymouth relies heavily on volunteerism, and the Plymouth Selectboard thanks everyone who 
has responded to the call to participate in the governing process. 2016 saw several changes to 
town hoard~ and commissions. 
In January, Eugene Thurston was appointed as a member of the planning board. On March 28, 
Steve \\lhitman was re-appointed as all Alternate on the Planning Board. 
Paul Estes was appointed as anAlternate on the Conservation Commission on l'cbrua.ry 22 and 
Julie Bi~son was appointed as a member of the Conservation Commission on September 12. 
Ladd Raine was appointed and Peter Manin was re-appointed to the Plymouth Energy 
Commission on February 22. Maggie Mumford was re-appointed to the Commission 011 April 11. 
Eleni Panagoulis and Susall Amburg were both re-appointed to the Parks and Recreation 
Commission on April 25. Mark. McGlone was re-appointed to Parks and Recreation on June 13. 
Butch Cushing was re-appointed to the Zoning Board of Adjustment (ZDA) on June 13. 
Also of note, ~1ary Nelson was appointed as a Deputy Treasurer for the town. 
Jordan Daigneault, a long lime Plymouth resident, was hired as a police officer and was sworn 
in on January 25 oflasl year. In July, Kristin Tracy was appointed as a full time police officer 
with the Plymouth PD, and Rod Diamond was appointed as a sergeant in the Plymouth PD on 
September 12. 
Seth Cooper \'\'as appointed as a full time police officer with Ply1.nouth State University (PSU) 
department in the middle of the year, and Keith True was appointed as a part-time police officer 
at PSU in the early fall. 
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PLYMOUlH SELECT BOARD 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT - Continued 
There was some controversy during the year relating to rumble strips which the state placed on 
Tenney Mtn. Hwy. and on Roule 3-A. 111e resulting noise was dismrhing to many people, and 
state representatives appeared al a meeting to discuss the issue. Most of the rumble strips were 
removed shortly thereafter. 
In this last year, we have seen the opening of the new NH State Liquor Store in the Riverside 
Landing development 011 Tenney Mountain Highway. While the liquor store is not a new addition 
to the town, this facility is a greatly expanded and modem store. The town also saw the opening 
of the new Marriott Fairfield Inn in the same area. 
A big step forward for the Plymouth Skatepark occurred on February 22 when the town agreed 
to assume ownership of a parcel of land which includes the park and to make it part of Plymouth 
Parks and Recreation's responsibilities. This is a project which has been tmderway for a numher 
of years spearheaded hy Mike Currier with the assistance of Bill Clark, Richard Gowen and 
others. It has provided additional recreational opportunities, and we are pleased to have been part 
of the effort. The land was donated by Alex Ray. 
The town received a grant from the NH Dept. of Safery for 75% of the repairs to a portion of Bell 
Road in the amount of$221,445. 
Northern Pass continues to be an issue in Plymouth and in the state. During 2015, Northern Pass 
submitted a revised plan to the Site Evaluation Committee which anticipates partial burial of the 
proposed line along approximately 1 /3 of its length, including that portion which is proposed 
to pass through Plymouth. The current plan is to bury this line under state highway rights of 
way, including Route 3. As planned, this would result in a large excavation through downtown 
Plymouth. Many of the details arc still unknown, but the Selectboard voted to seek intervenor 
starus at its January 25 meeting. i\ petition was subsequently filed with the Site Evaluation 
Committee and the town was granted intervenor status. The Board subsequently decided to hire 
cotmsel in relation to Northem Pass issues, and that effort is ongoing. · 
On May 9, in response to concerns which had been raised about the Northern Pass project, and 
in an efforl to obtain direction from the community, the Selectboarc.l held a well-attended public 
hearing at the high school. This hearing lasted about two hours, imd many people spoke. The 
clear consensus of the meeting was that residents of Plymouth were adamantly opposed to the 
idea of Northern Pass being constructed through town. The 8peakers were largely unanimous in 
their opinions that the project would be extremely disruptive to businesses, possibly damaging 
to the town's infroSlrucl'ure and ofno benefit to the town, and our intervention has taken the 
position that we are opposed to it as proposed. 
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PlYMOUTH SELECT BOARD 
2016 A.i'\INUAL REPORT • Continued 
The Selectboard feels that Plymouth is in good shape. We have a fine group of highly dedicated 
and loyal employees, and it is a pleasure and privilege to work with them. Please leel lree to give 
any one of us a call if you have any questions or concerns. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Plymouth Select Board 






STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR TAXES ASSESSED 
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR JULY 2016 TO JUNE 2017 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT: 
Town Officers' Salaries and Expenses 





Planning and Zoning 
Land Use Enforcement 
General Government Buildings 
Cemeteries 










Solid Waste Disposal Department 
Peml-Baker Solid Waste District 
HEAL TH AND WELFARE: 
Health Off,oer Expenses 
Humane Society Agreement 
Pemi-Baker Home Heatth Agency 
Plymouth Regional Free Clinic 
Genesis - Lakes Reg Mental Health 
Mid State Health 
General Assistance 
Transport Central 
Grafton County Senior Citizens 
Community Action Outreach 
Plymouth Task Force Against Violence 
Red Cross 
Pemi Youth Center 
CADY 
CASA - Cou11 Appointe<l Child Advocates 
Peml Bridge House 
CULTURE AND RECREATION: 











































STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR TAXES ASSESSED 
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR JULY 2016 TO JUNE 2017 - Continued 
Band Concerts 
Town Common 
Friends of the Arts 
Conservation 
Care of Trees 
DEBT SERVICE: 
16-17 CIP Bond Payment 
Principal Long Temi Notes & Bonds - Library 
SRF-Landfill Closure Payment 
Interest Expense Long Term Notes & Bonds - Library 
16-17 CIP Bond Interest Payment 
CAPITAL OUTLAY: 
Highway Roof Replacement 
Sidewalk Improvements 
Landfill Monitoring 
Police Furniture Replacement 
Recycling Bldng Mainl/Repair/Replaoe/Facia Board lower 
Town Cieri< Vital Records Preservation 
Town Cieri< Debit/Credit Processing & Electrical 
Town Hall Cannon Repairs 
Improve-Road Construction/Bell Road Offset 
Fox Park,.Riverside, Common Electrical & Lighting 
Police Dept/Dispatch/Equipment Improvement 
Parks & Rec Storage Bldg 
Parks & Rec Bubbler on the Common 
Recycling 40 ft Container 
Recycling - Concrete Pads 
Town Hall Vault 
"Crush Gravel - Highway 
Fox Park Maint & Repairs 
Conservation Commission Projects 
Fire Bldg Main Repair/Repl 
Police Bldg Maint Repair/Rep! & HVAC issues 
Cemetery Retaining Walls 
Town Hall - Bldg Maint/Repairs 
Fire Department Support Vehicle 
Highway - Dump Truck Purchase 
Town Hall Server 
Town Hall Security System 
Fire - Replace Air Packs 
Fire - Radio Replacements 
Fire- Repair Apron/Retaining Wall 
Equip - Defibrillator/Amb 












































STATEMENT OF APPROPRJAT(ONS FOR TAXES ASSESSED 
FOR TilE FISCAL YEAR JULY 2016 TO JUNE 2017 - Continued 
Recycling Lighting 
Recycling Pick up/Truck Cap 
Recycling Conveyor Repairs 




Fire Truck Rep! CR 
Fox Pond Park Maint/Repair/Replace/Rebuild 
Dispatch Equipment Reserve 
ConservaUon Commission 
Town Raval 
Fire Engine 4 Replacement CR 
Fire Engine 3 Replacement CR 
Highway • Heavy Equipment 
Material Handling Equipment • Highway 
pbCAM equipment & facilities Capital Reserve 
Repl Breathing Apparatus 
TRANSFER TO TRUST 
Exp Trust-Emergency Equip Replace 
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 
LESS ESTIMATED REVENUES AND CREDITS: 
TAXES: 
Land Use Change Taxes 
Yield Taxes 
Payments in Lieu of Taxes 
Other Taxes 
Interest and Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 
Excavation Tax 
LICENSES PERMITS AND FEES: 
Business Licenses and Permits 
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 
Land Use Permits 
Other Licenses. Permits and Fees 
From Federal Government 
TAXES FROM STATE: 
Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution 
Highway Block Grant 
Water Pollution Grant 



































STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR TAXES ASSESSED 
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR JULY 2016 TO .JUNE 2017 - Continued 
CHARGES FOR SERVICES: 
Income from Departments 
Other Charges 
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES: 
Sale of Municipal Property 
Interest on Investments 
Other (Rents, BC/BS and Dental reimburse, etc.) 
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN: 
Special Revenue Funds 
Capital Reserve Withdrawals 
Cypres Reimbursement/Perp Care 
Trust & Fiduciary Funds 
Airport (Offset) 
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES 
Proc. From Long Term Bonds & Notes 
Amount Voted From Unassigned Fund Balance (Surplus) 














TOWN OF PLYMOUTH 2016 TAX RATE COivlPUTATION 
Total Town Appropriations 
Total Revenues and Credits 
Net Town Appropriations 
Net School/Stale Appropriations 
County Tax Assessment 
Total Town, SchooVState and County 
DEDUCT: Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 
ADD: War Service Credits 
ADD: Overlay 
PROPERTY TAXES TO BE RAISED 
TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR: 
Property laxes 
Precinct Taxes and/or service Area Taxes 
Less War Service Credits 



















MUNICIPAL TAX RATE 
Precinct: Plymouth Village Water & Sewer 
PRECINCT VALUATION 
-County 




a County 7% 
o Sm1D/School"' 5S% 
































INVENTORY OF TOWN OWNED PROPERTY 
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2016 
NEW PROPERTY ID DESCRIPTION 
206 015 000 000 0000 Airport 
206 014 000 000 0000 Airport Terminal and Land 
206 014 000 OAH 0001 Airport Hanger (building only) 
206 047 000 000 0000 Pleasant Valley Cemetery 
Smith Bridge Road 
208 064 000 000 0000 Beech Hill Road 
Downing Purchase 
208 063 000 000 0000 Plymouth Solid Waste & 
Recycling Facility 









Daniel Webster Development Co. tax-deeded 
209 026 000 000 0000 Plymouth Police Department 4.18ac 
334 Main Street 
209 003 000 000 0000 SIS Fairgrounds Rd 11.Sac 
McCormack Tax Sale 
209 004 000 000 0000 59 Riverside Cemetery 18.0ac 
Fairgrounds Road 
209 045 000 000 0000 WIS Interstate 93 .03ac 
215 001 000 000 0000 WIS Mayhew Turnpike 100.0ac 
Miller gift 
223 030 000 000 0000 39 Melvin Road .93ac 
Mason - Tax Deed 
223 038 000 000 0000 West Plymouth Cemetery .41ac 
Mayhew Turnpike 
106 020 000 000 0000 Reservoir Road Cemetery .14ac 
Reservoir Road 
216 002 000 000 0000 Sawmill Cemetery .50ac 
Bartlett Road 
211 017 000 000 0000 Cooksville Road Cemetery .05ac 
Cooksville Road 
104 017 000 000 0000 Highland Street 5.18ac 
Teichner gift 
104 016 000 000 0000 Butterfield Property .02ac 
Old Route 25 & Highland St. 
218 025 000 000 0000 Cross Country Lane .09ac 
(land at entrance to Plymouth Heights) 
221 078 000 000 0000 N/S Texas Hill Road 61ac 
Keniston gift 
220 006 000 000 0000 Crystal Springs .046ac 
148 Daniel Webster Highway 
220 001 000 000 0000 EIS Daniel Webster Highway .41ac 
Kruger tax-deeded 
18 
INVENTORY OF TOWN OWNED PROPERTY 
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2016 {Continued) 
0008-0002-0002 220 004 000 000 0000 135 Danial Webster Highway 1.4ac 
0020-0009-0016 108 110 000 000 0000 46 Highland Street .50ac 
0011-0001-0009 229 041000000 0000 W/S Thurlow Street 76.0ac 
Newton Conservation gift 
0011-0001-0044 234 028 000 000 0000 WIS Cummings Hill Road 87.0ac 
Walter Conservation gift 
0011-0001-0045 228 002 000 000 0000 Stearns Cemetery .15ac 
Texas Hill Road 
0012-0003-0034 230 008 000 000 0000 Lower lntervale Cemetery .33ac 
Daniel Webster Highway 
0012-0002-0009 233 022 000 000 0000 Danial Webster Highway .36ac 
0015-0001-0003 241 018 000 000 0000 Union Cemetery .19ac 
Dick Brown Pond Road 
0020-0005-0005 108188 000 000 0000 Right of Way .29ac 
Maclean Street 
0020-0006-0002 103 033 000 000 0000 N/S Merrill Street .05ac 
0020-0009-0023 108 111000000 0000 Plymouth Fire Department .40ac 
0021-0011-0002 109 030 000 000 0000 41 Green Street .23ac 
Pemi Bridge House gift 
0021-0014-0008 109 001 000 000 0000 Town Hall .50ac 
0021-0014-0009 109 066 000 000 0000 Town Common with Gazebo .40ac 
0021-0014-0010 109 065 000 000 0000 Post Office Square .01ac 
(in front of Town Hall & Church) 
0021-0016-0001 109 055 000 000 0000 Pease Public Library 0.29ac 
0021-0018-0002 110 011000000 0000 Right of Way .50ac 
EIS Main Street 
0021-0023-0004 110 051 000 000 0000 52 Main Street 0.27ac 
Rohner tax-deeded 
0021-0025-0002 109 025 000 000 0000 36 Green Street 0.50ac 
NH Electric Co-op 
0021-0025-0003 109 026 000 000 0000 Green Street 0.54ac 
NH Electric Co-op 
0022-0004-0006 111 010 000 000 0000 Fox Park 33ac 
6 Langdon Street 
0023 0005 0017 110 002 001 000 0000 20 Green Street 1.09ac 
Ampitheatre 
0023-0005-017 A 11 O 002 000 000 OOOA Plymouth Highway Garage .OOac 
(on land of PVW&SD) 
0023-0005-0011 110 029 001 000 0000 Plymouth Skate Park 3.89ac 
Local Motive, LLC - Gift 
0023-0007-0014 110 036 000 000 0000 W/S Winter Street 0.19ac 
(mini-park) 
0005-0002-0012 214 004 000 000 0000 114 Mayhew Turnpike 1.9ac 
114 Mayhew Trnpk tax-deeded 
1!) 
SUMMARY INVENTORY VALUATION 
September 1, 2016 
LAND 
Current Use 
All Other Taxable 
Total Taxable 
Tax Exempt & Non Taxable 
Total Land Value 
BUILDINGS 
Taxable 
Tax Exempt& Non Taxable 




TOTAL TAXABLE VALUATON: 
EXEMPTIONS 
Blind Exemptions ( 1) 
Elderly Exemptions (33) 
Solar Exemptions ( 1} 
TOTAL EXEMPTIONS: 
TOTAL EXEMPTIONS TAKEN: 
NET VALUATION ON WHICH 
TAX RATE IS COMPUTED: 
LESS PUBLIC UTILITIES: 
NET VALUATION W/0 UTILITIES 
ON WHICH TAX RATE FOR STATE 













































TOWN OF PLYtvlOUTH- COMPARATIVE STATEMENT 
7/15-tl/18 7115-811$ Encumbered WHllZ 7£17:§l:18 
Available EXl)encte<I B.alonoo tol'Y16117 Ajlpropfiated Proposed 
To'l'm Office Salaries. Fees, Exp. 399,837.00 409.425.84 ·9,58&,84 0.00 448,440.00 453,523.00 
Election, R.~tsll'cltfon. Statistics 161,025.00 159,380.63 1,644.37 0.00 182,447.00 182,714.00 
financial Mrmriab'8tto~ 269,118.00 248,48$.09 10,631.$1 0.00 258,530.00 264,733.00 
Reappraisal/Revaluation 75,000.00 43,771.76 26,228.24 0.00 75,000.00 75,000.00 
Lego1ex1><>n- 177,891.00 164,200.69 1$,690.3\ 0.00 177,050.00 165,755.00 
Pet"sonnel Adminfflratiori 3,500.00 o.oo 3,500.00 0.00 3,500.00 3,000.00 
PfaMlng and Zoning 130,106.00 106,354.69 23.751.31 8,629.00 126,009.00 125,854.00 
Lsnd Use Enforooment 90.841.00 74,547.63 16,293.37 0.00 90,878.00 85.346.00 
G9neral Government Buildings 74,000.00 44,789.94 29210.06 o.oo 49,000.00 44,100.00 
Cemeteries 45,818.00 39,623.47 8,194.53 0.00 45,818.00 46.230.00 
Insurance (othef) 1211.250.00 124,282.93 1.967.07 0.00 141,250.00 131,250.00 
Advel1!slng & R8gjo"31 Assoc. 8,239.00 7,839.36 899.64 o.oo 5,239.00 s.11112.00 
Misc-Olller Gov l'eoo(~pl11>I R .. erve) 0.00 716.18 -718.18 1,216.18 0.00 0.00 
Education/Training Workshop 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Police/Pat1(1ngl01spatch Oepanment 1,772,449.00 1,672,035.59 100,413.41 0.00 1,934,691.00 1,934,568.00 
Ambulance 133,775.00 38,154.45 45.620.5-$ 0.00 130,275.00 120.775.00 
H~ Department 1,245,593.00 1,129,584.57 \ 16.008.43 o.oo 1,277 A35.00 1,258,460.00 
Emergency MBnsgsmet'lt \7,000.00 18,T,!4.14 -1,724.14 0.00 22.000.00 22.000.00 
Supplying of Emgency Sheller S eoc 5,000.00 6.140.86 -1,140.86 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
Highways and S1reels 831,387.00 875,873.10 -44-,506.10 u.oo 94t.o~.oo 891,253.00 
Bridges 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Street Lighting 55,000.00 85,379.12 ·10,379.\2 o.oo 55,000.00 55,000.00 
Airport 7,000.00 1,000.00 6,000.00 o.oo 7,000.00 3,000.00 
Solid Waste Disposal 376.817.00 390,397.99 ·13,580.99 0.00 400,059.00 400,159.00 
P~ml-Bak~r Solid Waste Disl 3,300.00 2,930.88 369.12 0.00 3,300.00 3,300.00 
Health Officer Expe11!SeS 10,000.00 471.05 9,52a.ll5 0.00 10.000.00 5,000.00 
Anlmal Control/Humane Society e,soo.oo 6,500.00 0.00 0.00 6,500.00 8,500.00 
Pemi-Bak8( HOO)& HQalth Agency 15,000.00 15,000.00 0.00 0.00 15,000.00 15,000.00 
Plymoulll Regional FIi>& Cllnlc 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 o.oo o.oo 
Genests•Lak&S Region Mental Health T,500.00 7,500.00 0.00 o.oo 7,500.00 7,000.00 
Mid Stata H~lth 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
Gefleral Assistance- Welfere 97.660.00 74,231.62 23,428.38 0.00 98.789.00 94,462.00 
Tran- Central 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 1,000.00 1,000.00 
Grott,n Counl)I Soolor Cttlzens 15,000.00 15,000.00 0.00 0.00 15,000.00 15,000.00 
Tri..County CorT¥Tiunity Action 7.646.00 7,646.00 o.oo 0.00 7,648.00 7,646.00 
Voioes AQ.afnst Violence 4,000.00 4,000.00 0.00 o.oo 4,000.00 4,000.00 
Red Cro:se 3,141.00 3,141.00 0.00 o.oo 3,141.00 3,141.00 
Peml Youth Center 8,000.00 8,000.00 0.00 o.oo 8,000.00 8,000.00 
CADY 8,000.00 8,000.00 0.00 0.00 8,000.00 8,000.00 
CASA - Court AWOlnlad Special Advocate 1,000.00 1,000.00 0.00 0.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 
Pemi Bridge House 13,000.00 13,000.00 0.00 0.00 13,000.00 13,000.00 
Parks and R&ef'GQdon Dept 584,181.00 629,657.86 -45,496.86 0.00 663,999.00 688,937.00 
Pease Public libflllry 416,607.00 414,872.74 1,734.26 0.00 435.837.00 433,731.00 
Patriotic Purposes 4.000.00 3.828.38 171.62 o.oo 4,000.00 4,000.00 
8':tn<:I ConcertG 6,000.00 7,650.00 1,850.00 o.oo 6,000.00 6,000.00 
Town Common 4,000.00 3,973.54 28.48 0.00 4,000.00 4,000.00 
FrlGnds of th8 Arts 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 
Conservation Comnisslon :2,530.00 1,945.05 584.95 o.oo 2,000.00 2,000.00 
ConsetVstion-Tree Csre 2.000.00 o.oo 2,000.00 0.00 2,000.00 1,000.00 
16-17 CIP Bond Payment 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 100,039.00 200,000.00 
Princip.1Jl-l.ong T\fl'n\ Notel8onds 75,306.00 75,397.53 -1.53 0.00 78,244.00 84,779.00 
SRF0 Lan<lfill Closure J)Byrnent 55.113.00 55,112.11 0.89 0.00 \05.025.00 0.00 
lt'ltarGst-long Term Note/Bonds 61,575.00 61,573.16 1.84 0.00 58,726.00 52,192.00 
16-17 CIP Bond lmemst Payment 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 34,461.00 43,947.00 
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TOWN OF PLYMOUTH - COMPARATIVE STATEMENT 
Ill~·i.!li 7/15-6116 Encumb&ted 7118-6£17 ZllZ:§l!I 
Ava!labf& Exp&nded Balance lo FV 16117 APl)n)prialed Proposod 
C•pltal Outlay 
Fuel Cle.1n-Up 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Highway Roof Repair/ Replaoonent o.oo 0.00 0.00 60,000.00 
Sidewalk bnprovemet1ts 0.00 0.00 0.00 6,500.00 
L.anc:llill Monitoring(Testin9 6,000.00 2,546.09 3,453.91 0.00 6,000.00 8,400.00 
Rec)'din9 C~ntar Road Repairs 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Road Construction 125,000.00 192,175,93 -67,175.93 0.00 662,000.00 50,000.00 
Po!lce Furniture Replacement 0.00 0.00 0.00 15,000.00 
Rec)'CI Bldg MaintRepairlReplace 0.00 0.00 0.00 65,000.00 
Town Cf&rk \Itta! R~rds Ptes&rvalion 0.00 0.00 0.00 48,000.00 
Town Clerk Oebit!Credit Process/Elec 0.00 0.00 0.00 7,000.00 
Town Hall C.!nnon Repairs o.oo 0.00 0.00 6.000.00 
Fox Park/Riverside/Common Eledlitng 0.00 0.00 0.00 12,500.00 
Parks & Rec Storage Bldg 0.00 o.oo 0.00 2,500.00 
Parks & Rec Wate, bubblen·co,nmon o.oo 0.00 0.00 2,500.00 
Rec)'din9 40 ft Container 0.00 0.00 o.oo 8.000.00 
Fire 6!<1g Maint Rop,airlR&pl 30,000.00 10,699.19 19,300.31 0.00 143,000.00 
Pu!ica Bldg MRint R~pair/Repl 0.00 0.00 0.00 166,854.00 
Police OeptlDispa{chlEquip Improvement 0.00 0.00 o.oo 118,146.00 
Rocydlng Concrete Pads 0.00 0.00 0.00 10,000.00 
Town Hall Va\t!I 0.00 0.00 o.oo 37,177.00 
Hwy • Crush Gravel 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.500.00 14,000.00 
l=ox Psrk Meinl & Repairs 0.00 0.00 0.00 12,500.00 
Conservation Commission Projocts 0.00 0.00 o.oo 5.000.00 5,000.00 
C&metary Retaining Wctlls 0.00 0.00 0.00 10,000.00 
Tcnm Hall Bldg Maint & Repairs 0.00 0.00 0.00 67,177.00 
Highway Garage F'uQI/Stora9e auildi119 o.oo 0.00 0.00 20,500.00 
Fire - Equip - Oefibrillalor/Ambu!ance 0.00 0.00 0.00 30,000.00 
Fire Department Support Vohld& 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 35.000.00 
H\vy-Outnp r rut.:k 0.00 0.00 0.00 170,000.00 175,000.00 
Slodsteer-Recycling 0.00 o.oo o.oo 
Town Ha:1 S&rver 0.00 0.00 0.00 12,000.00 
Town Hall Security System 0.00 0.00 o.oo 15,000.00 
Fire - Replace "Jr Packs o.oo o.oo 0.00 30.000.00 
Fire - Ratlio Replacemenb 0.00 0.00 0.00 22,000.00 
Fire ~ Repair Aproll'Retaining Wall 0.00 0.00 0.00 40,000.00 
RecycJlng - Compador Repair.c. o.oo 0.00 0.00 7,000.00 
Recycling-Lighting 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.000.00 
Recycll~. Pick up/Trock C3p 0.00 o.oo 0.00 23,000.00 
Recycling - Conveyor Repaira 0.00 0.00 0.00 10,000.00 
Police Cruiser Replacement 41,854.00 41,717.64 136.36 o.oo 41,854.00 
pbCAM Equipment 0.00 0.00 0.00 66,000.00 
Highway - Line Laser Striping Machine 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
Flro-Arobulanoa Replacement 220,000.00 213,799.75 6,200.25 0.00 
Hwy F-550 1-lon w/plO',v, sander. 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Highway Excavator pnn 1 of 2 0.00 o.oo 0.00 20.165.00 
2.2. 
TOWN OF PLYMOUTH - COMPARATIVE STATEM:ENT 
7/15.(;!16 1115,.;116 Encumbere<I 7116-6/17 7/17~18 
Available E"l)'Jnded Balance to FY 18/17 Appropriated Proposed 
Park & Rec Turf Tractoc walk behind 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
Buikli"9'"')isp;ab:::h/.F>O Renovation~ 98,294.00 ·93.294.00 0.00 
Tran!f•ra. to Capttal Reserve 
Ambulance 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Recycfing-equi>{groundslbMg maint 6,000.00 6,000.00 o.oo 0.00 6,000.00 3,000.00 
Sk!QWa!l'.s 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Dispatch Eqopnerrt 10,000.00 10,000.00 0.00 o.oo 10,000.00 
Highland Sirc,el capital Re,so,ve 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
fire Tower Tfl)Ck. Rep!eicem&nt 0.00 0.00 0.00 41,006.00 31,666.00 
Fire Engine 4 Replacement CR 0.00 0.00 o.oo 10,384.00 10,3S4.00 
Fite Etiytne 3 Res,l~UU'l8nt CR 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 39,239.00 29,23UO 
To-,vn Revel 20,000.00 20,000.00 0.00 0.00 20,000.00 
Highway,,Matelial Handling Equip. 25,000.00 25,000.00 0.00 0.00 25,000.00 25.000.00 
Highwtry Heavy Equ!pm&nt 35,000.00 35,000.00 0.00 0.00 35,000.00 10,000.00 
Bldg.Fire Maint/RepajrlReplace 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Bldg.Police l\lalnt/Repalr/Rel)laco 25,000.00 25.000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
High,voy - Blcjg Ropeil1Mainten•noe 26,000.00 26,000.00 o.oo 0.00 o.oo 
Replace Support Vehicle/Fire 15,000.00 15.000.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
Con&~rvatlon Ccmmlst:lon 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 S,000.00 5,000.00 
pbCAM Equipment & Focili~ .. CRF 5,000.00 5,000.00 0.00 o.oo 5.000.00 
Fox Pond ParkJRepairJRepVRebuild s.000.00 5,000.00 o.oo 0.00 5,000.00 
Repl.aoo 20()6 Altlbu!an~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50,000.00 
Replace 87 fire Engine o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Rep! Breathln~ Appara1us 7.500.00 7,500.00 0.00 0.00 7,500.00 
Transfer to Trust 
Trel'\&ters to Trust&-Cem Perpetual 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Transfer to Truol·MV CRF 0.00 0.00 0.00 
E>q>. Trust-Eme,gency Equp Ropl>eo. 0.00 o.oo o.oo 
Total, 8,00U09.00 7,$34,972.:,$ 164,391.27 9,84S.18 10,278,333.00 M3U21.00 
L0ss Amount ForwardOO 306,448.49 
F isc:al 15 Appropriation 7,702,760.51 
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TOWN OF PLYTvlOUTH - CAPITAL RESERVES ACCOUNT 
YEAR ENDING 6/30/16 
Beginning Unrealized Ending 
Purpose Market Value Addit ions Income Gain or Loss) disbursements Market Value 
Dispatch Equipment s 2.7S $ 10,000.00 s 0.84 $ . s 10,003.59 
Sidewalk improvement $ 0.03 $ 35,000.00 $ 3.08 $ s 35,003.11 
School Dist. Special Education $ $ s . $ $ 
Highway Material Handling Equipment $ 75,102.0S $ 25,000.00 s 9.70 $ s 100,111.78 
Municipal Transportation Improvement $ 47,719.48 $ 44,805.00 S 520 $ 20,000.00 s 72.529.68 
Mack-fire truck $ 178,306.94 $ s 17.84 $ . s 178,324.78 
Highland Street s 485,047.73 $ s 48.02 $ 25,380.00 s 459.715.75 
Ambulance Defibrillators $ . $ $ s . s 
HVAC - Town Hail $ $ $ $ $ 
Town Revaluation s S9.S30.0S $ 45,000.00 $ 9.92 s . $ 104,539.97 
1991 Ladder Truck $ 14,198.67 $ $ 1.43 $ $ 14,200.10 
.., Zoning Ordinance Re-write s $ . $ s $ 
"' Hydraulic Rescue $ $ $ . $ $ 
Fire Maintenance R/R s 2.61 s $ $ . $ 2.61 
Police Maintenance R/R s 25,004.97 $ ? 2.49 $ $ 25,007.46 
Ambulance Reserves 5 $ $ $ $ 
Recycle Equipment & Property Main! $ 1,517.23 $ 6,000.00 s 0.65 $ $ 7,517.88 
Fire Air Support s 7,500.67 $ 7,500.00 $ 1.40 $ $ 15,002.07 
Police Cruiser Replacement s . $ $ $ $ 
Police Pickup Rep. s 20,054.64 $ - s 1.99 $ $ 20.056.63 
PB Cam Equip. & Facilities $ $ 5,000.00 $ 0.40 $ $ 5,000.40 
Replace Fire chief car $ 6.32 $ . $ . $ $ 6.32 
Replace 2006 Ambulance s 160,045.24 $ - s 2.11 $ 160,000.00 $ 47.35 
School Repair & Maint. s 62,041.35 $ s 6.24 $ $ 62.047.59 
Highway Heavy Equip. s 143,232.46 s - $ 14.34 $ $ 143,246.80 
Highway Bldg Maint Repair $ $ 26,000.00 s 2.26 $ - $ $ 26.00226 
Fox Pond Park Maint s . $ 5,000.00 $ 0.42 $ . s $ 5.000.42 
Replace Support Vehicle s s 15,000.00 s 1 . .31 $ $ $ 15,001.31 
Total s 1,279, 313.22 s 224,305.00 s 129.64 s $ 205,380.00 $ 1,298,367.86 
Beginning Fund Balance: 
Receipts: 
Perpetual Care 
Interest & Dividend 
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUND 
PLYMOUIH NEW HAMPSHfilE 
7 /01/15 · 6/30/16 










Pleasant Valley Cemetery 
Fees 













A copy of the Board's investment policy and a detailed list of the tru!lt fund investments 
are available at the Town Hall. The Trustees hold the following trust funds in Common 
(one account): 
Cemetery Perpetual Care 
Foster Estate General Beautification 
Pca~e Public Llbrm:y 
Pleasant Valley Tr1.1st Fund 
These funds are invested and managed in accordance with the laws of the State of New 
Hampshire. 
Respectfully submitted, 


















REPORT OF THE TREASURER 
For 12 Month Period Ending June 30, 2016 











WORLD PAY 15,785.10 
WORLD PAY FEES (4,483.1 f\) 
8,140.36 




CAPITAL RESERVE FUND 180,000.00 
CEMETERY 22,225.00 
CONSERVATION 60.00 
HEAL TH TRUST 78,683.14 
FIRE/GRANT 3,685.60 
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT 144,976.94 
INSURANCE REIMB 69,847.63 
RAILROAD FUND 1,878.64 
HIGHWAY/REIMB 2,389.04 
LAND FILL GRANT 10,696.67 
MISC 3,492.40 









NH ROOMS & MEALS TAX 323,013.54 
MASTER PLAN 16,129.67 
SALE OF TOWN PROP 6,600.00 
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUND 25,380.00 
POLICE REIMB 5,300.00 




REPORT OF THE TREASURER 
For 12 Month Period Ending June 30, 2016 
GENERAL FUND 2 OF 2 
TAX LEIN REIMB 
STATE OF NHJGRANTS/REIMB 
SPEARE HOSPITAL 
TIME WARNER 
TOWN OF ASHLAND 
TOWN OF BRIDGEWATER 
TOWN OF CAMPTON 
TOWN OF HOLDERNESS 
TOWN OF RUMNEY 
TOWN OF THORNTON 
TOWN OF HEBRON 
TOTAL SELECTBOARO 
TAX COLLECTOR 
2016 YIELD TAX 
2016 A PROPERTY TAX 
20168 PROPERTY TAX 
2015A PROPERTY TAX 
20158 PROPERTY TAX 
2015 YIELD TAX 
CURRENT LAND USE 
CURRENT LAND USE INT 
PROPERTY TAX INT 
TAX LIEN INTEREST 
TAX LIEN REDEEMED 
TOTAL TAX COLLECTOR 
TOWN CLERK 
2015-2016 MV 




TOTAL TOWN CLERK 
TOTAL RECEIPTS 
TOT AL RECEIPTS.& BEGINNING BAL 
CASH PAYMENTS 
PAYMENTS PER SELECTMEN 
TOTAL PAYMENTS 
ENDING BALANCE 6/30116 






































7/01/15 Tiffi.OUGH 6/30/16 
Bci;rinning Total Total 






























7/01/15 THROUGH 6/30/16 
'HBGTNNTNG BAL<\NCE 7/01/lo 
INTEREST 
TOTi\L RECEIPTS A.:.'-!D BE.GIN!\ lNG BALAN'CF. 
ENDING B!\LL\NCE 6/30/16 
AERONAUTICAL FUND 
7/01/15 THROUGH 6/30/16 
i:ll!:Gl.N'NTNG RAL~'-i'CE 7/01/15 
DEPOSITS 
INTEREST 
TOTAL DEPOSIT AND 13EG1N:JING 'HALANCF, 
ViITHDRi\ W1\LS 
ENDING BALANCE 6/30/16 
































BEGINNING BALANCE 7/01/16 
RECEwrs 
K-9FUND 
7/01/15 THROUGH 6/30/16 
TOTAL RECEfPTS AND BEGINNING BALANCE 
EXPENSES 
ENDING BALANCE 6/30/16 
TOTAL WITHDRAWALS AND ENDING BALANCE 




7/01/15 THROUGH 6/'30/16 
TOTAL DEPOSIT AND BEGINNING BALANCE 
WITHDRAWALS 
ENDING BALANCE 6/30/16 
TOTAL WITHDRAWALS AND ENDING BALANCE 
BEGINNJNG BALANCE 7/01/14 
INTEREST 
NHPDIP 
7/01/15 THROUGH 6/'30/16 
TOTAL DEPOSIT AND BEGINNING BALANCE 
WITHDRAWALS 
ENDING BALANCE 6/30/16 




















REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR 
07/0lJlS-6/30/16 
DR 
Uncollected Taxes/Bea.Fiscal Yr. 2016 
Prooertv Tax 
Lano Use Chanae 
Taxes Committed To Collector: 
Prooertv Tax 5 135 356.00 
Yield Tax 9,407.71 
Excavation Tax 
Land Use Chanae 23.186.80 
Prepayments on Pro=rtv Tax ... 7.409.47 
Overoavments on Pron.:rtv Tax .. 
TaxDeeo 543.00 
Interest Collected on Delinuent 
Prooertv Tax 
Yield Tax 
Land Use Channa 
TOTAL DEBITS 5,175,902.98 
CR 
Remittances To Treasurer: 
Prooe""' Tax 3,357,836.60 
Land Use Channe 9,302.00 





Land Use Chanae 
Tax Deeded 543.00 
Preoavment Prooe""' Tax 
Abatements Yield Tax 
Abatements on Prone"'• Tax 60.00 
Abatements on LUC 13884.80 
Uncollected Taxes/End Fiscal Yr 
Propertv Tax 1,787.822.72 
Land Use Chanae Tax 7 410.00 

























Tax Sales on Account of Levies of 
2015 2014 2.013 
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes 
Beginning of fiscal year: 
Property Tax ........................ 242.308.76 119.381.37 
Taxes Sold To Town ................ 376.197.42 
lntere,1 ColleLiad After Sale: 
Property Tax ....................... 459.96 13,676.98 24,306.96 
Overpayments ...................... 
-· 
TOTAL DEBITS 376.657.38 255,985.74 143,688.33 
CR 
RemittanC8s to T~asu~r: 
Property Tax ......................... 42.84-0.70 143,233.34 75,653.87 
Interest & Costs After Sale: 
Property Tax ......................... 459.96 13,676.98 24,306.96 
Tax Deeded Property .............. 1,199.88 1,396.80 1,424.57 
Abatements ............... , .......... 1,513.74 1,483.54 1,489.22 
Uncollected Taxes End Of Yr. 
Property Tax ........................ 330,643.10 96,195.08 40,813.71 












REPORT OF THE TO\-vN CLERK 
For the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 2016 
RECEIPTS 
Auto Permits: July 1, 2015 - June 30, 2016 
Sticker and Title i;ees 
Dog Liccnws Issued 07/01/2015 - 06 / 30 / 16 
Marriage Licenses 
UCC Hlings 
Certified Copies of Kecords 
Miscellaneous Filing F~s 
Recovery Fees 
Capital Reserve Funds from Motor Vehicle 
TOTAi. 
PAYMENTS 














BIRlHS RECORDED IN THE TOWN OF PLYMOUTH, N.H. 
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2016 
CHILD'S NAME DAI'B OF BIRTI-1 CIIILD'S !'LACE OF BIRTH NAME OF FATHER NAME OF MOTHl!R 
CLOGSTON, ANGF.1.0 AT,EXANDER 2/22/2016 PLYMOUTH, NH CLOGSTON SR, DONNY LOPEZ, ASHLEY 
WOOD, CAROLrNE ELIZABETH 3/10/2016 PLYMOUTH, NH WOOD, J.cNNlFER 
MUSKA, CALEB OWEN 3/29/2016 PLYMOUTH, NH Mv'SKA, MICHA.EL ROMPREY, KRISTEN 
GUINAN, KELTY KINDL 4/5/2016 PLYMOUTH, NH GL'INAN, PATRICK GUINAN, ERIN 
MACDONALD, TEEGAN FAY 4/20/2016 PLYMOUTH, NH MACDONALD, JOSEPH RIENDEAU, KRISTEN 
ATHANASUA, KALlSTA I.EE 4/26/2016 PLYMOUTH, NH ATHANASIA, CHRIS ATIIANASIA, USA 
GANZEL, ANAVEY ELIZABETH 6/10/2016 LACONIA,NH GANZEL, JESSE STAPLES, JADA 
"' 
FELLO\,\TS, CONNOR JAMES 7/15/2016 PLYMOUTH, NH FELLOWS In, RICHARD DIEPPA, JAMIE 
"' RAFTER, MAF.VF. Rt:TH 7/26/2016 PLYMOUTH, NH RAFTER, WHJJAM RAFTER, ALANNA 
FREITAS, AVE MARIE 10/6/2016 CONCORD,NH FRElTAS JR, PAUL FREITAS, CHRISTINE 
MACNEIL, OWEN MATTI:IEW 11/8/2016 PLYMOUTH, NH MAC:-IT.IL, BRIAN PILOTTE, PAMELA 
EVANS, ElllOT JOHN 12/7/2016 PLYMOUTH, NH EVANS, DANIEL VlllAMAGNA, AMY 
MARRIAGES RECORDED IN THE TOWN OF PLYMOUTH, N.H. 
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2016 
GROOM'S NMIE GROOM'S ltF.SIDENGJ, BR(l).l':S NAMI'. l!RIOlfS RF.Sil)P.NCF. TOW!\ Or ISSUANCJ\ Pl.ACF. Ol' l>ATl\01' 
MARRIAGE MARRlAGE 
OTl.iCU, 1-'11.17. PLY MOUTI l, NH RUHM, MICIIAEL E FXETER,NH nxr:rnR f-XETER 01/25/16 
LELAND, CIIRISTOl'Hl::R Pl.YMOl?rli, NH WARGA, SHARON I. PLYMOUTH, NH MF.REDITH MP.Rl'llITH 02/29/16 
llUKt'rfF,-C.llARP.ST, BRUCE W PI.YMOUTI l, NH W1 IITE, TAMARAC Pl.YMOUTI-1,NH PLYMOL'TH PLYMOUTH 04/06/16 
PATEi., ROHJl'Kl:Mi\R Pl.YMOUTil, NH PATlil, PAI.GUNlllAHEl\ M PLYMOU"l1l,NIT PLYMOUTI{ PI.VMOUTH 04/21 /16 
l'\;Rl\.'riR, THOMAS J STRA.Pl'ORJ), NH PURTILL, MARYANNR Pl.YMOU"l1-1,NH PLYMOUTH l'OlffSMOVTH 04/30/16 
KC-EHi~ TYLER PT.YMOUl1-I, NH nOWNING, ALYSON M PLYMOUTH.NH PLYMOUTH FRANCO>.IA 07/02/16 
SCHUS'I"r.ll. CHR[STOJ'llfl.R D PLYMOUTH, NH TRACY, ALYSON J PI.YMOUTI I ,NI I PLYMOU'l1-I NlcWHAlviPTON 07/23/16 
COl:I'RR., ROllERT A PLYMOUTH, \."Tl DAVIS, MELl~SA I. J>I.YMOUTH,NH PLYMOUTH PLYMOVl'I-T 07/30/16 
BER(,, MATTI IEW W Pl.YMOUTH, ~H DA LA TORRE, NICOi.i' M PLYMOUTH.NH Pl.YMOUTH Pl:YMOUTJ{ 08/06/16 
"' 
MACDONALD. JAMl'.S M PLYMOUTH, Nil 0J.8N.V,lAO)0NAlll, l.AVRE~ J l'LYMOUTI l,NH PLYMOUTH JACKSOK 08/30/16 
0\ 
Bns·r, TYi.ER 1'1.YMOUTll, NH SPADARO, RRRKKI'. L PI.YMOt;TH,:--:H PLYMOUTH PLYMOUTH 09/ 19/16 
Tf .. MJ>l.f'.TON, PETER R PLYMOUTH, NH Pl!RLADO, RAfAH C Pl .YMOUTH,:--:H PI.YMOUTH PLTu!OU'fll 09/20/16 
At-."NIS, DAVID l PI.YMOL"l'H, NH HAVLOc:J<, IJAI.F.Y R CAMl"l"ON, NH PLYMOUTH l'LYMOUTll 11/02/16 
I.ARRF.CQl.:ll, DANIEL R. PLYMOL"l'H, NIT AVERY, LAUREN A P l.YMOUTJ 1,NH PLYMOUTH WHrt'EFll-'.ll) I 1 /18/16 
THAPA CHHETIU, susrn1. PLYMOUTH, NH RA!, SfTAl. CONCORD. NII PI.YMOC"TH PLYMOUTH 12/07/16 
-
DEATHS RECORDED IN THE TOWN OF PLYMOUnl, N.H. FOR 
TIIE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2016 
NAME OF DECEASED DATE OF DEATH PLACE OF DRATH NAME OF FATHER :MAIDEN NAME OF MOTHER 
SUDEN-BHAR.K, KARIN 1/14/2016 PLYll10UTH SUDEN, JOHAN UNKNOWh', CLARA 
FLETCHER, RICHARD 1/19/2016 MANCHESTER FLECTHCBR. JOHN DEll.'Tl!R. ELIZABETH 
Wll.Klb. llUiNE 1/21/2016 PLYMOUTH SIMONEAU, ALBERT HUPPE. MARJE 
CHAMP.ELSA 1/23/2016 MJ::l<EDITH BUSRR, DAVID SCffilTANDER, EMMA 
GOUJ.F..T, JlRIAN 1/31/2016 CONCORD GOULET, ROLAND SHEA, llLANCHE 
PATTERSON.ROllE~T 2/7/2016 PI.YMOUTH l'A'fTERSON. JOHN BURT. MARJORIE 
FAUVER SR, ALFRED 2/13/2016 PLYMOUTH FAUVBR. EDGAR MACDANJELS, ALICE 
NOYES,JOHK 3/17/2016 LEBANON NOY.BS, WILLIA,\{ BARBER, ANYCE 
GAUTl-!IER, P!P.RRF. 3/22/2016 PLY1v!OUTH GAU1'HIP.R, PIERRE LANDRY, CORA 
DOTEN, ELAINE 4/18/2016 PLYMOUTH WELSH, J,AMJ;S DENTREMONT. EMILY 
LA PLANT , !RENE 4/24/2016 MEREUfftl WELCH, HARRY BODGE, VERA 
VINCF.NT, GEORGIA :S/12/2016 CONCORD BOVF.R, GF.ORGE JONES.RUTH 
MCMENIMEN JR, GJ::ORCE 5/13/2016 CONCORD MCMENINMEN SR, GEORGE DILWORTH, MARY 
BRADSLEY, CONNIE 5/13/2016 PLYMOUTH HALE, HORACE MOORE, MARIO~ 
HUl\"fER, DOUGLAS 5/19/2016 PLYMOUTH HUNTER, WI;..LIAM DOBBINS, DOROTHY 
"' I.ATUCH, SHIRLEEN 6/25/2016 FRANKJ.!N 
PICICERil>IG, ELLSWORTH NIJDDELVIA 
" RA...'JDALl., THOMAS 6/28/2016 MEREDITH RANDALL, THOMAS LORD.ESTER 
SHARK, ALICK 7/9/2016 l'LYMOU"J'H UNKNOWN, UNKNOW:-! l,,o/KNOWN, UNKNOWN 
HAYES Jll. JOHN 7/14/2016 PLYMOUTH HAYF.SSR,JOHN COLEMAN, RUTH 
PUGA.CAROL 7/28/2016 PLYMOUTH BELAIR, EDWARl) MCAVOY, ROSB 
DAJGNEAULT, TIMOTHY 7/30/2016 PLYMOUTH DAIGNEAULT, MARTIN LUNDERGA.~,DOROTHY 
SLEEPER, ALMA 8/16/2016 PLYMOUTH WHITEHEAD, ELMER BAGLEY, MADE.LINE 
BUO~OPANE, GLORIA 8/19/2016 PLYMOl.''J'H MCGILL SHELDON MERILL, MIRIAM 
SHEA..~, BETSY 9/19/2016 PLYMOl.7TH O'NEIL, RICHARD COCHRON,MARGARET 
LEDGER, BONNIE 9/26/2016 PLYMOUTH SJ>l.iNCllR, AJU\OLD HANSEN, EVELYN 
TOWKSEND, HELEN 10/15/2016 FRANKLIN ACOSTA, FRANCIS YALE,MARIE 
MClN"l'liu,:, a.Rfil/DA 10/17/2016 PLYMOt,,,H CARIGNAN, ARTHl.'R NliSI'i,;RUK, DONNA 
CONKLIN, JA.\>fBS 10/28/2016 PLYMOl,,"TH COl\1(LIN, MICHAEL REYNOLDS, DEBORAH 
MCI$$AC JR, HENRY 10/31/2016 PLYMOl,,"l'H MCISSAC SR. HENRY LIBBY, NATALIE 
NELSON, LUCY 11/4/20!6 LACONIA SMITH, LLOYD RICKER. LUCY 
PALMER, MARGERY 11/6/2016 MERDITH PALJI.IBR, WIT .I.JAM UNKNOWN, P.1.17.AJ\F.TH 
PRIEST JR. BENJAMJK 11/7/2016 PLYMOUTH PRlli>T SR, BENJAMIN COHN,JUllA 
CARPENTER, HAZEL 11/20/2016 PLYMOUTII BURKHAM. AMON PEASE. VERNIE 
STURGEO:-l, HlRN ll/20/2016 LAC0l\1A LANDRY, HARRY UNKNO~, ALIDA 
BLAKE, JASMINE 12/7/2016 PLYMOUTH ST DENNIS, THOMAS WHELAN, TAMMl 
CROWLEY, ROBERT 12/28/2016 PLYMOUTH CROWLBY, MARTIN BRASSARD, ;-,.,U,Ry 
BOYCE, MATTHEW 12/30/2016 PLYMOUTH BOYCE, GEORGE WHITE, JOSEPHINE 
PLYMOUTH POLICE DEPARTMENT 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
2016 brought severnl new faces tu the Plymouth Police Department. The Department welcomes Rod 
Diamond, Joshua Gadbois, Jordan Daigneault, and Kristin Tracy. Rodi,; one of the Department's 
Patrol Ser~ants and t-omes to us by way of the Thornton l'olke where he held the position of 
Chief of Police. Rod has over 14 years of Law Enforcement experience and is currently working 
towards his B.A. iD Criminal Justice at Plymouth State University. Josh, Jordan, and Kristin arc the 
Department's newest Patrol Officers. Josh was actually hired in late 2015 and did not make it into last 
year's annual report. Josh came to us by way of the New Hampshire Department of Safety Bureau of 
Marine Patwl where he held the position of Officer. Josh holds an A-;sociat<.:'s Degree from NHTI in 
Criminal Justice. Rod, Josh, and Jordan all grew up in l'lyrnouth and have lived in our Community 
their entire lives. Jordan comes to us by way of Plymouth Regional l ligh School where he held 
the posit.ion of l'a.raprofessional. fordan holds a B.S. in Childhood Studies from Plymouth State 
L'niversity. Kristin comes to us by way of the Plymouth State Universily where she held the position 
of Head Lacrosse Coach. Kristin has a B.A. in Zoology from the Cniversity of :\Jew Hampshire 
and is currently working toward" her Master's Degre<-' in Educational Leadership at Plymouth 
State university. By the time you read this annual report Kristin will be attending the 172"" New 
Hampshire Police Academy. 
In 2016 the Plymouth Police Department w,der,venl many building improvements that were made 
possible by the bond voted on at last year's town meeting. The metal exterior sidi,:,g was removed 
from the building which allowed spray foam insulation to be applied. After the building was sealed 
with spray foam, the exterior was replaced with vinyl siding. >Jew awnings and e=rgy dficient 
LED parking lot light,; were also added to the extE'rior. The asphalt at the Police Pepar.tn,ent parking 
lot was rernoved, regraded, and repaved. This impro,,ed drainage and provided much needed 
additional parking spaces. The interior was repainled and the old acoustical ceilings were replaced. 
In conjunction with the new acoustical ceilings, the interior lighting was upgr.aded with new energy 
effici.ent led lights. Mini-split, heating/ air conditioning unih\ were added to every room in the Police 
Department. The old fire alarm system that was non-functioning was replaced with a new one. 
Because of the new addition at the Police Department last year we were able to redesign offices, 
meeting rooms, and intervie.v rooms, making the entire space better organized. 
from July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016 the office of the Plymouth Police Prosecutor handled a total 
of 576 arrests. 400 c,ises were processed through the 2nd District Court, Plymouth Division and/ or 
the Plymouth Family Court. 25 juvenile cases were processed and 3 of those cases were reforred to 
the local Restorative Justice Program. 
The Department's investigative unit has been very busy this year as well. During the last 12 month 
fiscal period, the Plymouth Polit-e Department made 89 case referrals to the County Altomey's Office. 
Since July of 2016 the Department has already made 26 felony referrals. Th.is has been a very busy ye.;,r 
for Detective Sergeant Aimee xloller and Detecth•e Brianna Gerrior who have worked on several timt' 
con.-.uming ca'\Cs ranging from residential/ commer.daJ burglaries, drug sales/ distribution, stabbings, 
sexual assaults, internet crimes agaim,t children, and armed robberies. Both detectives were also 
instrumental in solvtng crimes in other juri~dictions. They solved an armed robbery that occurn.'<I in 
P~-imsylvania. They also found a fugitive from justice who fled to Horida and was wanted by the Tilton 
l.'olice Department for annl.'d mbberr, In review of the past four year crime trends, simple assaults, 
drug related offenses, vandalism, and alcohol related incidents remain as the highest reported crime 





Social media oontirH)es to be the quickest and easiest way to filter information out to our Community. 
We prefer to use Facebook as our social media platform. If you have not doi:,e so yet we encourage you 
to join us on Facebook. Please go to our website at: www.plymouthpd.org and click the link "Follow 
us on Facebook". We find Facebook to be an excellent Community resource. Our followers have helped 
\L<; identify several subjects, find wanted suspects, and reunite lost pets with their mmers. 
All of us here at the I 'lymouth Police Department are proud .-nd honored to shoulder the 
responsibilities of protecting and serving our Community. On behalf of the men and women of the 
Plymouth Police Department, we are privileged to serve this Community and continue to strive 
toward excellence to provide you with the finest policing service possible. 
Respectfu IL y Submit-red 
Stephen Lefebvre, Chief of Poli~ 
PLYMOUTH POLICE DEPARTMENT STATISTICS 
July 2015 to June 2016 
TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT !NFORMA11ON 
MOTOR VEHICLE SUMJvl0NS 
MOTOR VEHlCLE WARNINGS 
AVERAGE SPEED OF VIOLATION 
AVERAGE Ml'H OVER SPEED 
TOTAL MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT ru:.r0RTS 







IQI' THREE LOCATIONS \AJIIERE ACCIDENTS OCCUR: 




TOTJ\.L TELEPHONE CALl.S 
TOTAL RADIO TRA1'\JSMISSIONS 
TOTAL CALLS FOR SERVICE 






PARKING ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION 
TOTAL TICKETS ISSUED 
PARKING METER COIN COLLECTION $ 
PARKING FlNf!S $ 
PARKING PERMITS $ 
BOOT FEE (PARKING) $ 
KIOSK COIN $ 
KIOSK CREDIT CARD $ 


















PLYMOUTII POLICE DEPARTMENT STATISTICS 
July 2015 to June 2016 
Q!!::;![:R REVE>!UE INFORlvlATION" 
GRJ\.,.'\JTS s 47,351 
COPIER l'liES $ 315 
COURT REIMBURSL\IIENT s 68,478 
INSURAl'\CE REQUESTS s 1,180 
PISTOL Pl::l{MJTS $ 670 
SPECIAL DETAILS $ •• 
DISPATCH REIMBUR. (Calendaf Year) s 194,004 
YIISCELLAN liOUS s 1,.'>Y8 
TOTAL OTI IER REVE~lJE: s 313,596 
DEPARTMENT TOTAL: s 450,830 










PLYMOUTH "FIRE AND AMBULANCE DEPARTMENT 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
There were many changes this year in the Fire Department, most notable was the 
resignation of Firefighter Stephen Finn. Firefighter Finn first served aR a part-time 
member back in 2007 while he was attending Plymouth State University and was hi.red 
as a full-tlme member in 2015. In 2016 he was offered a full-time position with the Derry 
Fire Department. Finn will be missed and he served the town well during his time here. 
"Ve wish him the best as he continues his career in public service. Philipe Plummer was 
hired in Au,s;u.st 2016 a.s a full-time firefighter. Phil comes to w1 from Alexandria, NH 
and !;tarted his Fire and EMS service in 2013 working for the Twin Rivers Ambulance as 
well a.s the Bristol and New Hampton Fire Departments. 
This year the State of New Hampshire adopted the 2015 Life Safety Code that replac-es 
the 2009 edition. These codes are the back bone to ensuring life safety in all buildings. 
Please do not hesitate to contact thb office if you have any questions related to fire 
safety. 
In July the community lost Ont! of its oldest residential structures on Texas Hill Road. 
The house was built in 1780 and has been owned by the same family since the early 
1920's. Sadly, the fire was not noticed until the structure was fully engulfed by flames, 
but fortunately no one was injured in this fire. 
Extremely dry conditions this year kept us busy battling brush fi.r.es in and around the 
town and this may carry into the spring of 2017. Please remember that you need to 
contact this office prior to burning any brush pile. 
Other pl'Ojects thi.s year that we have completed are the renovation~ of the day room 
and the old meeting room has been conveited into a gear room. Soon we will be starting 
some renovations to the main office area. I welcome anyone to stop in and take a tour 
and see what we are doing. 
In closing, ( again want to thank all the men and women of tht! department and their 






PLYMOUTH FIRE AND AMBULANCE DEPARTMENT 






Dumpster /Furniture Fires 
Other Fires 
Total Fires 
Hazardous Materials Incident<; 
Fud Spills/ Leaks 
Carbon :-.1onoxide Incidents 
!ilectrical Problems 
Power Lines Down 









Total Service Calls 
Good Intent Calls 
Cancelled 
N·o incident found 
Smoke Investigation 
Total Good Cnlent Calls 
false Alarm 
Maliciou~ False alarm 
Alarm svstcm :vtalfunction 
Uninte1i'tional Ala,rn 
Total False Alarms 
ALS Intercept / Assistan~ 
Medical Emergencies 
Motor Vehicle Acddents 
Technical Rescues 
Lift Assists 
Total Medical Entergencies 
Total Fire and A01bula11ce Calls 
Born Permits Issued 
Oil Burner/LP Gas Permits 
Life Safety lnspeclions 
Fire Drills 
Car Seat Inspections 





















































PLYMOUTii HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
Fall has come and gone, and we had a surprisingly nice foliage season. Trus was 
followed by plenty of leaves and acorns dropping onto the groW1d. 
The Highway Department is keeping extremely busy. There are a lot of our wmal 
projects, including sweeping, cold patching, fixing and repairing roadside signs. 
There has been a lot of vandalism this year. 
We have done some major roadside cutting and chipping. We subbed out and replaced 
many, many culvert<;. We spent months ditching and prepping Reservoir Road and 
Ledgeside Lane £or paving. The completion of paving came at the end of November 
\-vi.th the addition of paving on Langdon Street North. Additionally, there were new and 
rebuilt sidewalks on Langdon. We devoted a significant amount of time to guardrail 
maintenance. The Highway crew did a great job! 
Underground drainage was finis.bed on Langdon Street at High Street and Langdon. 
A new section of sidewalk was added at Langdon and Mexri.U St(eet, which ti.es into the 
new college building on Merrill Street. The Highway Department worked with the State 
to remove the brick crosswalks in the roundabout. A lot of weathered and dead trees 
were removed in and around town. 'We'd like to send a special thank you to the NH 
Co-Op fur assistance with the trees. We also did a drain.age study to project upcoming 
projects in town. 
The Highway Dept. painted and deaned up the Highway equipment. There were many 
necessary repairs that were done to the Highway garage. New electrical panel and 
wiring was installed. A fuel containment building was added for Highway use for fuel 
on site for trucks and heating the garage. 
The Grader is up and running. 'vVe rented a roller to seal the dirt roads before winter. 
The snowplows are on the trucks and we've weathered several storms. The guys are 
now fully prepared to tackle the onset of winter. We've also stacked quite a bit of 
firewood to heat the garage. 
I would like to thank the community, the staff at the Town Hall, and all of the 
departments who work alongside us for their support. We greatly appreciate it and are 




PLYMOUTH PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
The Parks ;ind Recreation Department strives to offer a wide variety of .iffordablc leisure 
servires to rneet the diverse needs of our community. The Department is also committed 
to excellence in its responsibilities for maintenance, utilization, and development of town 
properties, school grounds and park facilities. The primary goal of our programs is to provide 
quality and meciningful activities for our community members. \iVe are excited to play a 
key role in families' daily lives during afterschool hours, summer, .ind v.ication wcckc;. Our 
afterschool program numbers continue to increase. Afterschool Coor.din.itor Kclsee Beaudin, a 
certified teclchcr, creates, designs and implements a wide variety of enrichment activities such 
as the Kindness l{ocks Project, in which students painted rocks with messages of kindness 
to be placed around the school reminding our community that kindness matters. Stained 
Glass Soldier Silhouettes were hung throughout the school to remind us all of our soldiers' 
commitment and dedication to our country. We value her creativity and dedication, and on 
behalf of the families we thank her for her commitment to our youth. 
Recreation Highlights: 
• Febru.iry Vacation week we opened our doors to childr.en of working parents while 
school was closed. We traveled north to Jay Peak, leaving Plymouth's 3 degree weather 
.ind found the indoor water park with 89 degree water. and 92 degree air temperature. 
l.t felt like we had been to the Caribbean! 
• Our first annual Plymouth's Got Talent was impressive! We had nearly 20 acts! The 
t.ilent displayed by the youth in our community was remark.able; from the Japanese 
m.trtial art of Kendo, to !Wlging, instrument playing, and dancing. 
• Our End-of-School-Year Beach Bash Elementary D;incc brought together many 
stude11ts and families to celebrate another school year filled \.vith fun, growth and great 
acti.vitics. 
• Our second annual Great Pumpkin Race doubled its' number of racers! Not only wa~ 
thi.s cl fun filled event, but these kinds of STEM programs, where children get to design, 
run and modify their creations, support what our school is working towardB. We could 
sec the future engineers of the world in these creative clnd fast moving pumpkins! 
We actiYely seek feedback from our community. Often, we hear unsolicited from parents and 
community members, and additionally we circulate surveys and questionnaires. It's important 
to us th.it we go in the direction that community members :need and desire, and go a~ far a~ 
our budget will stretch. ln an effort to make the registration process easier and to be mindful of 
our environment, we have streamlined our registratio:n. pr.occss, and in the future developing 
onl.inc registration allowing families to register fro:in anywhere! In order to have our programs 
;ind events reach a larger population,, we created a foccbook page that we update frequently. 
We arc currently in the process of updating our website to make it more user friendly. We 
recognh:e that families are busy and the easier we c.in make it for families the better. To find 
out more about the Plymouth Parks and Recreation Department, and for updates on fun 
activities going on right here in town, please visit the town of Plymouth website and "Like Us" 
on Facebook (Plymouth Park~ and Recreation Plymou.th New Hampshire). You may also email 
us at piirkrcc<i'plymouth-nh.org. 
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PLYMOUTH PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT - Continued 
Parks Highliglits: In a constant effort to keep our community spaces looking their best, safe 
and accessible, our ongoing projects include: 
• Replacement of the walkway lights, new waterlines to both water fountains, and repair 
and replacement of the electrical panels on the Town Common. 
• The Plymouth Rotary Amphitheatre had additional lighting added, two hand rails put 
in place for the top steps, and removal of large, dead limbs around the stage a:re.i. 
In dosing, I would like to thank our many p,u-t time support staff whose flexibj]jty and 
commitment to community, make possible ow· variom; programs throughout the year, we 
would not be able to accomplish all that we do for this community vn.thout them. Many 
thanks to my staff for their hard work a:nd dedi.cati.on to the Department. Not only is their 
commihnent to our community strong, but they are a cohesive group who combine their 
strengths for the success of this departro.ent. 
Respectfully submitted, 
L.irry J. Gibson 
4S 
PLYMOUTH RECYCLING CENTER 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
From all the employees at the Recycling Center, we wouJd like to say thank you to all the 
residents of Plymouth for their continued efforts in recycling. We strive very hard to keep our 
budget level funded, even with the many ch,mges io recycling costs we maintain a very low 
co.~t budget, which is offset by some revenue, all due to your help. 
This past fiscal year we have shipped out: 
1146 Tons of Tra~h 
102.3 Tons of Cardboard 
101.6 Tons of Scrap Metal 
87.5 Tons of Mixed Paper 
27.7 Tons of Plastic 
19 Ton-=; of Newspaper 
16 Tons of 1in Cans 
7.3 Ton~ of Alwninum Cans 
Due to last year's declining markets across the recycling world, we were able to genetate 
approximately S77,760 of revenue. We expect this fiscal year to be better, as markets are 
increasing. 
Last fiscal year, Supervisor Jessie Jennings wa~ promoted to Department Manager and 
Attendant Matthew W. Willette was promoted to Foreman. New part time attendant Matthew 
R. Willette was hired. 
Again we want to thank you for all your help in keeping our costs down to a minimum. We 
continue to a~k that you do all you can to recycle, which in tum brings revenue back to the 
town and keep c<>.~ts low. 
Plea<;e feel free to call or stop by the office to see Jessie or Matt. We are more than pleased to 
listen and consider any suggestions you may have. 
Sincerely, 
Recycling Management Team 
46 
PEASE PUBLIC LIBRARY 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
Many exciting things have happened at th~ Pease Public Library thjs year. 
Pease Received a l..Jltino Americans: 500 Years of History grant from the National Endowment 
for the Humanities (N EH) and the Amen.can Libxa-cy Association (ALA), which it was used 
to promote Latino American culture during the year. Programs included The Guitar in Latin 
America presented by Jose Lezcano and Zoot Suit Riots presented by John Krueckeberg, Ph.D. 
PSU Professor of History, among others. We partnered with the Community Clay Center and 
the Girl ScoutB of the \,Vhite Mountains on this grant as well, allowing the girls to receive a 
patch for participating in the programs. 
We opened a book sale room downstairs in the library. The room is packed with all types of 
books. All the proceeds help us purchase new books for the library. Our work study students 
from PSU presented a technology learning series; presenting workshops on iPads, Facebook, 
Microsoft office, and more. 
Some of our highlighted programs this year include authors Robin McLean and Matt Cheney 
visiting the library for book talks. Annette Mitchell presented a program on paintings that 
were created to illustrate historical events in her family history. Marina Forbes pre!!eI\ted a 
program and workshop on :tv1atroyshka dolls. We had several art installations including an 
exhibit from the league of NH a-aftsmen, art from the Ulcraine, and the NH Chapter of the 
Women's Caucus for Art. 
The library continues to have an extremely active children's department. Tanya had a total of 
262 children's and teen programs with 4,598 participants. One of our favorite programs this 
year was a virtual chat with a NASA Engineer! 
The theme for summer reading was On Your Mark, Get Set, Read! \Ive focused on learning 
healthy habits for our bodies and minds, sports, as well as playing some fun games. The 
library had 52 programs with 1,908 participants. This year, we had 475 people attend Touch-
a-Truck, our summer reading kickoff event. We received hvo grants to support our swnmer 
reading program. One from Kids, Books and the Arts and one from Dollar General Literacy 
Foundation. Funding for the Kids, Books and the Arts event is provided by the Jack and 
Dorothy Byrne Foundation,. OiILIS, Cogswell Benevolent Tn1st, and is supported in part by 
a grant from the NH State council on the Arts & the National Endowment for the Arts as well 
as funds administered by the NH State Library and provided by the rnstitute of Museum and 
Library Services. 
\Ne began our 1,000 Books Before Kindergarten Initiative th.is year and it has been a big 
success! The goal of this initiative is to promote reading and literacy skills in children by 
reading 1,000 books with them before they enter kindergarten. Sixteen child.Jen have already 
:r.e.iched their 1,000 books and we have 80 children registered for the program. 
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PEASE PUBLIC LIBRARY 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT - Continued 
Programs the commwuty has come to love such as the annual Mother's Day Tea, the Easter 
Egg 1-funt, and 'fouch-A-Truck ,vere all a big success. Mad Scienre vi:;ited us over February 
break and author and illustrator Maryann Cocca-Leffler visited us during the spring. 
Once again, we want to sincerely thank the Young Ladies Library Association for supporting 
children's and teen programming. They have been an integral part of our ability to offer the 
programming that we do. 
We would like to welcome Adam Di Filippe and Paula McKinley to our staff .is well as our 
new Director, Diane Lynch, formerly of the Laconia Library. 
With the support of our staff, trustees, the Young Ladies Library Association, .ind the 
community, we are able to offer a wide variety of programs and services to meet the needs of 




/\ssistant Director /Youth Services 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday - 10 AM to 8 PM 
Thursday, rriday -10 AM to 5 PM 
Saturday - 10 A.:v[ to 2 PM 
www.peasepubliclibrary.org 
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PEASE PUBLIC LIBRARY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
FINANCIAL REPORTS - J\tne 30, 2016 
Actual Budget Budget 
GENERAL ACCOUNT YTD YTD 2015/2016 
2015/2016 2015/2016 
OPERATING INCOME 
Boo!( Replacement Receipts $ 915.34 $ 1,000.00 s 1,000.00 
Book Sales $ 3,983.12 $ 1,500.00 $ 1,500.00 
Coffee Bar $ 394.50 $ 400.00 $ 400.00 
Copier $ 2,618.55 $ 2,200.00 $ 2,200.00 
Overdue Fines $ 1,499.90 $ 500.00 $ 500.00 
DVD Cleanin9 $ 31.00 $ 50.00 $ 50.00 
Misc-Flash Drive $ 1.26 $ 20.00 $ 20.00 
Room Use $ 74-0.00 $ 500.00 $ 500.00 
Other-Library Caro Fee 1 113.00 $ 100.00 $ 100.00 
TOTAL OPERATING INCOME $ 10296.67 $ 6 270.00 $ 6 270.00 
UNRESTRICTED INCOME 
Conscience Jar $ 525.50 $ 500.00 $ 500.00 
Donations $ 1.772.32 $ 5,000.00 $ 5,000.00 
YLLA (Includes Hems paid directly) $ 2,944.73 $ 1,475.00 $ 1,475.00 
YLLA Expansion Fund $ $ $ 
George Ouf9in $ 8,817.66 $ 9,000.00 $ 9,000.00 
Grants 'funds employee education $ 4.500.00 $ 1,000.00 $ 1.000.00 
Interest Income $ 4.40 $ 25.00 $ 25.00 
Non Resident Fees $ 6,951.40 $ 7,500.00 $ 7,500.00 
Pro9rams s $ $ 
Transfer from surplus $ $ 8.180.00 $ 8.180.00 
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED INCOME $ 25,516.01 $ 32,680.00 $ 32,680.00 
TOTALINCOME $ 35,812.68 $ 38.950.00 s 38950.00 
OPERA TING EXPENSES 
BanKCharge $ 43.00 $ 25.00 $ 25.00 
Circulation Matenals 
Audio/Visual $ 2,703.07 $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00 
Books $ 2.015.98 $ 1.500.00 $ 1,500.00 
E Book$ $ 1,138.00 $ 2,200.00 $ 2,200.00 
Periodicals $ 1,676.00 $ 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00 
Web Licenses s $ 500.00 $ 500.00 
TOT AL Circulation Materials $ 7,533.05 $ 7,200.00 $ 7,200.00 
Coffee Bar $ 82.45 $ 400.00 $ 400.00 
Compute< $ $ 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00 
Copy Machine Rental $ 4,382.87 $ 2,400.00 $ 2,400.00 
Facilities $ $ 2,500.00 $ 2,500.00 
George V. Durgin Collection $ 1,576.55 $ 4,00000 $ 4,000.00 
Misc-Flash Drives and Book sales, etc. $ 970.12 $ 50.00 $ 50.00 
Office $ 349.00 $ 500.00 $ 500.00 
Supplies $ 1,790.72 $ 500.00 $ 500.00 
TOT.AL OPERATING EXPENSES $ 16,727.76 $ 19,575.00 $ 19,575.00 
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PEASE PUBLIC LIBRARY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
FINANCIAL REPORTS- [ttne 301 2016 - Continued 
Actual Budget Budget 
GENERAL ACCOUNT YTD YTD 2015/2016 
2015/2016 2015/2016 
TRUSTEE EXPENSES 
Building Renovation $ $ 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00 
Building Furniture $ $ s 500.00 
Boncl Payments $ $ s 
FY 15 Library Budget Offset $ $ s 
Computer $ $ 2,000.00 s 2,000.00 
Evergreen ILS $ 1,000.00 $ 1,250.00 $ 1,250.00 
Education 
Trustee Wo,1<shops $ 260.00 s 260.00 $ 260.00 
Employee ·runded by grants $ 4,116.54 s 2,000.00 $ 2,000.00 
TOTAL Education s 4,376.54 s 2.260.00 s 2,260.00 
Institutional Passes s 250.00 $ 1.200.00 $ 1,200.00 
Licenses s $ 300.00 s 300.00 
Misc-Move Exp Lib (810) s 1,356.00 s 250.00 $ 250.00 
Newsletter s $ 400.00 $ 40000 
NHL TA Memberships s $ 28000 s 280.00 
Programs 
Adult $ 3,203.80 $ 4,500.00 s 4,500.00 
Youth $ 6,702.72 s 4.185.00 s 4,185.00 
TOTAL Programs $ 9,906.52 $ 8,685.00 s 8.685.00 
Volunteer Appreciation s 459.76 s 250.00 s 250.00 
TOT AL TRUSTEE EXPENSES s 17,348.82 s 18,875.00 $ 19,375.00 
TOTAL INCOME $ 35,812.68 s 38,950.00 s 38,950.00 
TOTAL EXPENSE s 34,076.58 $ 38,450.00 $ 38,950.00 
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) s 1 736.10 $ 500.00 $ 
Bank Statement Balances of Accounts 6/30/16 
BankAe<:ounu; 
GeneralOperating Account (443) $ 18,244.54 810 Acct 16,263.76 
B~ilding FundCGSB s 41.621.83 
CD-MVSB s 17,346.45 
Cert. Dep. #2 (469) s 2,512.52 
Cert. Dep. #4 (721) s 18,756.56 
Trustee Operating (568) $ 74,654.89 
NH Public Deposit Investment Trust $ 52.10 





PEASE PUBLIC LIBRARY 
STATISTICS 
July 1, 2015 - June 30, 2016 
COLLECTION 
ADULT ,TTJVENILE TOTAL 
Books owned July 1. 2015 21,682 14,811 36.493 
Added by purchase 2015-2016 695 439 1,134 
Added by gift 2015-2016 315 137 452 
Discarded/lost 2015-2016 1,362 121 1,483 
Books/volumes owned June 30, 2016' 24,135 14,872 39,007 
There is a discrepancy in totals due to system changeover In FY 14/15' 
Audiobooks/CDs owned 7/1/15 
Added by gifllpurchase 
Discarded/lost 
Audiobooks/CDs owned 6/30/16* 
DVl:Js/1:!luRays owne<l 7/1/15 
Added by gift/purchase 
Discarded/lost 
DVDs/ BluRays owned 6/30/16' 
Subscriptions (magazines, newspapers) 
CIRCULATION 
Materials loaned 7/1/15-6/30/16 
OTHER SERVICES 
Reference questions answerGd 
Materials loaned to other libraries 
Materials borrowed from other libraries 
TOTAL 





















































BUILDING AND CODE ENFORCEMENT 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
l'er,nils issued in 2016 amounted to an increase over 2013. As usual, Permits for. pr.ojects issued late in 
2015 carried over for completion in 2016- notably the Fairfidd h1n and the NH State Liquor Outlet. 
A new restaurant and micro-brewery was built adjacent to the Rle 23/ Rte 3A circle, while the former 
Chr.istian Science Reading Room building on Main St. was refurbished to house a r.estauranl and a 
vintage/ antique store. 
Issues to be dealt with in 2017 have to do with mandates from the State. One is the State-wide approval 
of' Accessory Dwelling Units' in single-family occupancies - where a single-family homeowner is 
allowed, by right, to create an additional dwelling unit (a fully outfitted residential unit) regardless of 
Zone. The thrust of this legislation is to increase the availability of wod.<-fotoe ho~•sing. The Planning 
and Enforcement staff are working ";th the Planning Board to custom-fit this legislation to the needs 
of our college community, by enacting legal, restrictive measure~. These include owner- occupancy of 
al least one of the units, rcsp<!cl for setbacks, lot coverage and parki.ng. A 'Conditional Use Permit' from 
the Planning Holl rd will be required before construction to ensure the above standards are maintained. 
The other issue is a n.~vamping of our signage Ordinance to comply with the recent Reed v Gilbert 
decision, where we must strip all language from the Ordinance that reflects any division betv,een 'free' 
speech and commercial (advertising) speech. The net effect will be to view signagc as a physical entity, 
not as a message. 
Sintt these are complicated issues, prior to ·iown Meeting thl-rc will be explanatory posters and 
information in various Town buildings and on PBCam. 
ZONING VIOLATIONS 








Code Enforcement Officer 








Acoessory Slructures 29 
Additions 9 
Demolition 3 
l!lecttlclll /Plumbing 14 
Interior Alteration 7 





Total Permits 124 .. 
Total Fees S12,118.80 
(double Permits skew total by six) 
The Town's website has all the in.formation, forms and application,; you'll need for your project. 












2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
The Plymouth Planning Board reviewed 10 applications in 2016 which was half. the number submitted 
in 2015. Of that number, nine ,vere site plan reviews includfog a non-binding review for a new 
dormitory at Plymouth State University. Other sire plan reviews included the retro.fitting of a former 
retail store as a walk-in medical clinic at I latch Pla7.a and the extension of site plan approval for a 
proposed veteran's housing complex on Boulder Point Drive. Additionally, approval was given to the 
master sign for the Riverside Landing retail complex on Tenney Mountain Highway and the proposed 
construction of a 100-foot high Verizon cell tower just west of Riverside Landing. One boundary line 
adjustment and a one-lot subdivision rounded out the submitted applications for the yeaf. Several 
commercial projects approved in 2015 came onlinc in 2016 and included a new state liquor outlet and 
8.5-room Marriot Fairfield Inn and Suites hotel located along Tenney Mountain Highway. 
\<Vhile the application cycle was somewhat quiet in 2016, the Board focused its energy on the Master 
Plan update process hosting four community focus groups to solicit input on various community 
topics. The focus groups included the categoxies of 'lbwn/PSU Interface, Mwticipal lnfrastructurc, 
Economic Developmer.it and Natural-Historic-Cultural Resources. These public meetings drew a large 
i,udience of Plymouth citizens, business people and public officials. feedback from the SL'Ssions will 
be included in the new Master Plan to help shape a plan for Plymouth's ongoing development and 
projected future goals. 
Over 1 UOO persons responded to the Community Survey which was also a part of the master plan 
information gathering proa.-ss. The Board utilized electronic responses from the Tov\rn's website and 
PSU student email portals in addition to hard copy surveys received from Plymouth property owners. 
North Council Regional Plamting Commission continues to update the master plan with the Planning 
Board and hopes to have the document completed before the end of 2016. 
The Planning Board also undertook preliminary work on updating the Zoning Ordinance document 
which needed some major efforts in the area of term definitions as a starting point. Recent Ne\¥ 
Hampshire court rulings and legislative rnandates have caused changes to signage and accessory 
dwelling tuli.t guidance in the zoning ordinance. Hopefully, the response to those changes crafted by 
the Planning Board as amendments to the Zoning Ordinance will be accepted by the citizens at March 
town meeting 2017. 
The Planning Board, appointed by the Board of Selectmen, is regularly scheduled to meet the first 
and third Thursday of each month at 6:30 p.m. at the Town Hall as per the published yearly schedule 
available on the Town's website and the state RS.As governing plamting board activities. Work sessions 
are held on the first Thursday of the month as needed to discuss planning issues of concern and items 
of interest within the planning process. 
All Planning Board meetings are televised live and are repeatedly aired on Channel 3 pbGOV-3 Public 
TV. All meetings arc open to the public and subject to rules of procedure. 
In 2016, the planning board gained two new members .is the year closed out. We thank Andy 
McDonald for his service to the Board and welcome new members Eugene Thurston and Chris Buckley. 
Mr. Michael Vignale, P.E. continued to pr.ovide valuable technical assistant to the Board as the 
town's contracted professional c~>ineer. I wish to thank the Planning Board for their many hours of 
'cxtracwricular work' outside Town Hall, particularly in their outreach efforts in updating tbe Master 
!'Ian and hard work inputting data from countless community surveys. 
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PLANNING BOARD 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT - Continued 
Currgnt Members of the Plannillg: Board: 
Stephen Rhodes-Chai1man 
Rebecca Hanson-Vice Chairman 




Steve \"1'hitrnan, alternate 
William Bolton-BOS representative 
Mike Ahern-BOS representative alternate 
RespectfuUy submiltt.'CI 
Sharon A. Penney 










ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTl'vIENT 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
The Plymouth Zoning Board of Adjustntent again heard six cases in a twelve month period 
with five of the six cases being granted approval. The ZBA's charge on behalf of the Town is 
to serve as the vehicle for determining achninistrative relief to landowners from local zoning 
ordinances which may not apply fairly in all circumstances to all properties. 
The six public hearings before the boa.rd in 2016 included six Variances and three Special 
Exceptions with the only denial for relief being a variance request for reduced parking at the 
proposed Soldier On veteran's housing on Boulder Point Drive. The approved applications 
included relief for a walk-in health clinic at Hatch Plaza, extension of approval for multiple 
structures on one lot for veteran's housing, a new parish hall and community center at St. 
Matthew's Chw·ch and relief for dimensional variances of the master sig:n at Riverside Landing 
among other categories. 
Working alongside the Planning Board under the directive of RSA's 672-678; the ZBA reviews 
each request for :.oning relief in an adjudicatory capacity which balances the rights of all 
within the parameters of the eX\Sting zoning ordinance. The Plymouth Zoning Board of 
Adjustment is scheduled to meet the first Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m. at Town Hall in a 
public hearing format when applications have been received for review. 
All ZBA meetings are open to the public and the public may speak when authorized by the 
presiding ZBA chairman. 
The Zoning Board of Adjustment is comprised of appointed citizen volunteers and currently 
enjoys a full complement of five board members and one alternate. We thank them for their 
community service and time served on behalf of the Town of Plymouth. 
< Current Members of the Zouinc Board of Adjustn1ent: 
l 
Patrice Scott, Chairman 
Butch Cushing, Vice-Chairman 
Freeman Plummer 
Howard Burnham 
Omer C. Ahem, Jr. 
Thomas McGlauflin-altemate 
Respectfully submitted 
Sharon A. Penney 
Community Planner 
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CAPITAL PLANNING COMMITfEE 
FOR FY 2016-2017 
Continuing a practice begun in 1987 the Town of Plymouth Capital Planning Comrnitk-c 
(Committee) has developed the latest revision to the Town's Capital Improvement Plan (CCP) 
for fiscal year 2017- 2022. The CIP is one component of the Town's Master Plan and is annually 
revised by a subcommittee of the Planning Board. This subcommittee is comprised of voluntt.-cr 
citizen members and iepr.esentatives from the Selectmen's Office, Advisory Budget Commillee 
and Plymouth Planning Board. The updated CIP is one source of information used by the 
Advisory Budget Committee and Board of Selectmen to dcvdop the Town's annual budget that 
is presented to voters at Town Meeting. 
The Tmvn's capital expendi~s ~ those pwchases or budget items of significant cost such as 
major eq1.1ipment and replacement/ maintenance of '!own buildings. Also included in the plan 
are major infrastructure costs like construction and repairs to roads, bridges and sidewalks. 
Each year the Committee revL,;es the CIP based on history of recent budgets ,utd the projected 
expenses for the next six years. The Committee gathers information from the heads of the 
mwticipal departments, the Town offices and other community sou ices, and then updates the 
CIP to incorporate this new data. 
The overall goal of the CIP is to forecast and sequence the needed expenditure of funds so that 
expenditures can be timed in such a way as to have a leveli:.dng influence on the Town's tax rate. 
The Committee advocates the use of capit,11 reserve funds to accumulate the money for an item 
prior to its purchase/ construction. 
Again this year the Committee wa,; able to make effective use of the previously compiled 
inventory of the Town's municipal assets to support its targeted goal for capital expenditures. 
'!'he format of the OP spreadsh<!ct presents the proposal,; for each municipal department in 
the same or.der as they appe.ir. in the Town's general budget. This arrangement makes it easier, 
espcdally for the Advisory Budget Committee and the Board of Selectmen, to work with the 
two documents. 
The Committee would like to expand its membership and welcomes new volw\teers interested 
in helping with the planning of the Town's capital expenditures. The Committee conducts its 
work dur.i.l\g the late fall in one early evening weekly meeting of one hour. 
Respectively submitted for the Committee, 
.Kathryn Lowe 
Capital Planning Committee Members: 
John Randlett - Committee Chair Kathryn Lowe 
Paul Freitas Sharon Penney 
J\nneAbcar 
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Town of Plymouth, NH 
Capital Improvement Program 
Fiscal Years Ending 2017- 2022 
Last Updated: 01/13/2017 
1 MUNICIPAL 
2 Sefeetrnen•s Office 
3 
• Town RB-,aluation u-aw 
5 PB ~m EauinmentlFatitties 
6 Munl Su!!c::linn Continnen-· f'Ql'IQ!r 
7 fq.a,on Hs!IIEOC Emet""-9n ..... Generator 
8 Seleclmens C ......... machine tease 
9 Town Hall Bltl(' Malnl/R.e""""'I, 
10 Town Clark. Vita! Reoords Preeervstion 
11 l'own Clerk Oebit/Cre<fit , ... ,,_ ..... u 'e18C'll'i(:al 
12 TOM"l Hall cannon Re-irs 
1S Cefl'lett)N R~!n!n,.. Wais 
14 l()ofM Kall Vault 
15 Town Hall Server 
16 TO'tlf'I Hal' Sea.iritv SvsteM 
De"' Totoll 
Planni ....... "-artm+)nt 
11 Mester Plan U""•te 
18 Zon!no Ordinaooe Rewltte 
D-tTotal 
Police De ~"'-nt 
19 D tch e.4'1ui nt 
Pol,00: Vehide Re,plaoem9t'ILS - 3 (SUV's @ 
20 $418541 
21 Picku'"' Truek..Parkln 000 
22 8uld!- r,Aa!nt/R--aJdR-1,.,_ 
23 Polos Furo!ture Ren1909ment 
°""' Toto! 
fire & .Ambut:u,ce Da--'"'rtmant 
Deflbrtllatora. 3 units@ $20,500 each on 3 y0ar 
24 re...,"cement ........ ,e 
2~ 1991 Se11:nrav(t LeCld81' Th.JCk R6r !&cement 
28 1987 Fire E-ine Reft.ut>l&hment 
Project Cost ll/30/18 
(Cap~el Accumulated 








25 00 2005 
TBO 166854 




- .... "'' 
last FY 2017 I •-~--:n FY2018 
Ou1lau~ Re...,.s Out'lav$ Ro«!MJ$ 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 
0 20 oco 0 20000 20000 20 000 20000 0 
66000 501)() 0 0 0 0 
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118 146 10~00 0 10000 10000 10000 10.00 10,000 
41 854 0 0 0 41 8$4 41 854 41,854 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
16000 
11S 000 10,000 I 0 61 .... 61 •• S1 9.c:. 10 . .rvi 10.000 
30000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 






































1998 Freighlliner Fire Engine Reo!acement@ 
$350,000 
2001 Amt>U!ance RQl)l;,,esm~nt@ $150,000 on 8 
"'"Sr reolacement .....,,..le 
2008 Ambulance Replsoement @ $150,000 on 8 
•""'ar reo.13eemsnt cvcl9 




Fire Tower Truck ReNAcement 
Firo Enoin9 4 Reclscement 
Fire Enoim~ 3 Reclsceinent 
Emer.1encv euu!r-. ftH'!a00mnt 
RP.nlsce su---rt vellicle -OenuN Fire Chief 
Fice Dem. Ro1il Air Psck& 
Fire 0"""-'I, Radio R:oolac:»moots 
Fire OeDt. Reoair Aoro,1/Retainina Wall 
DootTotal 




Hiohland Street Phase 3 
Hiohlsnd Rd renair 
Sidew.a!k. lmorov9msrn 
Imo Rood ConslJ\,ct.iOn 
Fuel Clean-uo Mandated"'' NH O.E.S. 
Malarial H.cmdlino Eoui,ment 
HIOhwav H9,3vv eouioment 
~11unlc!rutl Trans lmoroY& (R1)n!st1ations} 
Hiohlsnd Stre¢t 
road con61ruaion 
l1lnh\.1..1av Rool Rsoair/Reolacoment 
Hintrwav - Crush Gravel 
HinhwBv Oumn T,vck Puichase 
Dant Total 
RGicucliM Center 
MsleriBI Handlino f:nui ... menl 
Landfill Moni"torinn and tes:i ..... 
~O-llf'll"ll Euuio & P,,.,..s ..... • Maint Fund 
Rc....,...11110 Road R&tiair 
Re....,...llna 8ldt1 MainJRenairlR9nlaoslFscia board lo'lter 
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70000 70000 70000 70 000 7000 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 50 000 40,000 40,000 40000 40 000 40,00 
0 0 15,000 15,000 0 0 
0 143,000 0 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 
7 500 0 
41 666 3166$ 
1038< 10.384 
3923! 29239 
9878! 143 000 121 289 199380 199380 184 380 164 380 !84 380 
0 0 0 0 0 
( 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26000 25000 25 000 25,000 25000 2.~000 
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0 20 000 0 20.000 20 000 20.000 20000 20000 
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0 0 0 25,000 25.000 25 000 2500 25000 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
6,400 0 6,000 6,000 6,000 6.000 6.000 























r r ,,.. -
Recvclino - Concr&ta Pada 
Rec·-lino Comcasc(of Rr·"'irs 
Recvclino Liohti ...... 
Recvclin!l Piek U"m"'ck C;ao 
R.icvcl!na Corwevor Reoa!ra 
DerwTot.111 
Partcs & Recreation Oeoartment 
Fo'l( Perl( Enhsnoemenl 
Boildino Mainlenan06/Ra.n:oir:s 
PiciuJO TtUCk. 
Wil!k behind mower 
Fox Pac~verslde Comnon E!&e & Lintrtino 
Parb&. Rec Stot"a-- Bld'n 








Bond Pa• ~t 
Bond Pa.vment 
OeotTotal 
Rav0Mn1 Lo.an Funds 
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PLYMOUTH CONSERVATION COM:MISSION 
.2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
In 2016, the Plymouth Conservation Commission (PCC) continued its mission to 
manage, maintain and publicize protected conservation areas within the Town of 
Plymouth, inducting the: 
• 163-acre, town-owned, Walter-Newton Natural Area (with the scenic Rainbow 
Falls) 
• 105-acre Fauver Preserve Conservation Easement 
• 1,100-acrc Plymouth Mountain Conservation Easement 
• 93-acre Tenney lvfountain, town-own.ed, Conservation Easement 
• 65-acre Walter Texas Hill Ski Trails Conservation Easement 
As part of an agreement with the Pemi-Baker Land Trust, the PCC also developed and 
maintains trails in the 245.4-acre Fauver East Easement. This easement effectively links 
the Walter-Newton Natural Area to the Fauver Link and Sutherland trails on Plymouth 
Mountain. 
Selected .2016 activities: 
1. Hiking trail development and maintenance is an ongoing PCC effort. The trails in 
Plymouth's conservation areas are well used and easily accessed, thanks to parking 
lot and trail maintenance by the PCC. Tiris year th.e PCC worked hard to improve 
visitor experiences by making and mounting trail sigru; and pro\'iding free maps .it 
c<1ch of the three kiosk~: at the l,Valter-Newton Natural Area, at the ivalter Skiing and 
Hiking Arca parking lot, and at the junction of the FauYer East and Glove Hollow 
Brook Trail. In addition, volunteers from Plymouth State University's Adventure 
Education program and the Geography Club worked alongside community 
members and PCC members to re-open ,'i.e.vs from benches located along the 
Newton Trail, and cleared low trees obscuring \'1.ews from the Ruth Walter Trail. 
2. Conservation members engage in training and education opportunities to ensure 
that the methods and procedures we follow and encourage are aligned with current 
best pmcticcs. Plymouth is a member of the NH Association of Coru;ervation 
Commissions and each year one or more PCC members attend the annual 
workshop, which covers such topics as legal aspects of managing a town forest, 
storm drainage management, establishing conservation easements, .ind protecting 
amphibian migrations at road a-ossings. The Commission has .in expetif,mccd and 
diverse membership ready to advise town administrators, boards and commissions 
on matters related to management and protection of Plymouth's important natural 
resources. 
3. PCC outreach continues on a regular basis through the PCC website ( www. 
plymouth-nh.org/boards-committees/plymouth-conservation-commission), 
facebook page (www.facebook.com/ plymouthnhconservcs) and regular 
contribution~ to the Record Enterprist! column, Conservation Matters. The PCC 
partners with other local groups with a goal of improving both our outreach 
methods and conservation practices in Plymouth, including the Baker l{iver 
Watershed Association, the Pemi River Local Advisory Council, the Pcmi-Bakcr 
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Commissions, the Society for Protection of NH Forests and the National Forest 
Service. 
4. Boundary monitoring fa an important annual task of the Coll\lllission. This effort 
ensures that any encroachment into conservation areas is identified and dealt with in 
a timely manner. The monitoring reports (www.nh.gov/ oep /planning/programs/ 
clsp/ documents/ annual-report.pdf) for Plymouth a:re on page 5 of Appendix B. 
These lands are open for public use but are privately owned. The PCC .isks that 
users respect limits on use and be sensitive to pl'Operty boundaries. Dumping and 
vandalli!m, while rare, are criminal acts and will be prosecuted. 
5. The PCC continues to review wetland alteration and dredge and fill applications 
processed by DES for the Town of Plymouth and to advise both DES of local 
concerns and permit applicants on best practices. 
We encourage town residents to join our efforts to preserve Plymouth's natural 
resources by putting your lands in conservation and/ or joining the Commission. We 
are actively seeking new members. Contact PCC by e-mail: plyconcomm.@gmail.com or 
regular mail: 6 Post Office Square Plymouth, NI I 03264. 
Respectfully submitted by the 2016 Commission: 
Julie BiR11on, Li.Ra Doner (Chair), Chris Buckley, 
Gisela Estes, Paul Estes and Susan Swope. 
Alternates: Amey Bailey and Alan Davis 
Student representative: Raegan Young 
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The Opiod Epidemic remains in the forefront of our efforts. We have continued to 
partner wi.th our Local, State and rederal partners to try and eliminate this Public 
Health crisis. This has included consultations with Congresswoman Anne Kuster, as 
well as C.A.D.Y. 
We remain a member of the Central New Hampshire Regional Coordinating Council, 
and participated in a "Strategic National Stockpile Point of Di.<:tribution" exercise at 
Plymouth State University in August. 
Included in our preparedness activities for 2016, we participated in an update of the 
Plymouth Emergency Operations Plan, and attended a "Healthy Homes" conference. 
Our efforts remain vigilant regarding the threat surrounding Eastern Encephalitis 
(E.E.E.) and West Nile Virus (W.N.V.), though our area did not see any positive test 
results that would indicate the presence of either. 
We continue to monitor the health of the Pemigewasset River via sample testing. These 
test results may be viewed at Plymouth Fire-Rescue. 
The quality of the Baker Rh'er is monitored by the Baker River Watershed Association. 
Please access their website for more information: IVWvv.bakerrivenvatershed.org 
Regular testing of the Crystal Spring continues, and there are some well improvementB 
planned for this vital resource in 2017. The test results may be viewed at Plymouth Fire-
Rescue. We owe a debt of gratitude to Plymouth Parks and Recreation Director Larry 
Gibson and his staff for assisting with the maintenance of the Crystal Spring property. 
In 2016 our activity included the following matters related to Public Health: 




Ctystal Spring (I.E. Inquiries; Site V1Sits; Testing.) 
D.E.S. Investigations 
Food Service 
Hoyt Hill Spring (I.E. Inquiry) 
Permit/Plans Review 
Public Education (I.E. P.V.W.S.D. and P.R.H.S. Health Fair) 
Public Health-Animals 
Public Water Systems 
Refuse 
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River Quality 3 
School Inspections 5 
Septic Systems 3 
Training (Healthy Homes. NHHOA. Opiod Summits. POD Exercises. E.P.C.) 7 
Total 115 
If you should have any questions or concerns concerning Public Health, please contact 
me at Plymouth Fire-Rescue at 536-1253, or Deputy Health Officer Brian Murphy at the 
Town Hall at 536-1731, extension 112. 
Respectfully submitted, 
TomMonison 
Deputy Fire Chi.ef / Health Officer 
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT SERVICES 
COMMON HEALTH RELATED CONTAMINATES 
Protect Your Family 
Test Your ,veil 
Common Health Related Contaminants 










and other contaminants 
Pleas<: sec th<: document below for further infonnation: 
www. des.nh.go~!organizution/di visions/wuter!dwKblwell _le.<lin1;/ documents/well _test ingpdf 
















EXECUTIVE COUNCILOR JOSEPH D. KENNEY, DISTRICT ONE 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
As I start my 4th year of servi.ce to you and the State of New Hampshire in Council District 1, I am 
grateful, committed and honored lo serve you. 
I continue to work with the Governor, Council and Legislature on the important issues impacting the 
State. The Heroin and Opioid epidemic has been the number one issue. The Council has supported 
over $25 million in contracts for prevention, treatment and recovery programs. In addition, the Council 
supported several millions of dollars for Law Enforcement Operation of Granite Hammer to interdict 
and prevent drug smuggling. 
Economic development is still my top priority for the Northern most Council District anct I will work 
with community and business leaders to assist in the creation of jobs and economic opportunity. I am 
committed to the Balsams project in Dixville Notch and I worked to fonn a nine member Laconia State 
Property Committee to support the Executive Branch 1'11ith the future sale of that property. Good news 
stories include the expansion of VemloJ:11 NSA manufacturing ill to Groveton to create over 70 jobs, the 
expansion of River Valley C'.ommwlity College into the old Lebanon College building in Leb,mon and 
the new addition of the $7 million Marine Patrol Headquarters Building in Gilford. 
I join with the NH Congressional Delegation• Senator Jeanne Shaheen, Senator Maggie Hassan, 
Congresswoman Annie Kuster and Congresswoman Carol Sh.ea-Porter in working with other New 
England states and our northern Canadian friends to seek economic opportunities ar,d relationships. 
The Ten Year Transportation Improvement !'Ian process working with the Department of Transportation 
and the Regional Planning Commissions was completed upon passage by the Legislature and signature 
of the Governor in fune. nle plan focu~s on preservation, maintenance and safety of existing 
pavement and bridge infrasb:ucture throughout the St.ate. The US Congress passed the Fixing America's 
Surface Transportation (FAST) Act, which provides increased federal funding to the State of New 
Hampslure over the next five years. Contact ,ATtlliam Watson at NH DOT for any additional details at 
271-3344 or bwatson@dot.state.nh.us. 
The 2017 session of the f\.'H House and Senate will address legi<tlation that deals with the heroin and 
opioid crisis, sustainment of Medicaid expansio11,, federal health care opportunities and funding, 
business and workforce development. Again, I'll be watchful of proposed legislation passing costs on to 
the county and local levels of government. Stay close to your local state senator and house members. 
The Governor and Council arc always looking for volunteers to serve on the dozens of boards and 
commission,;. If you are inlere~tcd, please send your resume to Governor. Chri!,; Sununu, State House, 
107 North Main Street, Concord, NH 03301 attention Meagan Rose Director of Appointments/Liaison or 
at (603) 271-8787. A complete list is available at the NH Secretary of State website atwww.sos.nh.gov/ 
redbook/ index.hon. 
My office has av;,ilabk informational items: NH Constitutions, tourist maps, consumer handbook~, 
etc. I periodically send, via em.ail, a list of my schedule for the week Send me youi email address to 
be added to the list if you would like at Joseph.Kenney@nh.gov. Contact my office any ti.me I can be of 
assistance to you. 
Serving you, 
Joe 
Erti'o O>l.u'rliQs 01 coot RM G11'1Dn. the floorpora!ed plsc~ ol Hale's Lcruliun, the IO'tJr,$ or All)8riy. Alton. Ar.dove,, Ba,tlen, Bioolc~d. 
Car'JISI Hart>«. Q,DIJ'la:n, C;i,~\'3.). Couish, Croy<lon. UUtlUf\'• Eazon,Effingharn. F:cOOun. GilfO(i1, (;,a!'(:18r:l, 11RM'$ l.o(:a:oo, Hill, Jadcsoo, 
Msd'e,or\Uet'edi:h.Md(HC~()fl. Millon. libolti:lncx:rOt~ll. Ne•'f Oulh~m. N&W Han-pion, Nfffl :.Olldllt .. NC\'1'1)01, Ossipee, P1i1r,11c~Sanhor11.00, 
Sand!A.;c;t'I, S~nglidd. Sullt3CC, Tsrnwor1h. Ti;1on, TuflON:loro. W~tefiP.kl •Niln~~. an: V/clf8b::fll. and tha tlUCS OI ClafelllOnl aOO \.aOOl'l\11. 
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Technical Imvrovements 
PBTV cond{.;cted a station-wide equipment upgrade this year. The installation of a new 
phiyback server has been the most dramatic change at the station both in terms of cost and 
technical challenges. However, we arc now able to capture and redirect live internet streams 
to our viewers as they are broadcast with our new Linux-based Castus system. Pteviously this 
type of simulcast could only be achieved with a fiber optic connection. 
Guvernment Channel CH 3/ Digital 121 
A new digital sound mixer wa<: installed at town hall which improved the audio broadcasts. 
New cameras were ali;o added to complete the transition, bringing us up to the current 
standard of a high- resolution widescreen aspect ratio video. 
Public &;cess CH ANN EL 20I Digital 121 
New Programming: Plymouth State University /lthle.tics 
This year we formed a partnership with Plymouth State Broadcasting to bring PSU games 
of the week to CH 20. 11ris is a mix of replayed games and some LIVE broadcasts as well. 
Through this partnership, individuals from PSU Broadcasting have assisted Pl3TV with some 
of the PRHS broadca<:ts. This has become a valuable collaboration for both PSU Broadca<:ting 
and PBTV. 
Plymouth Rejiiona/ High School Athletics 
In 2016 we continued to bring PRHS athletics to PBTV. PBTV covered 51 of the PRHS sports 
team's games/ events, including the Bobcat,; football team's championship run. All these 
broadcasts would not have been possible without the help of those who volunteered including 
Paul Ferenc, Kevin Malm, Jim Nolan, Tim Tyler, \iVill Vonlder!;tine, and many others. 
lridq1endent Productions 
PSU student<1 continued to play a big part with Ch 20 productions. Alexandra Hadley served 
PBTV as .in intern/Director of PSU Programming. Jim Tyrrell's weekly Plymouth Spotlight 
made a return to CH 20 in 2016. Plymouth Spotlight is a weekly show that highlights locally 
produced music in the Plymouth area. 
The PBTV station manager and assistan.t manager have been asked by PBRHS to sit on their 
Ca(eer & Technical Advisory Board as members. We have attended said meetings. 
Yours in service, 
Juliet Harvey 
Pemi Baker TV Station Manager 
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2016 REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER 
Over the past two years, New Hampshire has experienced itll busiest fue seasons since 1989. 1,090 acres bumed 
during !he 2016 season. The White Molll)tain National Forest experienced iIB largest fire since becoming a 
National Forest, burning 330 acres in the town of Albany in November. Fires falling under Slate jurisdiction 
humed 759 acres, with the largest fire of 199 acres occurring in Stoddard. l11e extremely dry summer led to a bu•y 
fall lire season with large lires occurring into mid-November. Drought conditions hampered lire suppression 
efforts and extended the time needed to extinguish fires. Your local fue departments and the Division of Forestt. & 
Lands worked tirelessly throughout the year to protect homes and !he forests. The sllltewide system of 16 fire 
lookout towers continues to operal£ on high fire danger days. Our fire lookouIB are crodited with keeping many 
fires small due to their quick and accurate spotting capabilities. The towers fire detection efforts were 
supplt:mentod by the Nii Civil Air Patrol when the fii-e danger was especially high. 
Many homes in New I lnmpshire are located in the wildland urban interface, which is the area where homes and 
flammable wildland fuels intermix. Several of the fires during the 2016 season threatened structures, and a few 
structures were burned, a constant reminder that forest fires burn more than just trees. Homeo,mers should take 
measw-es to prevent a wildland fire from spreading to their home. Precautions include keeping your roof and 
gutters clear of leaves and pine needles, and maintaining adequate green space around your home free of 
flammable materials. Additional infonnation and homeowner recommendations are available at 
www.flf(;wise.org. Please help Smokey 13enr, your local fire department, and the state's Forest Rangers by being 
fire wise and fire safe[ 
As wo: prepare for the 2017 fire season, please remember to contact your local Forest fire Warden or Fire 
Department to dete1minc if a fire permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. Under Stale law (RSA 
227-L: 17) a lire petmit is required for all out~ide burning, unless the ground is completely oovered with snow. Fire 
permits nre also available 011li11e in most towns and may he obtained by visitiD.g www.NHfirepermit.com. The 
burning of household waste is prohibited by the Air Resources Division of !he Department of Environmental 
Services (DES). You are encouraged to contact the local fire department or DES at 603-271-3503 or 
www.de.•.nh.gov for more information. Safe open burning requires your diligence and ~ponsibility. Thank you 
for helping us to protect New Hampshire's forest resources. For more wfonnation please contact the Pivi~ion of 
Forests & Lands al (603) 271-2214, or onlim, al www.nhdtl.org. 
2016 WILDFJRE ST ATlS'flCS 
(All fires reported as of December 2016) 
WSTORICAI.. OAT,\. 
YEAR NUMBER of ACRES FIRES BURNEJ> --
2016 351 I090 
2015 124 635 
2014 112 72 
2013 182 144 ~- - -
2012 318 206 
CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED (Th<lse numbers do oot illclu& lbc WMNF) 
Arson I Debris Buroillg I Camnfire I Children I Smoklna I Railroad I Eaui-omcnt I Ltw~tninl! I Mi9c." 
~- is I 85 I 35 ! 10 I . i2 I 2 I I&. I 9 i 148 
REMEMBER. ONI.. \' YOU CAN PREVENT WILDFIRES! 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT 
GRZELAK AND COMPANY, P.C. 
Certified Public Account.tnts 
Memoors- American Institute of CPA's {AICPA) 
Me,nber - AICPA Government Audit Quality center [GAQC) 
Member - AICPA Private r.ompany Practice section (PCPS) 
Members - New Hampshire Society of CPA's 
To the Board of Selectmen 
Town of Plymouth 
Plymouth, New Hampshire 
P.O. BoxS 
Laconia, New Hampshire 03247-0008 
Tel (603) 524·6734 
GCO-Audlt@gcocpas.com 
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, each major fund, 
and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Plymouth as of and for the year ended 
June 30, 2016. Professional standards require that we provide you with information about our 
responsibilities under generally accepted auditing standards (and, if applicable, Government Auditing 
Standards and the Uniform Guidance), as well as cemiin information related to the planned scope anel 
timing of our audit. We have communicated such information in our engagement letter to you dated 
June 30, 2016. Professional standards also require that we communicate to you the following 
information related to our audit. 
Significant Audit ,Finpings 
Qualitative Aspects of Accounting Practices 
Management is responsible tor the selection and use of appropriate accounting policies. The significant 
accounting policies used by Town of Plymouth are described in the Notes to the financial statements. 
We noted no transactions entered into by the governmental unit during the year for which there is a lack 
of authoritative guidance or consensus. All significant transactions have been recognized in the financial 
statements in the proper period. 
Accounting estimates are an integral part of the financial statements prepared by management and are 
based on management's knowledge and experience about past and current events and assumptions 
about future events. Certain accounting estimates are particularly sensitiVe because of their significance 
to the financial statements and because of the possibility that future events affecting them may differ 
significantly from those expected. The most sensitive estimates affecting the Town of Plymouth's 
Statement of Net Position financial statements (related footnote) were: 
• Actuarial Valuation of Post-Employment Benefits under GASB 45. 
• Proportionate Share of NHRS Net Pension Liability. 
Management's estimate of the valuation of OPEBs is based on an actuarial valuation. We evaluated the 
key factors and assumptions used to develop the valuation in determining that it is reasonable in relation 
to the financial statements taken as a whole. The estimate of the proportionate share of net pension 
liability of the NHRS Is based the town's current percentage of contributions to the system. 
The financial statement disclosures are neutral, consistent, and clear. 
Difficulties Encountered in Performing the Audit 
We encountered no significant difficultles In dealing with management In perfonming and complellng our 
audit. 
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C.Orrected and Unrorrected Misstatements 
Professional standards require us to aocumulate all known and likely misstatements identified during the 
audit, other than those that are trivial, and communicate them to the appropriate level of management. 
Management has correciled all S>Jch misstatements. 
Disagreements with Management 
For purposes of this letter, professional stalldards define a diSagreement with manageml!flt as a financial 
accounting, reporting, or auditing matter, whether or not resolved to our satisfaction, that could be 
significant ID the financial stltements or the auditor's report. We are pleased to rEl)Ort that no such 
disagreements arose during the course of our audit 
Management Representations 
We have requested certain representations from management that are Included In the management 
representation letter dated as of the report date and updated if applicable. 
Management consultations with Other Independent Accountants 
In some cases, management may decide to consult with other aocountants about audlttng and 
accounting matters, slmllar to obtaining a •secood opinion" on certain situations. If a collSultation 
involves application of an accounting principle to the governmental unit's financial statements or a 
determination of the type of auditor's opinion that may be expressed on those statements, our 
professional standards require the consulting accountant to check with us to detennine that the 
oonsultant has all the relevant facts. To our l<nowledge, there were no suel'l consultations with other 
accountants. 
Other Audit Findings or Issues 
we generally disruss a variety of matters, induding the appllcatlon of accounting principles and auditing 
standards, with management each year prior to retention as ttle govemmental unit's auditors. However, 
these disrussions occurred in the normal course of our professional relationship and our responses were 
not a condition to our retention. 
Other Information in Documents Containing Audited Financial Statements 
With respect to the supplementary information aa:ompanying the financial statements, we made certain 
inquiries of management and evaluated the form, content, and meUiods of preparing the Information to 
determine that the information complies with aooounting principles generally accepted in the United 
states of America, the method of preparing it has not changed from the prior period, and the information 
is appropriate and complete in relation to our audit of the financial statements. We compared and 
reconciled the supplementary information to the underlying acx:ounting records used to prepare the 
financial statements or to the financial statements themselves. 
This Information is intended solely for the use of the Board of Selectmen and management of the Town 
of Plymouth and is not Intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified 
parties. 
Very truly yours, 
GRZELAK a COMPANY, P.C, CPA's 
Laoonia, New Hampshire 
November 15, 2016 
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PEMIGEWASSET RIVER LOCAL ADVISORY COM:MITTEE 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
KEY EVENTS-2016. Ongoing: PRL/\C completed its 15th year of water quality testing on the 
Pemi. PRLAC members logged over 286 volwi.teer hours in ongoing activities: Water testing, 
permit application site visits, outreach, and meetings. Member miles traveled in support of 
these effo:r.ts is estimated to be 1,053. An .iverage of 7-8 members attended PRLAC's 11 meeting 
2016 schedule. Our primary focus is on eight corridor towns fr.om Thornton to Hill. /\II these 
town~ supported PRLAC in 2016. PRLAC receives administrative and occasional technical 
support from the Lakes Region Planning Commission. Degpite drought conditions, key 
indicators of river health (dissolved oxygen, specific conduct.ince, turbidity, pH, temperature) 
were normal with the exception of water temperature which shows a slight increase. 
Observations in the field confirm that climate change, with its af;sociated extreme weather 
events, increases de&tabilization of sensitive feeder systems to the river. Storm water runoff 
continues to be the issue of most concern. 
MAJOR PROJECT - NORTHERN PASS: from day one of 2016 - the Northern Pass 
TraT1Smissi.on line (NPT) consumed practically all of PRLAC's volunteer resources. After 
extensive review of all the Northern Pass Tran~mission (NPT) development permit 
applications (27) involving Shoreland, Wetlands, and Alteration of Terrain - PRLAC concluded 
that the NPT Project, as presented, will have unacceptable adverse conSt!quences in the Pemi 
\,Vatershed- particularly wetlands and its feeder streams. PRLAC ,•oted (unanimously) to 
petition the Northern Pass Site Evaluation Committee (SEC) for "Intervener Status" at its 
Novembe1, 2015, meeting. The SEC responded with the following: "The Pemigewasset River 
Local Advisory Committee's duties include the requirement to consider and comment on any 
federal, state, or local governmental plans to approve, license, fund or construct facilities that 
would alter the resource values and c.har.acter for which the river is designated. The Pemi River 
was "designated" in 1991. PRLAC' s focus is on the implications of proposed development 
activity on water quality, water quantity, and aesthetic impact on the river. PR LAC asserts that 
the river and supporting wetlands will be negatively affected by the project". "PRLAC ha~ a 
substantial intere&t in ensuring that rivers and wetlands wiU not be negatively impacted by the 
Project." PRLAC may intervene as a full party in these proceeding!;". 
There were more than 150 motions to intervene on this project. This expression of concern 
to the SEC was unprecedented. Approximately 90% of the petitions were against what NPT 
proposes. Fulfilling the responsibilities of intervener st.itus was indeed a huge commihnent for 
a relatively small volunteer organization. It involved attendance at a series of Site Evaluation 
Committee Technical Sessions in Concord, several public meetings, and a major time devoted 
to developing pre-trial testimony on multiple occasions for several members. 
PRLAC's annual report to NH DES will show the following level of commitment to NPT in 
2016: member time attributable to intervention in this project i~ more than 800 hours; travel 
directly associated ,-1.'ith NPT totals -700 miles. 
LOOKING AHEAD: PRLAC's heavy involvement in NPT will continue thru September, 2017, 
at which time the SEC will make a final decision. Our critical issues revolve around anticipated 
increases in storm1,vater runoff related to ROW construction damage, visual aesthetics related 
to 90' towers, !'lecondar.y damage to wetlands. PRLAC meets on the last Tuesday of most 
months Janu.aiy-November at 7:00PM in Pl -mouth's Pease Public Library. AU are encouraged 
to attend. For more information go to h : \'lf"l.\,-W.lakes c. r rlac rlacindex.a~ . 
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Plymouth State University 
Inextricably tied ln our past and our present, so too is the future of Plymouth State University joined to the Town of 
Plymouth. We are proud of our partnership with our town and our community and we seek to build .l sustainable 
future for all. To prepare for that fuwre, PSU has begun to neate a new model for the Zl" Century public 
university built around the key principles of exploration and discovery through to innovation a11d 
entrepreneurship-emphases that will help to diversify our local economy and hopefully serve as an economic 
engine for the region. 
Over the past 14 months, the faculty and staff have linked these concepts In fluid clusters that reflect our academic 
strengths, the region's needs, and global challenges: 
• Arts and Te,hnologies 
• Health and Human Enrichment 
• Justice and Security 
• Education, Democracy and Social Change 
• Exploration and Discovery 
• Innovation and F.nttepreneurship 
• Tourism, Environment and Sustainable Development. 
Creative ideas and projects tbaternerge from undergraduate students, graduate students, and faculty in these 
clusters can be developed and tested in new spaces being developed on campus called Open Labs. E>--rernal 
partners will also be Integrated into these academic and experiential settings, further enhancing the potential 
partnerships between the town and university. 
The goal is to create a universlly experience that will be second to none. Talented faculty and staff, in close 
parmership with community and business leaders, will prepare students in an interdisciplinary, problem-solving. 
creative, and innovative learning environment. This is what will differentiate PSU in the minds of the most 
inventive, entrepreneurial students who are ea~er to do hands-on learning and to make their mark after 
graduation, ideally in this area or elsewhere in the state. 
To introduce those prospective students to the 21" Century approach to their college education, PSU is unveiling a 
new marketing braml with the tagline See further up here. PSU graduates will see further potential in themselves 
and their ideas -see further into a future with unimaginable opportunities lhat they will shape• see further into the 
possibilities of this region for building environmentally-friendly businesses and organizations to sustain an 
exceptional quality of life for the cc)mmunit:y and its families. 
Plymouth State University has made a decl~lon to lead change in higher education rather than getting washed away 
in the wave of challenges facing much of higher education. These are challenging times but also times of 
opportunity. These times have required a re-ordering of priorities and programs to ensure that human and 
financial resources are focused on the initiatives that will lead to a bright future for the University and the region. /I 
campus workforce reduction was aecomplisheJ with support from the University System of New Hampshire Board 
of Trustees with the goal of long-term lin~ncial stability and growth. Through it all, we greatly appreciate the town 
administration working with us as administrative resources are reshaped to support this new PSU. These changes 
assure the maximum long-term benefit to PSU students who pro\rjde 85% of the University's revenue through their 




Town of Plymouth Board of Selectman 2016 Annual Report: 
Plymouth State University 
Keeping our facilities open for both our students and our town are a priority. The newest facility, Merrill Place, 
addresses some ol" the town's concerns about students off" campus and \vill meeL Lhe need for additional capacity 
for a slightly lar~er student population. Conceived as a living/learning laboratory for 348 students during the 
academic year, it will also support a more vigorous summer conference program and offer meeting and dining 
facilities. 
Attracting new populations to Plymouth holds significant potential for the community and the university. 
l'lyrnouth State University and the Town of Plymouth, collaborating as partners and friends, will build a 
sustainable future for all who love this place and for those yet to know the beauty anu pleasure. the past and 
potential, of Plymouth, New Hampshire. 












BAKER RIVER WATERSHED ASSOCIATION 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
The Baker River Watershed Association (BRWA) works with towns along the Baker River to 
promote preservation of water quality for safe recreational use as well as best practices for 
reduction of flood risks and drinking water protection. As part of it's service to the towns, 
water quality volunteers take measurements at 13 sites stretching from Warren to Plymouth, 
and send samples to State labs for analysis of E. coli a:nd chloride levels. The towns support the 
lab fees and results are immediately provided to representatives in each town. 
In general, 2016 was a relatively quiet year for the Baker River, with watershed communities 
facing no major disasters, contaminant spills or floods. Because of extreme drought, however, 
E. coli levels steadily increased over the summer and became an emerging health concern in 
Wentworth, Rumney and Plymouth by September. Additional samples collected in Plymouth 
and Rumney in October showed that levels continued to rise at some sites but not all. In July, 
a dead moose was noted lying in the Baker River in Rumney. While this could cause spikes in 
E. coli levels downstream, it docs not account for the higher than average levels in \iVenrworth. 
With drought, problems of contaminated groundwater become more noticable because thexe is 
less natural water to dilute it. Most commonly, E. coli enters groundwater from problems with 
overflowing septic tanks and/ or inadequate leach fields. 
The 13RWA's p1imary purpose is to ensure that communities along the river have the 
oppoJ'tunity and a mechanism through which they can work together. to reduce the risk of 
future problems. The BRWA encourages each town to nominate a representative to serve as 
liaison between tovm administrations and the BRWA. \iVithout this representation, towns 
cannot take advantage of all the benefits a watershed association has to offer. The BRWA is 
CUITently seeking a secretary and treasurer and additional representatives (maximum of two 
per town) to serve on the Steering Committee for '1Ventworth, Rumney and Plymouth. Warren 
i.<1 currently fully represented. The BR'1VA Steering Committee meets 2-3 times a year to discuss 
emerging needs and opportwtities within the watershed. 
Looking ahead, November 2017 marks the 90th anniversary of the biggest flood on record on 
the Baker River, peaking at almost 7.5 feet over flood stage in Rumney. There have been seven 
major floods since then, at more than 3 feet above flood stage, but none reached the extreme o.f 
the 1927 event after the Anny Corps of Engineers built 17 overflow ba'lins in the upper reaches 
of the river. The BRWA can advise towns and property owners on land management practices 
to reduce flood losses. 
Follow BRWA happenings on the web (http:/ /www.bakerriyerwater$ed m:g) and face.book (hlq!S-1 / 
www.facebook.com/Bal;crRjv,:rNH / ). Contact the Chair ( chair@bakcrriverwatershed.org) to 
volunteer as a representative, a water tester or to serve as a BRWA representative for your town. 
2016 BRWA Steering Committee: 
Lisa Doner, Chair and Plymouth River Monitor and Representative 
David Saad, vice-Chair and Rumney Representative 
Ellie Murray, Wentworth Representative 
Kevin Hopkins, Warren River Monitor and Representative 
Jay Johnson, Warren River Monitor and Representative 
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PEMI BAKER SOLID WASTE DISTRICT 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
This past yea 1, the Pemi-Baker Solid Waste District continued its cooperative efforts to promote wasle 
reduction, increase recycling, and to provide residents \\ith a means of properly disposing of thl'ir 
household hazardous wa~te (HHW). 
The District held two (2) one-day HHW collections, one in Littleton and the other in Plymouth. A total 
of 161 households participated in the program - down from last year's high of 269. It was estimated 
that over 11,000 tons of material was collected. Total expenses for this· year's program (disposal costs, 
advertising,&: insuranoe) were S22,348. The District was awarded a grant from the State of 1\,1-l for 
$5,587, and received a $5,000 donation from Casella Waste. The net expenditutes for the program were 
$11,761 (a cost of S.42 per resident). 
In 2017, the District wiU once again hold collections in Littleton (Sunday, August 27th) and in Plymouth 
(Saturday, September 30th). Individual residents can help to minimize the District's disposal costs and 
reduce the toxicity of the waste sb:e,un by remembering a few of these helpful tips; Buy only what you 
need. If you have leftover product, properly store it so it will last. Use biological oontrols and organic 
products for pests and diseases in the garden when feasible. Apply chemical pesticides only as a last 
cesort and be sure to follow the directions on the label. Lastly, air--dty your leftover latex paint. When 
completely dried, latex paint may be disposed of in your household trash. 
The district also coordinated a fluorescent light bulb collection and recycling program, which involved 
all member towns. This year roughly 25,842 linear feet of fluorescent tubes was collected, a,; well as 867 
compact fluorescent bulbs, an.d. 215 pounds of ballasts and batteries. The total cost for this effort was 
S2,830.21 covered by di,;trict dues. 
Prices paid for processed recyclables have been on the upswing over the last few months, so revenues 
for transft.-r stations should see some irnprovement compared to la,;t year; howe\·er, they are still below 
the prioes seen a few years ago. The compru;ition or recyclable materials has also been changing. 
Containers are getting lighter, and many items, such as 
fruit juices and laundry dete1gent, are now being pack,,gcd in non-recyclable bags rather plastic bottles. 
So it's taking more effort to get full loads. When selling your recyclables, be sure to call multiple brokers 
as pr.ices can vary between brokers. Even small differences can add up to significant dollars over the 
course of a year. ~roke1s also can offer a wide array of collection options (single-stream, co-mingled, 
split loads, etc) to best suit your recycling facility. What works for one tmvn may not work for another, 
but no matter the circumstances, there are many possibilities for members to decrease waste and 
increa~e recycling efforts. We are \l'ery fortunate to have some of the best municipal recycling programs 
in the State as well as a knowledgeable and ilmovative group of facility operators. If your town has 
questions, issues, or concerns you would like to address, please use the resoun.-es you have available. 
New Hampshire the Beautiful offers grants to :."JH communities lo help with the purchase of recycling 
equipment. Grant« may total up to one-half of the purchase price of such things as balers, roll-off 
containers, collections bins, or other equipment that will assist a town in achieving a higher diversion 
rate. More inf.o1mation on the grant program is available at wtnv.nhthebeautiful.org. 
As always, citi~ns intt.-rcstcd in participating in the development of the District's programs are 
welcome to attend the District's meetings. Information regarding the plaoe and time of the meetings is 
available at all municipal offices and recycling centers. If at any time an individual community needs 
assistance in regards to their solid waste/recycli.ng program, please contact the District by email at 
pemibakerswd@yahoo.com 
Respectivelr Submitted, 





NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL, INC. 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
As the Regional Planning Commission serving 51 municipalities and 25 Unincorporated Plac-es 
of Northern New Hampshire, North Country Council continues to move forward as a proactive 
resour.ce for our communities, partners and the region, providing prnfessi()nal economic 
development, community, regional, transportation and solid waste planning ~rvices to serve your 
needs. Here are some of the highlights from the past year: 
• Played key, supportive role in helping to secure $800,000 in funding for infrastructure 
improvements at the former Wausau paper mill site in Groveton, as well as $25,000,000 for 
construction of the new Morrison Senior Llving Community in Whitefield. 
• Provided grant writing and technical assi,;tance to assist communities. 
• Designated to administer Northern Border Regional Commission (NBRC) grants within 
the region. 
• Coor.dinated household hazardous waste collection events serving 26 towns in the region. 
• Administered funds that enabled Grafton CoWlty SeniOT Citi:.:ens Council, Transport 
Central, Tri-County Community Action Program and Advance Tr.ansit to reimburse 
volunteer drive:rs for 5,549 trips provided to the elderly or disabled. 
• Completed over 150 traffic counts throughout the region to provide consistent and reliable 
data for use when planning infrastructure improvements. 
• Completed the last of four federally-funded scenic byway corridor management plans and 
staffed North Country Scenic BY';vays Council to maintain the state byway designation. 
• Administered grant for the study of the Mad River to identify options for. saving Campton 
Village water infrastructure from costly streambank erosion. 
• Provided member municipalities with guidance on records storage, prime wetlands 
designation, private de,relopment on federal land, bonding, interpretation of local 
regulations, and to several communities with the process for cell tower reviev;; master 
plan updates and capital improvement programing. Du.es provided match funding to 
enable some additional hands-on assistance with vpdatcs to local land use regulations, 
zoning amendments, downtown rcvitaluati.on, and MTAG and hazard mitigation grant 
applications. 
• Assisted Coos County Planning Board with review of Balsams redevelopment plans. 
• Facilitated bulk purchase by communities of the NH Planning and Land Use Regulations 
• Developed a guide to help cities and towns learn how to better promote su~tainablc btL~iness. 
• Partnered with NortheTn New England Chapter of the American Planning Association 
(NNECAPA) to post case studies frOTn ME, Nl l and VT showcasing successful community 
development projects in rural communities. 
All of us here at North Country Council look forward to $Crving your community. NCC is yom-
organizatiorL We are here to serve you. We are dedicated tu both supporting our individual members 
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GRAFTON COUNTY SF.~JOR CJTIZENS COVNCIL, l!>.C. 
AN:'liUAL REPORT 2016 
Grafton County Senior Citi7.cns Council, Inc. is a private nonprofit organi:,;atioo 
that provides programs and services to support the health and wellbeing of our 
communities' older citizens, The Council's programs enai>le elderly individual$ to 
remain inde1lendent in their own homes and communities for as long as possible, 
The Council operates eight senior center,; in Plymouth, Littleton, Canaan, 
Lebanon, Bristol, Orford, Haverhill and Lincoln; and sponsors the Grallon County 
Serviccl .ink Rc•ource Center ond RSVJ> and the Volunteer Center. Through the 
centers, ServiceLink and RSVP, older adults and their families take part in a range 
of community-based long-term services including ho11,c delivered meals, 
communily dining programs, transportation, outreach and counseling, choreihomc 
repair services, recreational and .:ducational programs, and volunteer 
opportunities, 
During 2015-16, 338 older residents of Plymouth were served hy one or more of 
the Council's programs offered through the Plymouth Regional Senior Center and 
57 Plymouth residen~ were assisted by ServiceLink: 
• Older adults from Plymouth enjoyed 5,523 balanced meals in !he company of 
friend• in the Plymouth center's dining room. 
• They received 8,006 hot, nourishing meals delivered to their homes by caring 
voluntc1.n, 
• Plymouth residents were trsnspol'lcd lo health care providers or other 
community resoutces on 3,117 occasions by our lifl-cquipped buses. 
• They received assistance willi problems, crises or issues of long-term care 
through 262 visit~ with a trained outreach worker and 202 contacts with 
Scr,iccLink, 
• Pl}mouth's elderly citi7.cns also volunteered oo put their talents and skills to 
work for a better community through 4,059 hours or volunteer service. 
The cost 10 provide Council services for Plymouth residents in 2015-16 was 
$184,656.1 L 
Such services can be critical to elderly individuals who want to remain in their 
own homes and out of institutional care in spite of chronic heallh problems and 
increasing physical frailty, saving tax dolls~ that would otherwise be expended 
for nursing home cnre. They also contribute ro a higher quality of life for older 
mends and neighbors. As our population grows older, supportive $Crviccs such 
as those offered by the Council become even critical. 
Grafton Count)' Senior Citizens Council very much appreciates Plymouth's 
support for programs that enhance the independence and dignity of older citizens 
a.od enable them to meet 1hc chalknges of aging in the securiiy and comfort of 
their own communities and homes. 







PEMI-BAKER COMMUNITY HEALTH 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
2016 Annual Report 
Pemi-Baker Community Health (PBCH) is a non•pl'ofit offering home health, hospice, outpatient 
rehab, aquatic & fitness memberships, and community services. 
Healthcare faces the challenge of significant new service demands, an uncertain financial and r.egulatory 
climate, and competitlon for a limited pool of qualified caregivers. In addition,. rising health care costs 
and the reductions in government funding add to the challenges of providing quality care, regardless of 
ability to pay. Towns and individu..-Js who support PBCH make it po&-;ibk to continue the mission Dorothy 
Westberg began on July 17, 1967. Today, over 50 staff members provide skilled nursing, home health aide 
seTVices, physical therapy, aquatic therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, homemaking and social 
work annually to almost 600 patients in more than 12 commu.nilies, no matter their ability to pay. 
Town funds are used to match grant funding, to provide services to those with limited or no ability to pay 
and to augment (as in Hospice care) the cost of services that are not covered through third party payers. 
The agency is dependent upon charit.-ble donations and town funds to continue to provide services. Our 
website ,vww,pc:mibak.errommunityhea)th.rn:g is a resource for the many program~ offered at PBQI. 
Health is not a moment in time, but an ongoing adventure. Decisions about bftlng healthy happen from 
the day we are bom until the day we die. PBCH's programs assist members of our community in this 
journey to become a:nd stay healthy through life and with Hospice we can make the end of life journey 
one of hope, and dignity while putting the patient/fomily in the driver's seat. Most of our community 
members would choose to remain healthy at home and many have been able to realize this possibility. 
l'emi-Baker Commwtity Health is interested in the complete health of the community .. Our primary 
services are: 
w Home Health (nursing, physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, social work, 
LNAs, a11d nutritional counseling) - in the home setting 
a,> Hospice (nursing, therapy, soda! work, bospice director, and LNAs) - in the home setting 
w Outpatient Therapy (1'hysical, Occupational and Aquatic Therapy) - available on site 
Supplemental Programs offered: 
s,) Drop In Bereavement Group w Poot Clinics 
a,) Mindfulness & Meditation for Grief & Loss a,> Blood Pressure Oinio; 
&) Drums Alive to Flu Shot Oinics 
w faj Ji Quan and Moving for Hetter Balance w Nutrition Oasses 
&> Women's Oay of Wellness 8') lie al th l'resen ta lions 
~ Gym and Aquatics Memberships ll!) Aquatics Fitness ClasseB 
w American Red Cross CPR/First Aid/ w CAN bring a program to a town or 
Lifeguarding business 
Our success is thanks to our skilled, passionate, client focused staff who provide professional care 
with a personal touch and to a community who has supported us in so many ways. We are pleased to 
be part of this community and touching lives: yours, your family's, your neighbor's with a customer 
oriented, client centered approach in a partnership to improve health and lives. 
Thank you for all your support! 
Chandra E.ngelbert, RN, BSN, MBA 
Executive Director 
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NEW HAMPSHIRE ffiJMANE SOCIETY 2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
Animals finding themselves within the town limits of Plymouth can be assured a positive outcome 
thanks to the ongoing collaboration with the Town and the New Hampshire Humane Society. For any 
issue relative to animal welfare, whether it be a stray dog running loose, or a litter of abandoned kittens, 
a resident needing help with low cost spay neuter options, children enjoying our pet enrichment 
programs, or the elderly receiving pet therapy visits, we are the resource called upon and are honored 
to be an important part of the lives of Plymouth constituents. 
1n 2016 our Board of Directors completed the strategic plan looking towards sustainability, and are 
actively engaged in board recruitment especially in the realm of legal counsel and veterinary advisers. 
New Hampshire Humane Society has a staff of 23 dedicated 
animal professionals. Nineteen part-time and four full-time 
staff provide all the care necessary for every animal who 
arrives at our door. Care and comfort, medical, emotional 
and behavioral rehabilitation happens 365 days of the year. 
Animal Control Officers and law Enforcement have access to 
our facility 24 hours a day, every day, for strays or abandoned 
animals from the Town. 
All animals are spayed or neutered prior to adoption. We 
offer many programs to the residents of Plymouth. Notably 
two spay/neuter options: 1) SNAP Spay Neuter Assistance 
Program for surgical sterilization of privately owned pets, and 2) our PAW Fund for those truly in 
financial straits. Application to both funds is easy and streamlined via our on line portal 
't!_y,,_w._nllti,',lmane.org, 
We operate a pet food pantry for those who need help feeding their pets since we recognize offering a 
helping hand keeps families together and avoids the wrenching decision to surrender a pet. we also 
provide cat litter if it is on hand. NHHS disbursed a 
very small amount of food to needy families in 
Plymouth in 2016 - 30Ibs dry kibble only. A number 
that doesn't match up with usage of other programs. 
NHHS is here to help, Plymouth residents should 
avail themselves of this social program if they need 
- it. 
We offer education/outreach to students within the 
Plymouth School System. We provide Volunteer 
opportunities for all over the age of 16. Our 
Volunteers logged 11, 142 hours of service in 2016, a figure that grows annually. 
New Hampshire Humane Society has been an advocate for animals since 1900. We have blossomed 
from a shelter that was a holding facility for animals to a full seJVice adoption agency. 12.97 creatures 
passed over the NHHS threshold in 2016. 43 animals or 3.3% were not placed due to terminal or 
contagious illnesses, 11 of this sad number simply could not be safely placed in the community. 
Conversely, our adoptions continue to climb, 1022 animals placed in loving forever homes 2016. We 
created and implemented interactive community programs, Cat Tails allows children not old enough to 
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NEW HA.1\11:PSHlRE HUMANE SOCIETY 2016 ANNUAL REPORT - Continued 
volunteer to spend time with our cats in the dedicated reading nook- and Puppy Love, families can visit 
and spend time with puppies, when we have them, thus providing socialization of this rambunctious 
outgoing pets and teaching children empathy and respect at the same time. 
New, too, in 2016 in response to community need - our Safe Harbor Program - a short term solution for 
a much loved pet while the family deals with the human devastation associated with illness, 
hospltalization loss of home etc .. 
As a registered 501 ( c) 3 charity, we are pledged to advocate for the animals we serve, speaking for 
those that cannot speak for themselves. NHHS is funded, and the mission only sustainable with public 
support. Funded 100% by donation, like minded animal stewards, local businesses, community allow us 




N HHS Executive Director 
603·524 3252x301 
~.nhhumane.org 
Animal activity - 2016 • from the Town of Plymouth is as follows: 
7 Plymouth families accessed our low cost Spay/Neuter programs a 
60% increase over last year 
13 Pets were surrendered by Plymouth residents 
25 Stray animals were received from the Town of Plymouth 
2 cats & 20 naughty dogs were clalmed by their Plymouth owners 
38 Plymouth families adopted from NHHS 
O Cruelty cases 
1 resident/elder care facility received 12 visits by NHHS certified 
Therapy dogs 
NH HUf'1ANE SOCIET'( 
l a c c, n I a • .", e w If a r.1 p s r. : , e 
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Respect 
December 29, 2016 
Advocacy 
To the Residents of .Plymouth: 
Integrity Stewardship Excclknce 
"A healthy populaliun enables growth, productivity, and helps c,·eare an economic 
environment that will sustain .Yew Hampvhire'sfarure well-being." 
-2014 Sentinel Event Review Report 
Thank you for investing in Genesis Behavioral Health! 
Th" appropriation we received from th.: Town of Pl)mouth's 2016 hudgc1 h\:lp<:d Genesis Behavioral 
Health provide 24;7 Emergency Services 10 any resident of Plymouth experiencing a mental health 
crisis, regmdless of their ability to pay. 
During Fiscal Year 20 I 6 (July 1, 2015 to June 30, 20 I 6), 208 {unduplicut~d) residents of Plymouth 
r.:ccived services from Geoe.~is 8ehavior11l Health (GBH), and 40 of these individuals utilized 
emergency Services. Genesis proviiled S45,266 in charitable care to l'lymouth resideuts. 
1
===~---------+...cCli~nts Scrvcd-_A~g~e_n_c)~· ...,..._C_h_ar_i_t.i_ble C11rc in $ Clfents Served•EU 
: Children (0 to 17 years) 
1 Adults (18 to 59 years) 
__ 66_ $27 ___ ...,_ ___ 6 __ ___j 
125 $22,815 29 
l £Ider (60 + years) 19 $22,384 5 
According lo rcceoL community needs assessments, access to mental health care and subs1ance misuse 
treatment continues to be a priority community need for Belknap and southern Grafton Counties. 
Reduced access to treatmem leads 10 increased demand on mony of the systems in our community, 
including ~mcrgency rooms, law enforcement, fin;t responders, courts, corrections, schools and 
mnnieipalities. The economic cost oft,ntrcaicd mental illness is more than $100 billion each year in 
the L'nited States, causing unnecessary disability, unemployment, subsi.incc abuse, homelessness, 
inappropriate incarceration, suicide and wasted lives (~ational Alliance on Mental Illness, 2011). 
A partllership with 1he municipaliti\:s we seI\'e is critical 10 1hc susl.iinability of the Emergency 
Services pro1;rnm. The repercussions of reduced funding and limited access to mc11tal health care are 
dcvasUiting for our communities. Mcn1>1l h\:alth treatment helps people fo~tcr fulfilling relationships, 
maintain stable employment and lead productive lives. Genesis Rchoviural Health improved the 
health of 3,976 individuals living with -and recovering from - mental illoess L'\St year. On hchalr or 
th.cm, thank you for your contrihution. 
Sincerely, 
'--7..,,~.,,,.,} <,,, ,/!,_-1u,.,.,e/ 
Margaret M. Pritchard, Executive nirector 




PLYMOUTH ENERGY COMMITTEE 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
lo 2016 the Plymouth Energy Commission continued to explore the potential for a photovoltaic 
array to offset the dcctrici.ty us.ige of town owned buildings. A site at the Town's Transfer 
Station was selected for a potential arrily. The commission continues to work ,Yith Re Vision 
Energy in developing a plan to be brought to the Selectboard for approval Utilizing Group Net 
Metering any potential array would be used to offset a portion of the Town's electric usage. 
With a goal of constructing a 130-140 kilowatt array, 2017 will see the commission continue to 
work on determining the feasibility of moving forward. 
The commission is continuing to oversee the conversion of Plymouth's M~etlights to LED's. 
Recently the Coop installed a few test bulbs around Plymouth. The Comro.ission ,'Vil! continue 
to evaluate the feasibility of installing low-watt LEDs when replacing bulbs. The goal of this 
program is to increase the effectiveness and enel'gy efficiency of the streetlights. The project, 
scheduled to be carried out in 4 phases, has seen the conversion of streetlights in the downtown 
area duri.ng completion of the fir.st 2 phases. At present the commission is exploring a site 
assessment protocol that would develop a process to evaluate .requests for adding O( removing 
streetlights. 
After some turnover among Commission Leadership early in 2016, the Commission is fully 
staffed with 7 members and all of the leadership roles are filled. The Commission will continue 
to meet on the 3rd Wednesday of the month at 6pm at Town Hall. 
Plymouth llnergy Commission 
Kathleen Bush, Chair 
Grace Garvey, Vice Chair 
Steve Whitman, Treasurer 
Ladd Raine, Secretary 
Larry Mauchly, Memb~-r 
J'eter lviru:tin, Member 
Maggie Mumford, Member 
William Bolton, Board of Selectman 
Chris Brown, A ltema te 
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PLYMOUTH HISTORlCAL SOCIETY 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
It's a joy and a satisfaction to once again be fully open for business and to have many visitors 
finding their way to our door and enjoying the exhibits, including A Histon; of the Courthouse 
and Plymouth in the 1950s and 1960s. If you haven't yet had the opportunity to visit, we're 
open throughout the year on Saturdays from 10:00 until 2:00, and are al~o offering monthly 
programs. Please join us! 
Here's a look at the year that wa~: 
The Big Clean-up 
Throughout the winter and spring a crew of volW1teers unpacked, sorted, deaned and 
inventoried the collection as it came back from storage. It was exciting to find old treasures and 
forgotten documents as countless boxes were unpacked. 
Reopening Celebration 
On June 4th the door.s were opened and 90 supporters came to visit the "new'' muscu.m. Six 
characters from Plymouth's past visited and shared their stories, including Col. David \,Vebster, 
Sen. Samuel Livermore, and Daniel Webster. We also unveiled our granite "Betty Bench" on the 
front lawn, honoring Betty Batchelder for her many years of outstanding service. 
Presentations and Programs 
Ibroughout the summer and fall a variety of programs were offered each month. ln July a 
play wrilten by Manu.el Sterling brought a pa.eked hotL~ with standing room only, and Joe 
Casey playing the role of Daniel Webster revisiting the Courthouse in 2016. Paul floyd, John 
Benh-vood, and l ynn Durham were supporting cast. Other progr.ims included walking tours 
of downtown Plymouth, presentations by New Hampshire Humanities historians, Walkabout 
\Nednesday art shows featuring the work of local artists Alma Grand and Cam Sinclah;. and a 
wreath making workshop. Two successful fundraisers helped to keep us solvent; watch for our 
plant sale in the spring, and another fall yafd sale. 
Volunteers 
It takes many hands to keep it all going, and we are so grateful to the volunteen:; who have 
helped get the Historic.11 Society Musewn back on its feet and keep it running! Linda & Michael 
Barlick were named "volunteers of the year" for. their steady and generous participation; other 
volW1teers included Mary Baldwin, Kathie Flanders, Alma Grand, Sue Grillo, Donald Houle, 
Calla Jae Jones, Roger Kleinpete1~ Ed Loranger, Doug Mclane, Sue Md.ane, Steve Rand, Marcia 
l{undle, Gloria Sterling, Manuel Sterling, Tink T.iylor, Elsa Turmelle. 
:Vew volunteers are always welc.ome'! We haYe a full plate as we move into om 44•• year of service, and 
there's a lot going on behind the scenes. Please let us know if you have som.e spare time to give. 
l'lymouth Historical Society toard of Directors: 
Katherine Hillier- President; Louise McCormack-Vice President, Dick flanders- Secretary, 
Paul Floyd-Treasurer, Betty Batchelder, Judy Floyd, Rondi Gannon, Lisa Lundari, Winnie Oustecky 
1 Court Street -536-2.137 -www Plymouthnhhistory.org · facebook; Plymouth-Historical-Society 
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CADY ANNUAL REPORT - 2016 
Communities for Alcohol- and Drug-Free Youth would like to thank citizens of the Town of Plymouth for 
your support over the past year-together we are building possibilities, potential, and promise for our youth! 
Addiction i!> one of the most complex issues faciiig NH today-the consequences of this epidemic arc 
severe with overdose deaths stealing the lives of so many of our young people. The most respon51ble 
and humane strategy is to stop these tragic situations from occurring in the finst place. Director of the 
White House Office of National Drug Control Policy recently stated, "Addiction doesn't start with 
prescription drug abuse or h.erojn u!;e. It starts with alcohol, tobacco and marijuana. If we want to end 
the epidemic our country is experiencing, then we must put resources on the ground for prevention." 
As I write this year's annual report, I am excited to sh.are information about the progress we have 
made, together with our community partners, over the past year. 
Our non•p.rofit organization exists because our programs work. At CADY we see growth every day in 
the inspising faces of our youth as they learn, grow, and thrive-we can only do this vital work with 
your .involvement and support-thank you! 
1..Vhen you invest in CADY you provide the opportunity for local teens to build resiliency through asset· 
building, high-impact prevention programming such as the Launch Youth Entrepreneurship Program 
and the Youth Advisory and Advocacy Council as well as through 8chool-based iniliativ-e8. And you 
reclaim futures by giving vulnerable youth a second chan~ to overCIOD\e challenges, to grovv and to 
tum their lives around through Restorative Justice, our region's only juvenile court diversion program. 
Many high-risk youth in Restorative Justice arc already struggling with substance u,;e disorders-we 
knovv that when we intervene early, we can prevent entry into the addiction pipeline and save lives. 
Our outreach work included ,m ongoing media campaign designed to raise awareness on substance 
misuse and solutions with submis$ions to the Hometown Voice, school newsletters, the PennySaver, 
and the Record Enterprise as well as social networking sites of Pacebook, Twittei:, and YouTube. We also 
launched a new website 6,yww.cadyinc.orsl in September with a video library and other outstanding 
resources for parents and community members. We oollabol'ated with Sl?eru:c Memorial Hospital on an 
Opiate and Heroin Media and Outreach Campaign to raise perception of risk and prevent addiction 
as well as conm.-ct those struggling with addiction to regional and statewide n.-sources. We launched a 
new initiative: TEACH OUR CHILDREN WELL: The 'fruth About Drugs in collaboration with Plymouth 
Rotary and other key partners to provide a high-impact, powerful teaming opportunity for parents and 
other. caregivers in our region. ' 
Beyond our primary prevention mission, our work with the Substance Use Disorders Continuum of 
Care statewide system included fou.r Naloxone Kit Distribution events; ongoing promotion of the 
NH Statewide Addiction Crisis Line (1-844-711-HELP}; providing resources to families of children 
struggling with addiction through vital information, rere:aals, and empowering tools to access 
treatment and recovery and save their children's lives; round.tables with out federal delegation to 
communicate local needs to help inform federal legislative activity; and hosting of inspiring keyn.ote 
speakers at our Annual RegionaJ Prevention Summit in May to bring awuenes.,; to our community and 
partners that prevention works, treatment is effective, and recovery i.s possible. 
While we are grateful for our many successes, we have a long way to go. We know that many 
worthwhile causes turn to you for support and we want you to know that we are grateful and honored 
for youl' ongomg commitment to preventing substance abuse and addiction-thank you. 
Sincerely, 
Dl!b Naro, Jlxecutiv€: Director 
PLYMOUTH MUNICIPAL AIRPORT 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
The exceptionally dry winter conditions and lack of snow led to aviation activity 
starting to pick u.p earlier than usual. Nonnally the bulk of operations occur between 
May and October, but this year wheeled aircraft were landing safely on frozen turf as 
early a.s February. Thcr.e were no problems with maintenance equipment and no cost 
overnms for the budget. The process to have the trees cut in the runway approach 
areas is undenvay to increase safety margins for landing aircraft. 
We had Heveral events this year. The airport partnered with the Pease Public Library to 
host the 2016 Touch a Truck summer reading kickoff event with construction vehicles, 
emergency response vehicles, airplanes, race cars, and farm equipment. In August, 
Executive Councilor Joseph Kenny continued Ray Burton's airport tour tradition, 
meeting with community members and pilots providing an opportunity for a 
discussion about the directi.on of the Plymouth Municipal Airport and aviation in New 
Hampshire. At the beginning of October, the late Bill Grady's Retired Delta Pilots 
reunion had a successful turnout, and is now permanently hosted by 1 Icnry Lynch. 
In addition to events, many people 
experienced the airport through· 
flying lessons and scenic flights. 
The Airport's fir.st Master Plan is now 
complete. It is a comprehensive 
document that will hdp the town 
successfully m.inage, maintain, and 
safely operate the airport for years to 
come. The plan was funded by the 
FAA (90%), NHDOT Aeronautic.<1 
(5%), and the Town of Plymouth (5%). 
Visitors to the airport enjoy the wekomirig simple and accessible quality of our airport. 








FRIENDS OF THE PEMI ~ LIVERMORE CHAPTER 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT 
During 2016, our collabol'ation with the towns of Holderness, Campton and Plymouth, 
Plymouth Rotary, State of New Hampshire, PSU and many other interested 
organizations and individuals has continu.ed unabated. We are pleased to report on 
our progress in achieving the vision begun by Executive Councilor Ray Burton, 
continued by Executive Councilor Joe Kenney, defined by commwuty visioning 
scs!li.ons and executed by the committed efforts of our many volunteers. 'We strive to 
make Livermore Falls recognized as having the best combination of education, 
environmental and recreation opportunities in New Hampshire. 
During 2013, various clean-up days were organized and there were significant 
coordinating activities between the stakeholders. During 2014, Livennore Falls became 
a State park and responsibility was formally transferred from Fish and Game to the 
Department of Resources and Economic Development. Our vision included 
Improvements of signage, picnic tables, grills and bike racks. Increased supervision by 
the Town of Holderness encouraged more family friendly use of the beach in 
Holderness. Th.ere was a notable decrease in summons by the police and over 5,000 
visitoIS came to experience the river. 
During 2015, a full time attendant was provided by the State and a cultural resource 
study was completed. The final design for a new parking lot was approved with space 
for about 70 cars with a scheduled completioo date by summer, 2016. Funding for the 
parking lot came from th.e State's capital funds and the State committed an additional 
$150,000 from a settlement with the Groton wind farm fol' improvements t:o the west 
side of the river. Our volunteers hosted events about history and water quality as well 
as river safety guidance and donated 1,200 hours for cleanups, greeting visitors and 
meetings. 
In 2016, the State increased staffing to include three attendants and our volunteers 
donated an additional 1,000 hours. 
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FRIENDS OF THE PEMI - LIVEIU\10RE CHAPTER 
2016 ANNUAL REPORT (Continued) 
We also celebrated the State's 
completion of the parking lot with " 
ribbon cutting ceremony and history 
tour. In a letter thanking the Friends, 
the Select Board in Holderness wrote, 
"The partnership between the Sate 
and the local stakeholdcr.s was 
instrumental in this transformation, 
and the success wa~ bcccluse the 
Friends group was so determined 
and persistent. The result (s a 
beautiful new park which will provide access to both the history and niitural beauty of 
the area". 
Our most recent meeting WilS held in the Campton offices where we discussed our 
plans to improve the west side of the river with additional parking, safe acress to views 
and inter.pretive historical information about the importance of this place in the 
development of our communities. This work will be done during summer 2017. 
So, we have done a lot, but with our efforts expanding to the west side of the Pemi we 
have a lot more to do. We invite your participation with the Friends group to help us 
fully achieve our vision. 
For further information,, please contact us at: 
• UvermoreFalls.org 
• Friends of the Pem.i - Livermore falls Chapter on Faccbook 
• Nhstatcparks.org/visit/statc-p.irks/Livermore-folls-recreation-area.aspx 






















THE STATE OF NE\.Y HAMPSHIRE 
MINUTES OF lHE 2016 ANNUAL MEETING 
OF THE TOWN OF PLYMOUTH 
To the inhabitanL~ of the Town of Plymouth in the County of Grafton and the State of 
New Hampshire qualified to vote in town affairs: 
You are hereby notified to meet at the Plymouth Elementary School in said Plymouth on 
Tuesday, the 8th of March, next, polls to be open f<>r voting on Articles 11111d 2 at 8:00 
o'clock in the forenoon, and to close not earlier than 7:00 o'clock in the afternoon, and 
you are hereby notified to meet at the Plymouth Elementary School in said Plymouth on 
Wednesday, the 9th of March, next, at 7:00 o'clock in the afternoon for the deliberative 
session of the Town Meeting at which time act.ion will be taken upon the remaining 
articles of this warrant. 
AR TI CLE I : To elect the following town officers which appear on the official town 
ballot for the ensuing year: (2) Selecb:nan-3year term, (1) Selectman-I year tem1, (1) 
Moderator-2yr term, {!)Town Clerk-3yeartem1, (I) Tax Collector-3ycartcrm, (l) 
Trustee of Trust fund-3yr tcnn, (I) Libraty Trustees-3year term, (I) Cemetery Trustee-
3ycar term 
Selectman for 3 years ........................ \Villiam R. Bolton Jr............ 224 
Selectman for 3 years ........................ Neil F. !\{elver.................... 161 
Sele(:tman for l year .................. __ ..... l\1icbael J. Ahern................ 219 
Town Clerk for 3 years .................................. Karen Freitas......................... 261 
Tax Collector for 3 years ............................. Llnda Buffington.................... 264 
Library Trustee for 3 years ................... A. Joan Bowers......................... 248 
Cemetery Trustee for 3 years ............. .Jenny Thibeault.................. 21 
Trustee of Trust Fund for 3 years ......... Selectman to determine multiple write-ins 
ARTICLE 2: Proposed changes to amend the zoning ordinance submitted by the 
Plymouth Planning Board include changes to Article XII: Board of Adjustment 
specifically: 
1. Section 1204.2 C: (Special Exceptions). To delete the verbiage "one year (12 
months)" from" ... if active and ~ubstantial building or developmeDt has not 
begun within one )'.\:ar ( 12 months) from the date the special exception was 
granted by the Zoning Board of Adjustment." and to substitute the amended 
language "two years (24 months)" in its place. 
YES 188 NO 75 
Article passes 
2. Section 1204.4 C (Variances). To delete the verbiage "one year (12 months) " 
from " ... if active and substantial building or development has not begun within 
one year 02 months) from the date the variance was gr,mted by the Zoning Board 
of Adjustment." and to substitute the amended language "two years (24 
months) " in it< place. 
YES 185 NO 77 
Article passes 
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DR[,IBERA TIV.t: SESSION 
The second session of lhe legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of Plymouth, NH 
was held in lhe gymnasium of the Plymouth Elementary School on \Vednesday, March 
9°1, 2016 at 7 :00 0 'Clock in the afternoon. 
The 253"' Annual Meeting of'the Town of Plymouth, NH opened at 7:00pm with 
Moderator Robert Clay leading I hose present in the Pledge of Allegiance. 
The Moderator requested that when voting on warrant articles that all voters raise their 
citi7.en voter card along with voicing aye or nay. He also requested that any visitors 
please remain silent when voting 011 warrant articles is taking place. 
There were 99 registered voters in attendance. 
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofS2,000,000 
(gross budget) for the capital improvements, public works pr~jccts and equipment 
purchases outlined in the materials preset1ted by the Selectmen at the public hearing on 
the bond; And to authori7.e the issuance of not more than S2,000,000 of bonds, notes or 
loans in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33); and lo authorize the 
Board ofSeleetmen 10 issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate 
of interest thereon; And to further raise and appropriate an additional sum of $134,500 
for the fixst year's payment on the bond or notes. 
Moved and seconded 
Budget Committee approves 
Discussion: 
Chairman of the Selectboard, Mike Conklin gave a brief explanation as to why this 
bond was being brought before the citizens of Plymouth. He mentioned the many 
infrastructure needs and especially noted the need for road repairs. 
Several citizens spoke in favor of the bond and asked that the town continue to 
financially support the capital improvement plan. 
One citizen spoke in opposition to the bond. 
The bond requires a 2/3 majority ballot vote The polls opened at 7:27 and remained 
open for one hour as required by Sta~ Statute. 
At 8:27 the polls closed and Modcndor Clay announced the result of the ballot vot~. 










ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$1,75 l,947 
for FY 16/17 general governmental expenses, as follows: 
Salaries, Fees and Expenses• Selectmen's Office 
Election, Registration, Vital Statistics • Town Clerk's Office 
Financial Administration 
Reappraisal of Properly 
Contract Services Legal & others 
Personnel Administration 
Planning and Zoning 
Land Use Enforcement 
General Government Buildings 
Cemeteries 
Misc. rnsurance ( workers comp, liability & unemployment) 
Emergency Management 
Care of Trees 















This amount to be offset in the amountof$16,000 ftom the Perpetual Care Fund 
If Warrant Anicle 3 passes, Warrant Article 4 will be reduced by S76,646. 
Motion to move and seconded 
Budget Committee approves 
Discussion 
Bill Houle spoke against the article as written and mentioned that be felt that the 
wages were grossly exaggerated. Mr. Houle proposed to amend Article 4 to reduce 
the line Salaries, l-'ees and Expenses - Selechnen 's Office from $448,440 to $428,440 
and to reduce the line Emergency Management from $22,000 to $12,000. 
The motion to amend was moved and seconded. 
Discussion 
Mike Conklin, Selectboard Chairman, a plained that part of the increase in wages 
was due to a 53 week pay period. :'.'formally there are only 52 pay periods in the 
year but about every six y~rs there is an extra pay period and this budget had to 
refl~t the 53 week pay period. 
Several people spoke against amendment and some for the amendment. 
Call to move the <1uestion. 
Moved and seconded 
Motion to amend Article 4 declared by moderator as having failed by majority vote. 
Motion to return to Article 4 as written. 
Moved and seconded 
Discussion 
Article 4 declared passed hy mode1·ator as writtc.o and by majority vote 
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ARTICLE 5: To see if the Tov.11 will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofS98,789 
for FY 16il7 \Velfare Assistam;e, as follows: 
Welfare Officer 
Welfare Vendor Payments 
Motion to move and seconded 
Budget Committee approved 
Discussion: None 
Article 5 declared passed by moderator by unanimous vote 
ARTICLE 6: COLLEC'nVE BARGAINING AGRF.F.MF.NT 
S 23,789 
S 75,000 
To see iflhe Town will \'Ole to approve cost items included in the collective bargaining 
agreement reached between che Board ofSeleetmen and AFSME, Council 93, which calls 
for the following estimah:d increa~es in salaries and benefits at the current staffmg level 








Police S4 l ,75 l.71 
Fire $27,829.07 
Fire S28,861.44 





And further to raise and appropriate the amount of$66,634.98 for the 2016/2017 fiscal 
year, such sum representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in 8alaries and 
benelils required hy the new agreement over those that would be paid at cun-ent staffing 
levels 
Motion to move and seconded. 
Budget Committee approves 
Discussion 
Bill Houle l'Cqucstcd a secret ballot vote and five other voters supported the request 
to vote on A11:icle 6 by sec!'et ballot. 
Polls open at 8:05pm 
Short discussion some in support others against. 
:,\-lodcrator asked for the vote tally after a brief discussion llJld everyone who wanted 
to vote had voted. 
Article 6 declared passed by moderator by ballot vote: VES 76 NO 15 
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ARTICLE 7: To sec if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the swn of 




This amount to be offset in. the amow1t of$67,000 from the Parking Fund. 
Motion to move and seconded 
Budget Committee approves 
Discussion: None 




ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$1,379,881 for l'Y 16/17 public safety- fire & ambulance, as follows: 
Fire Department 
Ambulance 
Motion to moved and seconded 
Budget Committee approves 
Discussion 
Article 8 declared passed by moderator by unanimous vote 
$ 1,249,606 
$ 130,275 
Motion made to restrict reconsideration of Al1icles 4 thru 8 by Mike Conklin. 
Moved and seconded 
!Vlotion declared passed by moderator by unanimous vote 
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 





And to authorize the withdrawal of S 15,000 (to offset 4312-932-01 Sidewalk 
repair/replace) from the Motor Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund established for this 
purpose; and further to authonze the withdrawal of $40,000 (to offset 4312-931-00 Road 
Constmction) rrom the Motor Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund established for this purpose. 
If Warrant Article 3 passes, Warrant Article 9 will be reduced by $40,000. 
Motion to move and seeonded 
Budget Committee approves 
~o Discussion 
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A11idc 9 dedared passed by moderator by unanimous vote 
ARTICLE 1.0: To sec if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate lhe sum of 
$422,259 for fY 16/17 for sanitation as follows: 
Recycling/Solid Waste l>isposal 
Pemi-:Raker Solid Waste District Dues 
S 418,959 
S 3,300 
If Warrant Article 3 passes, Warrant Article IO will be reduced by Sl 8,000. 
:\'lotion to move and seconded 
Budget Committee approve~ 
Discussion 
John 'fucker asked how much revenue the town received from recycling. It was 
r·eported that the recycling center brought in $76,166 
Article 1() declared passed by mode1·ator by unanimous vote 
ARTICLE 11: To sec if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$1,130,936 for FY l 6i 17 for depa.rmiental operations, as follows: 




Town Common/Traffic Islands 
Friends of the Arts 
Airport 
Health Enforcement 
T11is amount to be offset in the amoUJ1t of S7,000 from the Airport Fund. 
Motion to move and seconded 
Budget Committee approves 
Discussion: 'lone 









ARTICLE 12: To sec if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of SI 1,000 
to fund FY I 6il 7 Capital Land and Improvements, as follows: 
Landfill :Vtonitoring & Testing 





Pursuant to RSA 32:7, VI, these will be non-lapsing, nontransfernble appropriations and 













Moved and seconded 
budget Committee approves 
Discussion: :None 
Article 12 declared passed by moderator by unanimous vote 
Motion made to restrict r~onsidcration of Articles 9 thru 12 by Bill Bolton 
Moved and seconded 
Motion to restrict r~onsideration passes by unanimous vote 
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vole 10 raise and appropriate the sum of 
$250,000 to fund the following Capital item: 
Improve Road Construction $ 250,000 
Pursuant to RSA 32:7, VI these will be non-lapsing, nontransferable appropriations and 
will not lapse until the respective project/purchase is complete or in five yeafi, whichever 
is less. 
If Warrant Article 3 passes, Warrant A1ticle 13 will be Null and Void 
Motion to move and seconded 
Budget Committee approves 
Discussion: None 
Article 13 declared passed by moderator by unanimous vote 
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofS40,000 
to fund the following capital item: 
Police - Bldg Maint Repair/Replace $ 40,000 
Pursuant to RSA 32:7, VI, this will be a non-lapsing, nontransferable appropriation and 
will not lapse until the earlier of 2021 or when the respective project/purchase is 
complete. 
If Warrant Article 3 passes, ·warrant Article 14 will be Null and Void 
Motion to move and seconded 
Budget Committee approves 
Discussion: None 
Article 14 declared passed by moderator by unanimous vote 
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ARTrCLF. 15: To see irthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofS41,854 
for fund FY 16/17 payment 3 on a 3 year lease to purchase agreement for the purchase ol' 
three (3) police cruisers. This lease agreement contllins a non-appropriation clause. 
(Majority vote required). 
Motion made to move and seconded 
Budget Committee approves 
Discussion: None 
Article 15 declared by moderator as passed by ma.iority vote of 98 to l 
ARTICLE 16: To see irthe Town will vote to establish the following Capital Reserve 
funds under the provisions of RSA 35: I for the following purpose and to raise and 
appropriate the respective sum of $41,666 to be placed in said fund and further lo 
designate the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend from this fund: 
Fire Tower Tmck Replacement CR 
\fotion made to move and seconded 
Budget Committee appro,·es 
Discussion: 1' one 
Article 16 declared passed by moderator by majority vote of 99 to 0 
$ 41,666 
Motion mo.de to restrict reconsideration of Articles 13 tbru 16 by Neil :Vlclver 
lVIoved and seconded 
l\'lotion to restrict reconsideration passes by unanimous vote 
ARTICLE 17: To sec if the Town will vote to establish the following Capital Reserve 
Funds under the provisions of RSA 35: l for the following purpose and to raise and 
appropriate the respective sum of SI 0,384 lo be placed in said fund and funhcr to 
designate the Board ofSele1.,-tmen as agents to expend from Lhis fund: 
Fire Engine 4 Replacement CR 
Motion made to move and seconded. 
Budget Committee app1·oves 
Discussion: '.'lone 
Article 17 declared pa~sed by moderator by unanimous vote 
S 10,384 
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote co change the purpose of the existing M.ack 
Fire Truck Fund to the Fire Engine 3 Replacement Capital Reserve fund to raise and 
appropriate the sum of$39,239 10 be placed in said fond and further designate the Board 
of Selectmen as itgents to expcmd from this fund. (2/3rds Vote Required). 
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Motion made to move and seconded. 
Budget Committee approves 
Discussion: 
Moderator asked voters to allow vote by show of hands 
Citizens agree. 
Article 18 declared passed by moderator by vote of 99 to 0 
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to change the purpose of the existing Fire 
2006 Ambulance Replaeeme11t Fund to Ambulance Replacement Fund. (2/3rds Vote 
Required). 
Motion made to move and seconded 
Budget Committee approves 
Discussion: 
Moderator asked voters to allow vote by show of hands 
Citizens approve 
Article 19 declared passed by moderator by vote of 99 to 0 
Motion made to restrict reconsideration of Articles 17 thru 19 by John Randlett 
Moved and scoonded 
l';fotion to restrict reconsideration passes by unanimous vote 
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will vote to establish the Conservation Commission 
Capital Reserve Funds under the provisions of RSA 35: I for lhe following purposes and 
to raise and appropriate the respective swns (totaling $5,000) to be placed in said funds 
and further to designate the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend from this fund. 
Conservation Commission Projects 
Motion made to move and seconded 
Budget Committee approves 
Discussion: None 
Article ZO declared passed by moderator by unanimous vote 
$ 5,000 
ARTICLE 21: To sec if the Town will vote to add to existing Capital Reserve Funds 
under the provisions of RSA 35: I for the following purposes and raise and appropriate 
the respective sums (totaling $138,500) to be placed in said funds: 
Recycling - Equipment/Ground/Building Maintenance 
Fox Pond Park Maint/Repair/Replace/R.ebuild 
Dispatch Equipment Reserve 
Town Reva! 







Highway Heavy Equipment 
Building - Police Main/Repair/Replace 
pbTV Equipment & Facilities 





If Warrant Article 3 passes, Warrant Article 21 will be reduced by $25,000 
Motion made to moYe and seconded 
Budget Committ~ approve~ 
Discussion: 
Patrice Scott asked about our LSA ag1·eement l\'ith Plymouth State University. 
Jt was repol1cd that the Town receives $630,000 a year from the uniwrsity and we 
have a 2 yca1· extended agreement. 
Article 21 declared passed by moderator by unanimous vote 
ARTICLR 22: To sec if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum or 
S136,972 to fund payment r, 6 of the Libxary Expansion Project. 
Motion made to move and seconded 
Budget Committee approves 
Discussion: l'.one 
Article 22 decla1·ed passed by moderator by unanimous vote 
ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate lhe sum ofS96,526 
for the below listed agencies: 
Transport Central 
Animal Control Agreement with Humane Society 
Regional Planning Commission dues 
Baker River Watershed 
Pemi River Local Advisory Committee 
Pemi-Baker Community Health Agency 
Grafton County Senior Citizcru; 
Tri-County Coromunity Action 
Voices Against Violence 
Red Cross 
Pemi Youth Center 
Genesis-Lakes Region :\1ental Health 
CADY 



























Motion made to move and seconded 
Budget Committee approves 
Short discussion 
Article :23 declared passed by moderator by unanimous vote 
Motion made to restrict l'CCOnsidcration of Articles :20-23 by Mike Ahern 
l'vloved and seconded 
Motion to restrict reconsideration passes by unanimous vote 
ARTICLE 24: To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting. 
Maggie Mumford asked for sonic so11 of accountability on bow tbe :2 million dollar 
bond was c.xpcndlld. No vote taken. 
Meeting ad.ioumed at 8:40pm March 9C11, 2016 
Respectfully submitted, 





































MODERATOR'S RULES OF PROCEDURES 
FOR 
TOWN OF PLYMOUTH AND 
PLYMOUTH SCHOOL DISTRICT 
ANNUAL MEETINGS 
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TOWN OF PLYMOUTH 
and 
PLYMOUTH SCHOOL DISTRICT 
MODERATORS' RULES OF PROCEDURE 
Unless changed by the voters at a Meeting, the Moderators intend to use the 
following Rules of Procedure to conduct Meetings for the Town of Plymouth and the 
Plymouth School District 
1. The Moderator will not follow Robert's Rules of Order. The Moderator will use 
the following general rules of procedure. The intent of the rules is to permit a 
fair discussion of the issues before the Meeting, keep the Meeting moving, 
and provide basic rules to govern procedural issues. 
2. By majority vote, lhe voters can overrule any decision that the Moderator 
makes and any rule that the Moderator establishes. A voter may raise a 
request to overrule the Moderator by a Point of Order. 
3. Unless announced otherwise at the Meeting, the Moderator will take up 
Articles one at a time and in the order that the Articles appear on the Warrant. 
4. The Meeting will consider each Article as follows: 
a. The Moderator will announce the Article and read the text of the Article. 
b. The Moderator will recognize a member of the Selectboard, School Board, 
or a petitioner of a petitioned Article, to move adoption of the Article. 
c. If the motion is seconded, the Moderator will recognize a member of the 
Selectboard, School Board, or a petitioner of a petitioned Article, to 
explain the Article if they wish to do so. 
d. The Meeting will debate the Article and then vote on the Article. The 
Moderator does not intend to re-read the Article before a vote unless the 
Meeting votes to have the Moderator do so. 
5. No one may speak to the Meeting unless he or she has the floor. 
a. No one may have the floor unless recognized by the Moderator. 
b. Except for Points of Order, the Moderator will not recognize a speaker 
unless she or he is at a microphone. 
c. Please state your name each time you speak to the Meeting. 
d. Even if you do not have the floor (not at a microphone and recognized), 
you may speak to raise a Point of Order to challenge a Moderator's ruling. 
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6. The Moderator will allow only one motion on the floor at a time. There are 
two exceptions to this rule: 
a. You may raise a Point of Order at any time. 
b. If you have the noor (at a microphone and recognized) you may also 
make: 
I. A motion to amend the pending motion. 
II. A Motion to Call the Question. 
7. All substantial amendments and motions are to be in writing. Exceptions are 
amendments regarding technical changes to a printed Article, Points of Order, 
or Motions to Call the Question. 
8. The Moderator will not accept negative motions, which are motions that 
require a "no• vote to vote in the affirmative, such as "I move that we not 
adopt the budget" 
9. Motions to Call the Question are motions that end discussion on the main 
motion. Th1:1y are not debtitabla tlnd l'equil'e a two-thirds vot1t. Prior to voting 
on a Motion to Call the Question, the Moderator may allow voters who are 
standing in line at a microphone, and anyone seated at the head table who 
has previously indicated to the Moderator that he or she wishes to address 
the main motion, to speak. 
10. The Moderator may allow non-resident School District officials, the school 
principal, and consultants or experts who are in attendance for the purpose of 
providing information about an Article to speak to the Meeting. Other non-
residents may not speak to the Meeting without the permission of the voters. 
11. All comments and questions are to be addressed to the Moderator. The 
Moderator will choose the individual to respond to a question. 
12. Each speaker may only speak once until everyone who wishes to do so has 
spoken except that the Moderator may allow someone who has already 
spoken to respond to a question. 
13. The Moderator may limit the amount of time that each speaker may address a 
motion. As a general rule, initial presentations on Articles should take less 
than ten minutes and subsequent speakers should limit the time for their 
comments and questions to less than three minutes. 
14. All speakers must be courteous. The Moderator will not allow personal 
attacks or inappropriate language. 
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15. Votes on bond issues over $100,000 must be by secret ballot and require a 
two-thirds majority to pass. Votes on amendments to bond articles require a 
simple majority. Votes on amendments to bond articles do not require a 
secret ballot. 
16. Any five voters may request that a vote on be taken by secret ballot. The 
following procedures must be followed to request a vote by secret ballot: 
a. The request must be in writing and presented to the Moderator during the 
meeting but prior to voting. 
b. Five voters who requested the secret ballot must be present at the 
Meeting at the time of the vote. 
c. A separate request must be submitted for each vote on which a secret 
ballot is requested. 
17. Motions to Reconsider an Article may be made after a vote has been taken 
but are subject to the following restrictions: 
a. Mandatory Restriction: If the Meeting votes to reconsider a ballot vote on 
a bond issue of over $100,000, the Article cannot be reconsidered until a 
reconvened Meeting that is held at least seven days after the original vote. 
(RSA 33:8-a). 
b. Optional Restriction: Any voter may introduce a Motion to Restrict 
Reconsideration of an Article at any time after the Article has been 
considered. If the Meeting votes to reconsider an Article after having 
previously voted to restrict reconsideration. the Article will be reconsidered 
at a reconvened Meeting that is held at least seven days after the original 
vote. A vote to restrict consideration of an Article is final and cannot be 
reconsidered later in the Meeting. (RSA 40:10). 
18. The Moderator may vote on all Articles. However, the Moderator plans to 
vote in only two instances: 
a. To break a tie. 
b. To make a vote a tie if a motion the Moderator opposes would otherwise 
be carried by one vote. 
19. The Moderator may adjourn the Meeting to a future date at a time certain if 
the Meeting runs past 11:00 p.m. 
Robert Clay 
Town of Plymouth Moderator 
and 
Quentin Blaine 





































THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
WARRANT FOR THE 2017 ANNUAL MEETING 
OF THE TOWN OF PLYMOUTH 
To the inhabitants of the Town of Plymouth in the County of Grafton and the State of 
New Hampshire qualified to vote in town affairs: 
You are hereby notified to meet at the Plymouth Elemenwry S1:hool in said Plymouth on 
Tuesday, the 14th of March, next, polls to be open/or voting on Articles l th1116 at 8:00 
o'clock in the forenoon, and to close not eaflier than 7:00 o'clock in the afternoon, and 
you are hereby notified to meet at the Plymouth Elementary School in said Plymouth on 
Wednesday, the 15th of March, next, at 7:00 o'clock in the afternoon for the deliberative 
session of the Town Meeling at which time action will be taken upon the remaining 
articles of this warrant. 
ARTICLE 1: To elect the following town officers which appear on the official town 
ballot for the ensuing year: (2) Selcctman-3year term, (1) Moderator-2yr term, (I) 
Trustee of Trust fund-3yr term, (2) Library Trustees-3yr term, (1) Cemetery Trustee-3yr 
tem1, (I) Treasurer - 3yr term 
ARTICLE 2: Arc you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. I as proposed by the 
Plymouth Planning Roard to the Plymouth Zoning Ordinance, Article IV, GENERAL 
PROVISIONS to add a n~w •:ategory Sc<.'tion 416- Accessory Dwelling l!nit (ADU) by 
Conditional Use Pennit as mandated by the New Hampshire Legislature under RSA 
674:71-73 (effoctive June I. 2017). This amendment will allow one ADU 011 a lot that 
has a single family dwelling and no other accessory dwelling. "fltc ADU nol lO exceed 
I 000 sq. ft. of habitable space shall have no more than 2 bedrooms and shall be occupied 
by no more than 2 adults. The ADU shall be subject to certain minimum lot dimensional 
requirements, subject to design requirements that reflect the primary residence, and shall 
meet all building and lite safety codes. 
(Recommended by the Planning Board). 
ARTICLE 3: Are you ln favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed hy the 
Plymouth Planning Board to the Plymouth Zoning Ordinance, Article II, section 202 
(Tenn Definitions) to add the new term Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) which is 
defined as "a residential living unit ilia1 i~ within, attached to or detached from a single-
family dwelling, and that provides independent living facilities for one or more persons 
(but no more than two adults per ADU), including provisions for sleeping, eating, 
cooking, and sanitation on the same parcel of land as the principal dwelling unit it 
accompanies. The ADU shall be approved by the issuance ofa Conditional Use Permit 
which meets the criteria or the 7,oning ordinance and planning review. Every accessory 
dwelling unit shall be deemed a residence of workforce housing for purposes of 
satisfying the municipality's obligations under RSA 674:59." 
(Recommended by the Planning Board). 
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ARTICLE 4: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the 
Plymouth Planning Board to the Plymouth Zoning Ordinance, Article 11. Se1.:tion 202 
(Tenn Definitions) to delete the existing definilkm for "Dwelling, Accessory Family" 
which limits Accessory Swelling Units to related family members only. NH RSA 
674:71-73 renders this definition obsolete and illegal. 
(ReC{m1mended by the Planning Boitrd) 
ARTICLES: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the 
Plymouth Plawiing Board to the Plymouth Zoning Ordinance, Article 11, Section 202 
,() (Term Definition) to include the new or redefined tenns (Accessory Stmcture, Bank, 
• Cemetery, Manufacture of Goods Sold on Premises, Office, Lumber Yard (Home 
~ !Jnprovement Center], Funeral Home [Mortuary, Funeral Parlor], Private Club 
•..._) ) [Private Lodge], Health Care facility, Theatre, Tourist Home, 0ed & Bi-eakfast, Truck 
Terminal, Vehicular Sale and Repair and Industry. 
(Recommend by the Planning Board) 
ARTICLE 6: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the 
Plymouth Planning Board to the Plymouth Zoning Ordinance Article IV, Sections 408 
Signs. This amendment eliminates references to sign messages to pre.,;erve free speech 
rights and instead regulates signs based entirely on the zone in which they arc located and 
\/') the size, physical type of sign, etc. This amendment is needed w bring Plymouth's Sign 
.~ Ordinance into compliance with the landmarlc US Supreme Court decision, Reed v. 
'---> ) Town of Gilbert, AZ, which addresses the local regulation of signs. 
(Recommended by the Planning Board). 
DELJBERATIVE SESSION 
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$1,600,505 for FY 17/ 18 general governmental expenses, as follows: 
Salaries. J.'ccs and 1.:xpcnsc~ ·· Sd .. -c1n11:n • s Office 
Election. Regi~ll'alion. Vital S1atis1ic~ - Town ('lcrk 's Office 
Financial Administratinn 
Rc.ipprai~al of Pn>pcny 
Contract Scr\·iccs Legal & others 
Pcrsonnc! Admini~trati<,n 
Planning ;md Zoning 
I.and Use Enfon:cmcnt 
v,~, 1 General Government Buildings 
...:;_.,i Cemeteries 
.,~\ 1) Misc. lnsur.incc (workcrl' comp. liabili1y & unemploymenl) 
- · Emergency Management 




















The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article. 
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the swn of$94,462 
for FY 17/18 Welfare Assistance, as follows: 
Welfare Officer 
Welfare Vendor Payments 
$ 24,462 
$ 70,000 
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article. 
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 








The Board of Sclectmell recommends passage of this article. 
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 





The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this anicle. 
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriaie the sum of 





And to authorize the wilhdrawal of $21,000 (to offset 4312-932-0 I Sidewalk 
repair/replace) from lhe Motor Vehicle Capital Rescivc Fund established for this purpose. 
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article. 
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$403,459 for PY~ for sanitation as follows: 
i't/13' 
Recycling/Solid Waste Disposal 
Pemi-Baker Solid Waste District Dues 
$ 400,159 
$ 3,300 
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article. 
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ARTICLE 13: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$1,144,768 for FY 17/18 for departmenllll operations, as follows: 




Town Common/Traffic Islands 
Friends of the Arts 
Airport 
Health Enforcement 









The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article. 
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the ,,t:m or 
$13,400 to fund FY 17/18 Capital Land and Improvements, as follows: 
Landfill Monitoring & Testing 





Pursuant to RSA 32:7, VI, these will be non-lapsing, nontran~terable appropriations and 
will not lapse until the earlier of2022 or when the respective project/purchase is 
complete. 
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article. 
ARTICLE 15: To ::;ee irthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$50,000 to fund the following Capital item: 
Improve Road Construction S 50.000 
Pursuant to RSA 32:7, Vl these will he non-lapRing, nontransferable appropriations and 
will not lapse until the respective project/purchase is complete or in five years. whichever 
is less. 
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this aiticle. 
ARTICLE J6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$14,000 to fund the following capital item: 
Highway- Cmsh Gravel $ 14,000 
Pursuant to RSA 32:7, VI, this will be a non-lapsing, nontransferable appropriation and 
will not lapse until the earlier of2022 or wh<!" the respective project/purchase is 
complete. 







( 7 ;{),6 
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ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$20,500 to fund the following capital item: 
Highway - Garage Fuel/Storage Building $ 20,500 
Pun;ua,,.t 10 RSA 32:7, VI, this will be a non-lapsing, nonn·ansferable appropriation and 
will not lapse tmtil the earlier of 2022 or when the respective project/purchase is 
complete. 
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article. 
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$175,000 to fund the following capital item: 
Highway - Dump Truck Purchase $ 175,000 
And to authorize withdrawal of$175,000 from the Highway Heavy Equipment Capital 
Reserve Fund established for this purpose. 
The Board of Selectmen recommen<ls pa8sage of this article. 
ARTICLE 19: To see ifche municipality will vote to authorize the selectmen to enter 
into a loilg-term leaseipur.;hasc agreement in lhe amount or ror:y One Thousand Seven 
Hundred Thirty Nine Dollars ($4 l. 739) payable over a term of 48 (forty-eight) monihs 
for a 2014 Volvo EW 180 D Excavator for the highway department and to raise and 
appropriate the sum of($20,165) (Twenty Thousand One Hundred Sixty Five Dollars) 
for the first year's payment for that purpose with said funds to come from unassigned 
fund balance. The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article. (Majority 
Vote Required) 
ARTICLE 20: To see if the municipality will vote to change lhe purpose of the existing 
Fire Chief Car Capital Reserve Fund to the Fire Engine 3 Replacement Capital Reserve 
Fund and further to designan: the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend from this fund. 
(2/3 vote required). 
·n1e Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article. 
ARTICLE 21: To see if the municipality will vote to change the pmpose of the existing 
Fire Air Support Capital Reserve Fund to the Fire Engine 4 Replacement Capital Reserve 
Fund and further co designate the Board of Scloctmen as agents to expend from this fund. 
(2/3 vote required). 
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article. 
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to add to existing Capital Reserve Funds 
under the provisions of RSA 35: I for the following purposes and raise and appropriate 
the respective sums (totaling $164,289) to be placed in said funds and further to designate 
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the Board of Selectmen as agents to e,~pe11d from lhese funds: 
Recycling - Equipment/Ground/Building Maintenance 
Material Handling Equipment- Highway 
Highway Heavy Equipment 
Conservation Commission CRF 
Ambulance Replacement CRF 
Fire Tower Tmck Replacement 
Fire Engine 4 Replacement 
Fire Engine 3 Replacement 
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article. 








ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to r.iise and appropriate tile sum of 
$136,972 to fund payment# 7 of the Library Expansion Project. 
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article. 
ARTICLE 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum or 
$243,947 to fund payment 2 of the $2,000.000 Infrastructure Improvement Bond 
approved at the 2016 Town Meeting. 
The Board of Selectmen recommend~ passage of this article. 
ARTICLF. 25: To sec if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
$96,979 for the below listed agencies: 
Transport Central 
Animal Control Agreement with Humane Society 
Regional Planning Commission dues 
Baker River Watershed 
Pcmi River Local Advisory Committee 
Pcmi-Haker Community Health Agency 
Grafton County Senior Citizens 
Tri-County Community Action 
Voices Against Violence 
Red Cross 

















Genesis-Lakes Region Mental Health 
CADY 








The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article. 
ARTICLE 26: 
meeting. 
To transact any other business that may legally come befo!'e said 
Given under our hands this 10th day of February 2017. 
17 ;4-7 
-J"6-/,ern ,~ ru~!cdro~ 
lWl!1J rr.()(L 6 
AT 
Mic I onkli 
~ Wil wn Bolton 




Selectmen, Town of Plymouth 
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COMMISSIONERS' REPORT 
Plymouth Village Waler and Sewer District (PVWSD) ended the 2016 year on good footing both 
financially and with conti11uity among our lant.astic employees. As always, many thanks and 
appreciation to: Kim Haines, Cindy Schofield, Juson Randall, Fred Yeaton, Roger Morin, Dan 
Putorck, Jay Harrington, l)avid Guyotte, John Crowley and Gary Hancock. These dedicated 
professionals arc the backbone that holds our operations, maintenance, and all "systems'' together 
and running smoothly. Mcrclisc O'Connor provides leadership, planning, coordination and 
guidance to the staff and Commission as District Administrator. 
A quick breakdown of the happenings in 2016: 
• We ended the year with a $1,690,006 fund balance for Sewer and a $596,555 balance 
for Water. Our cash position is sound and the collections rate, with the diligent efforts 
of our Treasurer, Carol Elliott, is high. There is $1.35 million saved in Capital Reserve 
Fund~ for financing of future projects. 
• Our 2015 year audit deemed the District to be in good financial position and we arc in 
compliance with all the GASB rules and regulations. 
• The District continues to be focused on assessing its facilities and inlrastruclure to 
maintain, rebuild and repair as needed. This will ensure that our system is in good 
working order and in compliance with state and federal regulations. This has led to a 
multitude of projects, some of which arc: 
o lmpr0\·ing the Septage Receiving Facility at the WWTP (which yields 
approximately S300,000 in annual revenue). 
o Continuing to work towards the development or a new water source. 
o Replacement of many valves, pumps and motors at various pump stations. 
c L'pdating our SCADA (data control system) and telemetry upgrade. 
c Addition of G IS improvements, including the use of interactive maps that can 
be pulled up and amended right at the site of any of our infrastructure such as 
hydrants and pump stations. 
c Electrical impro,·ements at the water storage tanks and an overhaul ol'Well 1/2. 
• In the water budget, the District used $ I 0,000 in Contingency Funds for engineering, in 
timely preparation for a 25-45% grant and low interest loan application from the 
USDA RD as follows: 
c $6,000 for Engineering Report Phase for Assessment of options for replacement 
of water lines on Foster St and Modifications to the well site piping. 
o $4,000 for Engin~ring report phase lor Rt. 3 and Green St. infra.~lructure 
improvements. 
• The solar array at the Treatment Plant continues to significantly reduce our reliance on 
grid electric usage, a win-win for rate payers and the environment. The solar panels at 
the District Onice have allowed that building to be "net-zero" for electric use since 
inswllation. 
future plans for the District include: 
• Capital Improvements Plan and better coordination with the Towt1 ol'Plymoulti for 
























COMMISSIONERS'REPORT - Continued 
Tow:n Planner to talk about future projects as outlined in the Water MaSter Plan, 
focusing on South Main Street a& our first potential project together. 
• Overhaul of Well #1 will co:ntinue. 
The Board is proposing to add both a Water Operator and an Operations Supervisor to the staff to 
assist the Superintendent and Water staff in meeting the demands of time and attention to these 
critical projects. 
l11c Commissioners continue to work with our steadfast and committed staff at the main office 
and at the Treatment Plant. They are ex.tremely helpful and always willing to offer new and 
improved ways of doing the District's businesi;. [f you have any questions, please contact the 
main office or take a look at our website: www.PVWSD.com. 
Respectfully submitted, 






( )n hehalf of the Plymouth Village Wail."!' and Sew~ District and the team of dedicated staff serving you 
in these critical municipal functions, I hereby submit the annual report to the cilizens of the District. 
Towns and cities acros~ the nation are facing water and wastewater contaminants such as PFOA, lead, 
toxic algae and an inability lo meet their public health and environmental protection obligations ofilieir 
citizens. I am pleased to report that the District Operalors work to ensure the Pemigewasset River is not 
contaminated and provide safe drinking water to the District. Challenges remain in sustaining a high 
level of service, but District st.alf members are committed to seeking the hest approaches to meeting these 
challenges. 
2016 provided a variety of opportunities for the District. While working to ensure unintem1pted water 
and wastewater services, the District continued to make investment~ in infi-a.structurc, staff, environmental 
protection, puhlic health and safety. The District aims to maintain necessmy service.• and programs while 
balancing lite costs associated with aging infrastructure. The District has completed several capital 










In May two roofs at the wa.stewater plant hcadworks and sludge pumping buildings were 
replaced; 
In Octoher the replacement oft he wastewater treatment plant main building hoiler with high 
cffici,mcy propane fired boiler:; was completed. As a result the District was able to reduce its :'-lo. 
2 heating oil capacity by 1,815 gallons which changes our stntus to no longer being a regulated 
NHOES Above (iround Storage Ta,ik (AST) fucility; 
District staff installed a new Moyno primary (November) and two new \1oyno secondary sludge 
pumps (February); 
Rehabilitation of !'ump Station's #2 (Foster St.), PS "!'3 (Perni Dr.), and PS 11-7 were completed; 
The J)istrict., and its engineer Wright-Pierce, began conceptual design and engineering for Otc 
septage receiving upgrade with construction planned in 2017. Three large sheds on the WWTP 
grounds were re•locatetl; 
As part ofthe water meter replacement program the Distri<.1 staff focused on replacing all of the 
greater than 2" meters at commercial facilities. As a result, in combination with the first full year 
using new billing software, the annual water loss was reduced to I 0% ( compared to 22% in 
2015): 
The District cont.tactetl with a firm to dean and inspect Well;/ I and Well i/2 which resulted in the 
conversion of both wells to subrncrsibk pumps due to deteriorating condition of the existing 60-+ 
year old shall lurbine pumps, motors and casing. The submersible pump configuration will 
improve efficiency, provide a belier sanitary seal of the wellhead (especially since this location is 
prone to flooding), and simplifying maintenance activities. 
The Dimict upgraded the electrical service and distribution at the foster St. Well and Trcanncnt 
facility and Sewer Pum1l Station #4 as well as updating the Supervisory Command and Data 
Ac<.juisiLion (SCADA) systems that operate the wastewater plant, sewer collection system, and 
water supply and distribution systems. 
\.1aintenance Acth·ities: 
Maintenance was completed in the sewer collection sy,tem including spring and 1all District wide sewer 
line high pressure cleaning and vacuuming. Distri~1 staff rebuilt manholes on Yeaton Road, Fairgrounds 
Road, Langdon St., Reservoir Rd. and made manhole adjustments on RI. 3 North for alignment with 














SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT (Continued) 
PS#l force main, aJld the Green St. sewer interceptor were conducted to assess pipe condition and locate 
blind tied servi~s for surveying and engineering of future replacements. 
Water Operators peiformed a two week long District wide hydrant flushing in May to facilitate the 
addition of an ortho-polyphosphale 1rea1menl. The primary goal oflhc orlho-polyphosphate trcalment is 
to sequester iron and manganese, bul it has proven to be an effective addition to the systems corrosion 
control treatment and will be utilized into the future as standard operation. The Operators also performed 
fall hydrant flushing, hegan a valve exercising program, conducted primary contaminant solU'ce (PCS) 
fadlity inspect.ions as required ,mder GAA gro1mdwat.cr classification, and conducted annual/semi-annual 
backflow prevention device testing as part of !he cross connection program. 
Sewer Pretreatment Program: 
As part of the District's pretreatment program and sewer use ordinance compliance, FROG (Fals, Rags, 
Oils, Grease) inspections were conducted at husine.,ses to identify proper disposal of PROO contaminant~ 
and to ensure maintenance of pretreatment devices are being carried oul in compliance with the Sewer 
Use Ordinance (SUO). Sewer Operators also fabricated devices to be used in manholes that can trace the 
source of prohibited discharges. The District hopes to continue lo work with and educate oil users in 
regard to what may and may not be Ilushed or poured down a drain! We would like to kindly remind you 
that your toilelS, sinks, showers and tubs are for persoruil care and hygiene, Brtd they are not trash 
receptacles. Please refrain from disposing of cooking grease/oil, harsh cleaners/solvents, paints, 
medications, chemicals, pesticides, dental floss, plastics, reinforced paper towels, etc. into the sewer 
co!le.,1ion system. This bottom line is ifil is not toilet paper or released from your body-it belongs in 
the !rash can. 
Asset Management: 
With the assistance of Wright-Pierce Engineers, the District received a 2016 NHDES Water Asset 
Management grant which offaet !he cost of expanding the District's GIS geodalabase, provided staff GIS 
training, and facilitated the development of"in the field" GIS applications for hydrant flushing and valve 
exercising activities. Water Opernto"rs began mapping, verifying, and documenting field activities using 
ESRl's ArcGIS online plalfonn. The use of this technology has proven to be invaluable to the Operators 
in day lo day field activities, from looking up, editing, and creating new service tie cards to docwnenting 
condition, assessment, as well as the ability to tag photographs of infrastructure on the map. The 
District's goal is to leverage asset management software thal will utilize ArcGIS in combination with 
Continental billing software to streamline communication, workflow and document sharing for all staff in 
the field as well a, in the office. 
New Water Source: 
District staff and Commissioners continue efforts to develop a new source water supply m Holderness. 
The District has been working closely with the Holderness School, Plymouth State University, and the 
Town of Holderness to advance a potential source on I Iolderness School property. This source could be 
used lo co-mingle with water from the foster St. wells 1hroughou1 the dislribut.ion system and polentially 
reduce secondary conlllminants such as iron, manganese, sodium, and chloride. It oould also be used as a 
primary backup well, which adds redundancy to the system in the event of an emergency al the Poster St. 
Wells. 
Septage: 
ror the third year the wastewater 1reatmen1 facility took in and processed over 3 .8 million gallons of 
septage which resulted in $293,353 in revenue. This revenue helps to further offset user rates. The 
Distri.,t provides safe disposal for sept.age haulers to protect Plymouth and the surrounding corrummities. 
The Dimict is committed to address the needs and concerns of our septage haulers and is excited for !he 
W7 
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT (Continued) 
oppo11Unity and potential to grow septage processing at the W\\'TP with the constrnction of the new 
septage receiving facility in the full!winu:r of2017. 
Sol<!)' /),1'.l.!'y; 
In 2016 the wastewater plant's solar an:ay generated 152 M\\-b of electricity that was used to offset 
approximately 20% of the annual electric usage for the \\'WTP. The emironmental benefits calculated by 
so!aredge.com included saving 241,629 lbs. of CO2 Emissions, the equivalence of planting 5,968 Trees, 
or powering 463,742 light hulhs for a day! 
Operations Goals in 2017: 
• Replace ~Titical water and sewer mains on foswr St. in conjunction with ;\1IDOT's roadway 
realignment project; 
• Foster St. Well and Treatment 1-'acility building improvements; 
• Replace the Soulh Garage roof at the wastewater plant; 
• Constrnctio11 and startup of the new sept.age receiving facility; 
• Lime ~ilo bin activator cone replacement; 
• Sludge building piping and furnace replacement; 
• 1-fcadworks gas dete(;tion metering replacement; 
• Begin PS #I engineering and design for anticipated construction in 2018; 
• Begin engineering and design for Main St. sewer line replacement from Tobey to High Sts. and 
water line replacement from Foster to I lighland Sts.; 
• Develop a new water source at the Holderness School 8ite and begin well permitting; 
• Continue the water meter rcplaocmcnt program by focusing on phasing out older manual read 
meters; 
• Continue to devdop the waler and sewer assel management program by utili:dng GIS technology 
and NHDES graut funding; 
• Work with \L~ers to identify and address FROG and comply with the [)i~1rict's SUO; 
• Continue to devdop the District's hydrant flushing and valve excr.;;ising programs. 
The District employees strive to provide the community with safe reliable sen;ce, and it is a team effol1. 
My thanks go to tltc efforts of the crew: John Crowley, David Guyone, Jay Harrington, Gary Hancock, 
Roger Morin, Dan Putorck, nnd Fred Yeaton. My thanks also go to office staff; Kim Haines, Office 
Manager; and Cindy Schofield, Finance Assistant. The support and guidance from Mcrclise O'Connor, 
District Administrator, and the District Commissioners Judith D' Aleo, Steve Temperino, nnd Christopher 
Woods a.re greatly appreciated. Lastly, 1hank you, the District residents and businesses for yoor continued 
support and patience during District construction prqjects. 
Ycar-e11d data for the Water Pwnping Systems are a~ follows: 
Tot.al gallons water pumped in 2016 
Average gallons water pumped daily 
Year-end data for the Wastewater Treatment Facility are as follows: 
Total EIJluent l'low 
Average Daily J::ffiuem Flow 
Percent of Average Daily Flow to Design Capacity (0.7MGD) ma~. 80% 
Pounds of TSS' to the Treatment facility 









































SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT (Continued) 
Pounds ofTSS out to the Pemigewasset 
Removal of Solids :Efficiency min 85% 
Pounds of BOO2 to the Treatment Plant 
Pounds of BOD out to the Pcmigewasset 
Removal of BOP Efficiency min. 85% 
Total Septage Received 
Revenue Received fl'Qm Septage 
Biosolids Removed from Waste Stream 
Respectfully Submitted, 
.9-~,.e~ 
Jason C. Randall 
Water & Wastewatt:r Superinlendcnt 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT 
To the Board of Commissioners 
Plymouth VIiiage Water & Sewer District 
Report on the Financial Statements 
121 Rh,., fmnt '),we 






Q .. 006,ld, MA 
F.llswo,lk M~ 
We have audited the aocompanying financial statements of the business-type activi--
ties and each major fund of the Plymouth Vllfage Water & Sewer District, as of and 
for the year ended Deoember 31, 2015. and the related notes to the flnanclal state-
ments, which collectively comprise the District's basic financial statements as listed 
in the Table of Contents. 
Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements 
The District's management Is responsible fur the preparation and fair presentallon 
of these financial statements i11 accordanoe with accounting principles generally 
accepte<i in the United States of America; this includes the design, implementation, 
and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation 
of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to 
fraud or error. 
Auditor's Responslblllty 
Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on 
our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally 
accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan and 
perfonn the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial 
statements are free from material misstatement. 
An audit involves perfonning procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts 
and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the 
auditor's judgment, including the assessment of the risks of materlal mlsiltatement of 
the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assess• 
ments, the auditor considers Internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and 
fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that 
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an 
Wlt 
opinion on the effectiveness of the entity's Internal control. Accordingly, we express 
no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting 
policies used and the reasonableness of slgnlflcant accounting estimates made by 
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial 
statements. 
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to 
provide a basis for our audit opinions. 
Opinions 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all mate-
rlal respects, the respective financial position of the business-type activities and 
each major fund of the Plymouth Village Water & Sewer District, as of December 31, 
2015, and the respective changes in financial position and cash flows thereof for the 
year then ended in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the 
United States of America. 
Required Supplementary Information 
Accounting principles generally accepted in the Uniled States of America require 
that Management's Discussion and Analysis, the Schedule of Funding Progress, 
the Schedule of Proportionate Share of Net Pension Liability, and the Schedule of 
Contributions, be presented to supplement the basic financial statements. Such 
information, although not a part of the basic financial statements, is required by the 
Govemmentat Accounting Standards Board, who considers it to be an essential part 
of financial reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an appropriate 
operational, economic, or historical context. We have applied certain limited proce-
dures to the required supplementary information in accordance with auditing stand-
ards generally accepted in the United States of America, which consisted of inquiries 
of management about the methods of preparing the information and comparing the 
information for consistency with management's responses to our Inquiries, the basic 
financial statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic 
financial statements. We do not express an opinion or pro11lde any assurance on the 
information because the limited procedures do not provide us with evidence sufficient 
to express an opinion or provide any assurance. 
Other Information 
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial state-
ments that collectively comprise the District's basic financial statements. The accom-
panying supplementary information appearing on pages 31 through 32 is presented 
for purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the basic financial 
statements. Such information is the responsibility of management and was derived 
















pare the financial statements. The lnfonnatlon has been subjected to the auditing 
procedures applied In the audit of the financial statements and certain additional 
procedures, including comparing and reconciling such Information dlrectty to the 
underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the financial statements or 
to the financial statements themselves, and other additional procedures In accord• 
ance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In 
our opinion, the information is fairly stated in all material respects In relation to the 
financial statements as a whole. 
August 10, 2016 
TREASURER'S REPORT 
FOR IBE FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2016 
Water Fund 
Beginning cash balance, January 1, 2016 
Petty cash 
Total beginning balance, January 1, 2016 
Water Fund Receipts 
Includes: water rents, meters, hydrants, sprinklers 




Sale of district property 




Total amount available 
Disbursements authorized by the Board of Commissioners 
Ending balance, December 31, 2016 
Ending balance, December 31, 2016 
Petty cash 
Ending balance, December 31, 2016 
Respectfully submitted: 
Carol A. Elliott, Treasurer 































FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2016 
Wastewater Fund 
Beginning cash balance, January 1, 2016 
Beginning investment bala nee, January 1, 2016 
Petty cash 
Total beginning balance, January 1, 2016 
Sewer Fund Receipts 
Sewer Rents 
Septage Disposal 






State of NH Gr~nt~ 
Loan proceeds 
Refunds/reimbursements 
Total amount .ivailable 
Disbursements authorized by the Board of Commissioners 
Ending balance, December 31, 2016 
Ending balance, December 31, 2016 
Ending investment balance, December 31, 2016 
Petty cash 
Ending balance, December 31, 2016 
Respectfully submitted: 
Carol A. Elliott, Treasurer 


























Bank of New Hampshire (formerly Community Guaranty Savings Bank} 
Beginning balance, January 1, 2016 
lnwme: 
Interest 
Ending balance, December 31, 2016 
Beginning balance, January 1, 2016 
Income: 
Deposits 
Transfers from Others 
Interest 
Disbursements: 
Transfers to General Fund 
Tral)sfors to Others 




$ (2,755,754.2 ll 
(8,606.80) 
Ending balance, December 31, 2016 
Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank 
Beginning balance, January 1, 2016 
Income: 
Interest 
Ending balance, December 31, 2016 
Meredith Village Savings Bank 















Interest 8.71 2,819,190.76 -------
Transfers to General Fund (2,786,967.81) 
Ending balance, December 31, 2016 $ 51,898.97 
Respectfully submitted: 
Carol A. Elliott, Treasurer 
Plymouth Village Water & Sewer District 
Please contact the District office if you would like to review the 2016 audit. 
When the audit is complete it will be posted on the District website at pvwsd.com. 
W16 
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CAPITAL RESERVE ACCOUNTS 
December 31, 2016 




Vehicle and Heavy Equipment Replacement 63,060.11 15,699.46 56.51 45,000.00 33,816.08 
Computer Upgrade (discountinued in 2016) 4,490.87 (4,49087) 
Water Storage Tank Replacement 115,773.42 23906 116,012.48 
Water Main Construction and Reconslfuction 60,472.99 12487 60,597.86 
Upper Pump Station Upgrade (discontinued 2016) 2,940.36 0.72 (2,941.08) 
Water Dislribulion Emergency Repair 114,062.16 25,000.00 244.57 139,306.73 
Inspect and Clean Waler Storage System 27,808.05 57.42 27,865.47 
Pump and Motor Repair 38,432.17 10,000.00 80.10 9,500.00 39,012.27 
::!: Acquisi~on, Exploration & Dev. for Water Supply 117,245.87 242.10 117,487.97 ,_. 
Waler Zone Meters (established 2016! 50,000.00 56.45 50,056.45 "' 
Total Water Capital Reserve Funds 544,286.00 100,699.46 1,101.80 47,068.05 584,155.31 
Wastewater Funds 
Vehicle and Heavy Equipment 47,598.04 28.86 40,000.00 7,626.90 
WWTF Expansion & Upgrade 272,880.66 12,000.00 577.60 285,458.26 
Sewer Main Relocation n,959.83 116.77 78,000.00 76.60 
Collection System Emergency Repair 243,737.66 503.30 244,240.96 
Collection System Pump and Motor Emergency Repair 87.259.20 10,000.00 191.95 97,451.15 
WWTP Emergen~ Pume & Machine!::!'. Reealr 119,854.18 10,000.00 279.51 130,133.69 
Total Wastewater Capital Reserve Funds 849,239.57 32,000.00 1,697.99 118,000.00 764,987.56 
Total Capital Reserve Funds 1,393,575.57 . 132,699.46 2,799.79 165,068.05 1,349,142.87 
All Capital Reserves are invested with Meredhh Village Savings Bank. 
I 
------------,----...,..--------P ..... WI--..-S ... D .... C __l"-P--'20-'--1'-'-7 ..... •:Nlcc' . ""22 ....... ,....._______________ --------, _____________________ L._2017 \!ed}!te __ _ 
E61iim.\MI v,nu j FY 20tr : ; 
Wat&rCapltal Improvements ofPurd'IOae/ I Prolt:~Co~,t SCu~af 2015 tl:~~1t1eted) - --- I 2018 20t9 2020 2021 2022 
po,· cct E1-t,mat9 Funding &alan~PinT,u1-t - •-.- ; 
t • Outlay$ Reeervs $ 1 . ---·,---·---··------------ -----.. ··~· -•..- ·- . . .. ·-·--·---··-· _.. ____________ , ____ _, __________ _, 
Water Sopply Acq•;s,.on, El<pto,.lion, .& Ow.· 2017-2020 $2 055 000 GR/CRIS $117 488 $1 850 000 
Holdnm6<$ Well (290K tn 2015 & 85K 1n 2016) ' ' ' ' ' , 
-·-----------------,f-------------+---. --····· ·----- --·-- 1----- . - . ···-··---- -·t------1- ~-·- -···- : - -----··· 
HoldemOM Proporty Lessa Peyment I 2017-2025 $180,000 GF $18,000 $18,000 $18,000 I $18,000 S18,000 i $18,000 
-------------- "•-" i""" •••• ••• •-• ••• •• ••••-•••!--.. •• • ••- •--- - · ----- 1--•---•I---••••••••- •••-•••••• •• t I• 
~~r Stor.ago Tank RepSRcemant - 2-~ l 2025 : $750.000 GRJC:R . $116,012 S75.000 $75,000 . $75.000 ' $75,-000 S75,000 l $75,000 
. ·--··· -- .. ..... - -·······- - -- -· .. - --- .. - ·· - ....... - .. --··- ·- · - - - .. ·--- 1---- · . ----- -- . ·---·--· ··- - - --- - ... _ ................ - -·- r ...... rn•-·· .. 
Wotor Vefl;clo•o<I Ho.a,,yEquipmont ! 2020 $1 ts,ooo CR . $33,816 S21,000 $2t,ooo $21,000 $21,000 s,2.000 I $12.000 
- •------•- ... - .. ••••--••••--••••--•--•;......- ---- ..... - - -••---••·••-• 1----.. -• I - • • - •• .... _ .. •-•-----•~-----+---•---/---•----• •--•---+--•--•-•-
Wa!JOr Ols~lt<Jtlon Emcr. Repair 2020 $250,000 Cll $139,307 ! S30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 --·----... --- ·-··- ... ------············ .. ·-·· ...... ·- ····· ··-r--··-.. ··  ...... ............. _ .. .. - ......... ·--·-···· ·· .. ·- 1- .... ·--·- --·------,f----+----+------1 
:S 
"' 
Wa1•r Pomp and Motor Repa;, 2021 I $100.000 CR $39,012 $5,000 S5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $$,000 $5,000 
. . . .. ···-----------------+------+-- -•------1-· ·-···-·-····-·····-· ... . . . .. ·····- -·--·-- ----·-· 1---···--·-
Wells #1&2 lnsp,oct & Clean 2021 S50.000 oi:: SS0.000 
..... ·····-···---·-··--·-·- ....... ····-·· .... .. ·········- ...... _ ······--- -··- ·- ----+-------···--·· .... ·---··· ... . .. ... . . ... ··-·--~-··· .... . 
Wat•r Storage Tanklnspod & Clean i 2016-202! S30.000 CR $27,885 $15,000 $3,000 $5,000 
. .. .. -··-······-···-- --·· .... ·--·--- -·-------+---- . --·-·-+-·------·--··-·--- ....... .... . .......... . 
A.s.sot Management Gr.Jot (15K Matching Gmnl): 2<117 $30.000 Gi=IGR $30,000 ; 
- . . . - I--- ----· ---·---- ----······-· .. - -- i .......... ··-··---··-···· ...... -! ..... ···--·- ---·--·--·· 
FostarSt. Well lmpto,'Qm9nls: Chemical Room.I 2017 $3B5 000 GFIB $3SS 000 I Demo Old Chem. Bldg., Add New Meter Pits . . ' : ! 
·········-···-··-·-··· --------+-----·--1------· - -·-····- -----+--·-·-····· ·-·-- ···-· ·--··- ·--.. ·---+----~-----· ----·-
Gen«Rtor: LP G8e 400A 2018 $150,000 I GFIB $150,000 
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w ... r Zone Me1e,s 2018 $150,000 CR SS0,056 $50,000 SS0,000 
·-·-··-···. ··----· " * ' · · ··-··--· . ..... · - · ••••••••• · --· •• • • ···- - -+------+------------+- ____ _, 
Water Moin R=~~c•~nt _ -----;~:
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PVWSO CIP 2.017•2()22 :2017 Ond..+• 
' ~matedYttar PrajectCo61 6our•• of I iMe (E,dmo<ed) i::v201r Sewer Capltal Improvements Qf .Pun;hMt I 2M6 ~18 2020 2021 2022 
Prcje-ct - Ponding I Be.Janee In fruit Ouflay$ fwe:Qrvt, $ . 
WWTP Expansion/Upgrade 2017-2022 $1,786,000 CRIGRJQIGF' $28,.458 $135,000 $613,GOO $60,000 $80,000 S56,000 $48,000 $4e,OO0 .. 
Asset Management Grant (100% Ptir,clpl0 2017-2018 $60,000 GR/GF $30,000 ;30,000 
Forgl\•ene:s:.,) 
WW Vlffiic:::!e and Heavy Equipment CR $7,627 $22,000 £22,000 $22,000 S22,000 
~ 
"' 
CS Em8fgency Repair 2018 $250,000 CR $2"4,241 $5,000 $5,000 -· 
CS Puq, and Mcmr Erner. Repal:t 2025 $150,000 CR $117,451 Sll,000 $8.000 $8,000 86,000 $8,000 $6,000 
WWTP Erner, Pv...-.:, & Mach. Rep. 2022 $150,000 CR $130,134 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 54,000 $4,000 $4,000 
--- -. 
Pump Stetlone 2017-2019 $1,506,000 GF/GR/8 $15MOO $1,300,000 $50,000 
Sewer Main Replacement 201&-2022 $7,710,000 CRIGR/8 $76 $30,000 $720,000 $2,910,000 $943,000 $1,247,000 $1,840,000 
To'31 $11,612,000 $764,987 $351,000 $103,000 $2.147,000 $3,052,000 $1,031,000 $1,305,000 $1,398,000 
Orig. Loo1n 
37,575 604,400 Amount 
MVSB #852506 Peoples Bond Bank 
Thurlow 5trcct O.S MG Storage Tk 
Apr/Oct Ian/July 7C 
3.29% 4.2S% to S.25% 
Principal Interest Principal Interest 
Year 2007 2007 
2017 S,838 l,968 20,000 17,97S 
2018 5,8:!8 1,776 20,000 17,025 
1019 5,838 1,584 20,000 16.,17S 
2020 5,838 1,396 20,000 15,325 
~ 
2021 5,838 1,200 20,000 14,47S 
lOll 5,838 1,008 20,000 13,625 
20.U 5,838 816 20,000 12,775 
2024 5,838 626 20,000 11,925 
2025 5,838 432 20,000 13,075 
2016 5,838 24() 20,000 10,225 
2027 2,9t9 48 20,000 9,375 
2023 20,000 8,513 
2029 20,000 7,638 
2030 20,000 6,750 
20H-2044 140,000 22,050 
61,302 11,094 420,000 194,926 
Principal Interest 
Total 2017 51,396 33,949 
Total All loans 852,963 312,124 
STATEMENT 01 BONDED DEBT 
PLYMOUTH VILLAGE WATER & SEWER DISTRICT 
A:; of Oecemb,~r 31, 2016 
WATER FUND 
108,620 104,448 
Peoples Bond Bank Peoples Bond Bank 
New Well Ocvclopmcnt Tenney ri..1tn Hwy 
Jan/Juty 88 Feb/Aug 12C 
3.34% 3%to 5% 
Princip.>I Interest Principal lnt~,e~1: 
2008 2012 
4,496 3,968 6,000 3,211 
4,99S 3,424 6,000 2,956 
4,995 3,190 6,000 2,731 
S,495 2,94l 6,000 2,550 
5,495 2,665 6,000 2,295 
5,995 2,ns 6,000 2,025 
5,995 2,072 6,000 1,780 
6,494 1,740 6,000 1,480 
6,995 1,375 6,000 1,180 
6,995 995 6,000 880 
7,493 886 6,000 600 
7,993 134 6,000 375 
8,489 250 6,000 75 
6,000 
8t,92S 26,617 84,000 22,138 
11% of 740,000 U0,000 
USDA (ACH Pymt) MVS8 loan#8525.IO 
Fairgrounds Rd Electrical Res. Rd. • 91dr. F't. 
May17 Jun~ 1s 
2.645% 3.83% 
Principal Interest Principal Interest 
2016 2016 
3,062 2,231 12,000 4,S96 
3,062 2,150 12,000 4,136 
3,062 2,070 ll,000 3,677 
3,062 1,989 12,000 3,217 
3,062 1,909 12,000 2,758 
3,062 1,&29 12,000 2,298 
3,062 1,748 12,000 1,838 
3,062 1,668 12,000 1,379 
3,062 1,587 12,000 919 






85,7361 32,071 120,000 25,278 
r 
~ ., ,.. 
,,.. r ,... 
Orig. toan 3',!00 
Atno11nt 
no,ooo 301,000 
MYSUSS2S07 IVIVS8'8S250~ USDA (ACHPrmO 
MtlWUIOl"ll.e Sl 
M!gtll3t!dl8atdielder S1 Se-,~rS.,,u1tiOrt 
m, NJr 30/0ct 31 Jin :;,s nn/Jul'/ 
3.29% 2,9716 .,, 
Pl1ndpal lnta-?re~t Principal ln~~d P11nc1pal Interest 
2007 ?.0\0 ,. .. 
2017 S,99.3 2,021 15,000 1.787 18,340 l.,l41l 
lOlS ..... 1,824 1S,000 1.337 a.ass 406 , ... S,99.3 t626 15,000 391 
2020 s,9ga t43l 15,000 ... 
2021 5,993 tm 
2022 5,9~ 1,035 
2013 !.,993 .,. 
1024 S,993 .., ,.,, S,99.3 .,, ,.,. S,993 ,.. 
2027 2.,9!)7 49 , ... , ... 
2030 
2031-2044 
6l,9M> 11,369 60,000 4,461 27,198 - ~S49 
STA.TfMENT OF 80NDEO 0E8T 
PlYMOllfttVIUA~E WATEft &SEWER O\STRICT 
As Qf ~ccmber !1!._ 2016 
SEWER FUND 
m.seo 548,352 1,5'17,000 
P,oples Bohd &anlc People,s Bond Sri USOA (ACHPym1 
.,Col'ISOl!dtned Fal~roun6s. P.d St'IIJI' WWTF UP5r.ade 
Jan:t5/July1S 80 Fel> 15/Au, 15 llC NJr/Oct 
l,lA\'I 3}1,toS% 2,25¾ 
Principal lme,csl: Plit'l~I lnterast Pl'loclpal tnteresl 
2008 20U 2010 
40,50'> 35,,711 24,000 20.260 47.26~ 'l!J,131 
45,006 a0,111L7 2>,000 19,21.$ '13,53'/ 2,8,E,,;3 
45,00S 28,7U> 2>,000 13,290 49,63S 27,S-'>S 
49,SOS 26,490 26,000 1'1,Sl:O S0,153 26,442 
49,505 2:l,9.87 27,000 16,42S, Sl,907 l.S,293 
54,005 21,3n 2s,oo, 1S,1901 S3,081 24,119 
54,005 18,643 30,000 13,9051 
S4,2S2 22,91S 
'8,506 lS,663 3tOOO 1J,4~ SS,S11 21,b!IS 
63,005 12,3(<9 ~?.,000 10,SQS. S6,767 20,433 
63,005 8,9..'4 3!.,000 9,no1 
53,071 l9,l◄9 
67,&07 7,97S 36,000 7.5601 S9,364 17,836 
71,007 6,009 37,000 6,300 60,703 l.6,492 
76,Sll 2,247 36.,000 4,♦2>: 62.0Sl l.S,U9 
35,000 2,45<)1 f.3,4S6 13,714 
16.,000 4S<>. S61.809 S.S,3$3 
738,07.S 239,547 446,000 L7~340; J,ll3,260 364,>&2 
-P()Oplc::; 8,.r,d 08t'lt (SSI <ot'lsolldilted: R.&C lnspecl:ion, Odes C':ontrol UpgUCle. \Wirf DM!gl, RSC Repair & Uu.ad? 
011r: de~, losn 01'",1nst1on 
f'rtndP ll'ltcrut 
!cn~l2017 1.M,555 l.29,017 
l011I All Loan, 31 092.412 
8aNof140,000 130,000 '70,000 
USDA 1ACHPyM11 MVS8"'6~25.Ll Woodsvllle<iwramv 
foR:e M1in 14 &. SC:tld> f~MC'»"y sepuge Reoe:Mng 
Fairgrounds ltd Uotrads UOQt1Ut 
Miv17 June 15 Feb2o/AJJJ'.3l 
2,62S~ '""' 3.8"'-Principal lnlcn:,S.l Ptlt'ICl~I ~Mt<~l P11n~I interest 
2.()16 ,.,. 201.6 
22,456 16,3r,7 13,000 4,979 l7.022 
22,4.SG ,r.,1u. 13,000 4,431 970,000 1s,9n 
U,4S6 1S,Ht 13,000 3,98:3 
22,456 14,S69 13,000 3,435 
22,456 13,999 13,000 l,987 
22..456 H,409 13,000 2,4$0 
22,456 12..02:L l.l,000 t992 
22,456 12,231 13,000 l,4$4 
22.,456 11,642 13.000 ... 













ANNUAL DISTRICT MEETING 
PLYMOUTH VILLAGE WATER & SEWER DISTRICT 
MARCH 8 AND 10, 2016 
MINUTES 
A legal meeting of the Plymouth Village Water & sewer District of Plymouth, NH was neid in the gymnasium of 
the Plymouth Elementary School on Tuesday, March 8, 2016. The polls were open at 8 o'clock in the 
forenoon. Article 1 of the warrant was voted on by printed ballot during the hours of 8:00am lhrough 7:00pm. 
The polls were closed to voting at 7:00pm and the ballots were counted. At the completion of the oounting, the 
following results were announced: TOTAL VOTES CAST -170 
ARTICLE 01: DISTRICT OFFICERS 
Commissioner for 3 Years 
MOderatorfor 2 Years 
Steven H. Temperino 




The deliberative session of a legal meeting of the Plymouth Village Wawr & Sewer District was 
at the Plymouth Village Water & Sewer District office at 227 Old North Main Street on Thursday, March 10, 
2016 at 7:00 o'clock in the evening. Moderator Robert B. Clay opened the meeting wi1h the Pledge of 
Allegiance and announced the resutts of the votes cast on March 8, 2016 (above). 
ARTICLE 02: SEPTIC SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS PASSED 
To see if the District will vole to raise and appropriate one million, three hundred thousand dollars ($1,300,000) 
for the purpose of financing the costs of engineering and replacement of Septage System Improvements. The 
funding for this project to be es follows: One million, three hundred thousand dollars ($1,300,000) to be raised 
and appropriated through the issuance of bonds or notes under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance 
Act, RSA 33: 1 et seq., as amended; to authorize the Commissioner.. to apply for. obtain and accept federal, 
slate or other aid, if any, which may be available for this project and to comply with all laws applicable to the 
project. Further. to authorize the Commissioners to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver such bonds or notes and 
to determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms hereof. (This appropriation will likely 
be financed through a low interest loan and by a grant from the USDA Rural Development in the amount.) 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Paper ballet. polls to be open for one hour. 2/3 vote 
required) 
The polls opened for voling at 7:05pm and were open for one hour. Polls closed at 8:05pm. 
YES -11 NO • 0 Article 2 passed by the required 213 ma]orlty ballot vote. 
Artlcle OS: ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS UPGRADE PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate one hundred twenty thousand ($120,000) to fund 
electrical systems upgrades al the Foster Street Well field, the Reservoir Rd. Booster Station, Boulder Point 
Booster Station es well as decommissioning of the old Water Booster Station on Reservoir Rd. The funding for 
this project to be as follows: One hundred, twenty thousand dollars ($120,000) lo be raised and appropriated 
through the issuance of bonds or notes under end in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33: 1 et 
seq .. as amended; to authorize the Commissioners to apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if 
any, which may be available for this project and to oomply with all lam applicable to the project. Further, to 
W.23 
authorize the Commissioners to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver such bonds or notes and to determine the 
rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms hereof; and to authorize the Commissioners to take 
any other action or to pass any other vote thereto. 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Paper ballet. polls to be open for one hour. 2/3 vote 
required) 
The polls opened for voting at 7: 12 pm and were open for one hour. The polls closed at 8: 12pm. 
YES · 11 NO • 0 Article 3 passed by the required 2/3 majority ballot vot&. 
Article 04: REPLACE WATER & SEWER LINES PASSED 
To see iflhe District will vote to raise and appropriate one million dollars ($1,000,000) for the purpose of 
replacing the waler and sewer lines on Main St. from Highland St. running south and on Warren St to Winter 
St. The funding for this project to be as follows: Nine hundred fo1ty thousand dollars ($940,000) to be raised 
and appropriated through the issuance of bonds or notes under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance 
Act, RSA 33: 1 et s&q., as amended; to authorize the Commissioners to apply for. obtain and accept federal, 
state or other aid. if any, which may be available for this project and to comply with all laws applicable to the 
project. Further, to authorize the Commissioners to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver such bonds or notes and 
to determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms hereof; to authorize the withdrawal 
of sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) from the Water Main Construction Capital Reserve account established for 
this purpose to offset this appropriation and to authorize the Commissioners to take any other action or to pass 
any other vote thereto. 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Paper ballet. polls to be open for one hour. 2/3 vote 
required) 
The polls opened for voting al 7:16pm and were open for one hour. The polls closed al 8:16pm. 
YES -10 NO - 1 Artie!& 4 passed by the required 213 majority ballot vote. 
ARTICLE 05: UPGRADE WASTEWATER SCADA PASSED 
To see if the District will vote lo raise and appropriate one hundred thirty thousand dollars ($130,000) to 
upgrade the Wastewater SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) telemetry, and electrical systems. 
The funding for this project to Ile as follows: One hundred, thirty thousand dollars ($130,000) to be raised and 
appropriated through the issuance of bonds or notes under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act, 
RSA 33:1 et seq .. as amended; to authorize the Commissioners to apply for, obtain and accept federal, state 
or other aid, if any, which may be available for this project and to comply with all laws applicable to the project. 
Fitrther. to authorize the Commissioners to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver such bonds or notes and to 
determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and olher terms hereof; and to authorize the 
Commissioners to take any other action or to pass any other vote thereto. 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Paper ballot, polls to be open for one hour. 2/3 vote 
required) 
The polls opened for voting at 7:21pm and were open for one hour. The polls closed at 8:21 pm. 
YES -11 NO • 0 Article 5 passed by the required 2/3 majority ballot vote. 
ARTICLE 06: LONG-TERM LEASE FOR WATER SOURCE PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to authorize the Commissioners to enter into an agreement with the Holderness 




($180,000) payable over a 10-year period; aM furthermore to raise and appropriate the sum of eighteen 
thousand {$18,000) for the first year of the agreement. This agreement does not contain an escape clause, 
meaning that the District is obligated into the future. 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Paper ballot. polls to be open for one hour. 2/3 vole 
required) 
Note: The terms of the agreement, generally shall provide for an approximate 99-year easement for the well 
and appurtenant property and associated rights on such terms and conditions as are acceptable to the 
Commissioners; and payment by the District to the Holderness School in the amount of $18,000 per year for a 
period of 10 years (with no further payments after that 10-year period). The agreement would take effect only if 
the proposed well is approved and permitted by state authorities and will continue in effect only so long as the 
District will use water from the well for water supply purposes. 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Paper ballot. polls to be open for one hour. 2/3 vote 
required) 
The polls opened for voting at 7:38pm and were open for one hour. The polls closed at 8:38pm. 
YES-10 N0-1 Article 6 passed by the required 213 majority ballot vote. 
ARTICLE 07: EXPLORATION, DRILLING, PERMITTING FOR WATER SOURCE PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate eighty five thousand dollar.; ($85,000) for the purposo of 
further exploration. drilling and permitting for an additional source of water tor the District. The funding for this 
project to be as follows: Eighty five thousand dollars ($85.000) to be raised and appropriate<! through the 
issuance of bonds or notes under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33: 1 et seq .. as 
amended; to authorize the Commissioners to apply for, obtain and accept federal, slate or other aid, if any, 
which may be available for this project and to comply with all laws applicable to the project. Further, lo 
authorize the Commissioners to issue. negoliata, sell and deliver such bonds or notes and to determine the 
rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms hereof; and to authorize the Commissioners to take 
any other action or to pass any other vote thereto. 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required) 
Vote<! by affinmative voice vote to raise and appropriate eighty five thousand dollars {$85,000) for lhe 
l purpose stated above. 
ARTICLE 08: RESCIND ARTICLE 5, 2009, BORROWING AUTHORITY PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to rescind the authority granted by Article 5 of the 2009 annual meeting warrant 
which asked if the District would vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred fifty thousand dollars 
($150,000) for the purpose of land acquisition in conjunction with the new water source and to authorize the 
issuance of not more than one hundred forty five thousand dollars ($145,000) of notes and bonds in 
compliance with the NH Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33:8, and to authorizes the Commissioners to i~~ue and 
negotiate such bonds or notes and determine the rate of interest thereon; furthermore to authorize lhe 
Commissioners to apply for, acoepl and expend on behalf of the District such State and Federal Aid as may be 
available for such purpose and authorize the withdrawal of five thousand dollars ($5,000) from the Land 
Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund created for the this purpose. 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (2/3 vote required) 
Voted by unanimous voice vote to rescind authority, as stated above. 




To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty five thousand dollars ($45,000) to 
purchase a three-quarter ton. four wheel drive pickup truck with snowplow (to replace a one ton, two wheel 
drive utility truck); furthermore. to authorize the withdrawal of forty five thousand dollars ($45,000) from the 
Water Vehicle and Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve account established for this purpose to offset this 
appropriation. 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required) 
Voted by affirmative voice vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty five thousand dollars ($45.000) to 
purchase a three-quarter ton, four Wheel drive pickup truck with snowplow (to replace a one ton, two wheel 
drive utility truck); furthermore, to authorize the withdrawal of forty live thousand dollars ($45,000) from the 
Water Vehicle and Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve account established for this purpose to offset this 
appropriation, as stated above. 
ARTICLE 10: NEW DUMP TRUCK FOR WASTEWATER PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of eighty thousand dollars ($80,000) to purchase 
a four-Wheel drive dump truck (to replace a 1990 truck); furthermore. to authorize the withdrawal of forty 
thousand dollars ($40,000) from the Sewer Vehicle and Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve account 
established for this purpose to offset this appropriation and to fund the remainder through Sewer income from 
departments. 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required) 
Voted by affirmative voice vote to raise and appropriate the sum of eighty thousand dollars ($80,000) and to 
authorize the withdrawal of forty thousand dollars ($40,000) from the Sewer Vehicle and Heavy Equipment 
Capital Reserve account established for this purpose to offset this appropriation and to fund the remainder 
through Sewer income from departments, as stated above. 
ARTICLE 11: DEPOSIT TO WATER EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate from the District's Water income from departments, (and 
not from taxation) the sum of thirty-five thousand ($35,000) to be placed in the existing Water Division 
Expendable Trust Funds under the provisions of RSA 31 :19-a as follows: 
Water Distribution Emergency Repair $25,000 
Pump and Motor Repair $10,000 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required) 
Voted by affinnative voice vote to raise and appropriate from the Districrs Water inoome from departments, 
{and not from taxation) the sum of thirty-five thousand ($35,000) to be placed in the existing Water Division 
Expendable Trust Funds under the provisions of RSA 31:19-a, as stated above. 
ARTICLE 12: ESTABLISH FUND FOR ZONE METERS PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 31 :1 for the 
purpose of purchasing Water Zone Meters and to raise and appropriate the sum of fifty thousand ($50,000) 
from the District's Water income from departments (and not from taxation) to be placed into this fund; further, 
to name the Board of Commissioners as the agents to expend this fund. 






The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. {Majority vote required) 
Voted oy afflnnauve voice vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund, as stated above. 
ARTICLE 13: DEPOSIT TO WWW EXPANSION AND UPGRADE 
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND PASSED 
To see if lhe Disbict will vote to raise and appropriate from the Disllicl's Sewer income from departments (and 
not from taxation) the sum of twelve thousand dollars ($12,000) to be placed in existing WWTP Expansion and 
Upgrade Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35: 1 as follows: 
WWTP Expansion and Upgrade $12,000 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required} 
Voted by afflnnative voice vote to raise and appropriate from the Dlstrlcrs Sewer income from departments 
(and not from taxation) the sum of twelve thousand dollars {$12,000) to be placed in existing WWTP 
Expansion and Upgrade Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35: 1, as stated above. 
ARTICLE 14: DEPOSIT TO SEWER EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS PASSED 
To see if the District will vote lo raise and appropnale from the District's Sewer income from departments, (and 
not from taxation} the sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000} to be placed in the existing Sewer Expendal>I~ 
Trust Funds under provisions of RSA 31:19-a as follows: 
Collection System Pump & Motor Repair $10,000 
WWTP Emergency Pump and Machinery Repair $10,000 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required) 
Voted by affirmative voice vote lo raise and appropriate from the District's Sewer income from departments. 
(and not from taxation} the sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) to be placed in the existing Sewer 
Expendable Trust Funds under provisions of RSA 31 :19-a, as staled above. 
ARTICLE 1S: TO FUND OPERATING BUDGETS PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two mllllon, six hundred forty five thousand, 
four hundred seven dollars ($2,645,407} lo fund the budgets of the District operations for calendar year 2016. 
Said sum does not include the special and individual warrant articles above. This appropriation will be offset 
by $725,000 from fund balance ($550,000 Sewer and $175,000 Water} and the remainder to be funded 
through income from departments and not taxation. 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required) 
Voted by affirmative voice vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two million, six hundred forty five 
thousand, four hundred seven dollars ($2,645,407} for the purpose stated above. 
ARTICLE 16: ESTABLISH A CONTINGENCY FUND PASSED 
To see if the District will vote lo establish a twenty thousand ($20,000) contingency fund for the current year for 
unanticipated expenses that may arise and further to raise and appropriate ten thousand ($10,000} tor Water 
and lo appropriate ten thousand ($10,000) for S8'M:!r to place in the funds. This sum to come from income from 
$ 
W27 
departments and not from taxation. Any appropriation left in the fund at the end of the year will lapse to the 
respective funds. 
(Majority vote required) 
Voted by affltmatlve voice vote to establish a twenty thousand ($20,000) contingency fund for the current 
year for unanticipated expenses that may arise and further to raise and appropriate ten thousand ($10,000) for 
Water and to appropriate ten thousand ($10.000) for Sewer to plaoe in the funds, as stated above. 
ARTICLE 17: TO ADOPT A CODE OF ETHICS 
Code of Ethics & Conflicts of Interest Ordinance 
PASSED 
Section 1. Prior Policy Repealed. This Ordinanoe is adopted under authority of RSA 31 :39-a, applicable to the 
District under RSA 52:3. This ordinance supersedes the prior regulation and policy relating to ethics and 
conflicts of interest adopted by the District Commissioners on May 20, 2008. which policy is hereby repealed. 
Section 2. Limited Statutory Exemption. Pursuant to RSA 31:39-a, this ordinance exempts affected officials 
who are in office or employed at the time this ordinance is adopted for a period ending April 1, 2016. 
Section 3. Definitions. In this ordinance: 
3.1 "Disclosure• means the revelation of privately-held information that would either bias or change the result 
of a District decision or alter the perception of the validity of the decision in the view of the general public. 
When required under this ordinance, disclosure must be made orally or in writing to the Board of 
Commissioners or District Administrator, prior to consideration of the matter under consideration. 
3. 2 "District• means the Plymouth Village Water and Sewer District 
3.3 "Official" or "employee" means any person serving in a public office or position for the District, whether as 
an officer. employee or volunteer, whether paid or unpaid, appointed or elected, lull-time or part-time. The 
tenn also includes persons acting on behalf of any such official or employee or on behalf of any entity or 
person representing the District, whether fonnally designated as an agent or not. 
Section 4. Policy and Purpose. 
4.1 Conflicts of Interest and Ethics. This ordinance seeks to establish and maintain a oode of conduct for 
District officials and employees that: 
(a) Avoids and prevent conflicts of interest that might adversely affect the District; 
(b) Advances conduct of the District's affairs so as to place the public interest as the basis for District 
actions; and 
(c) Provides a mechanism for officials and employees to obtain guidance and advice in complying with the 
standards set forth. 
4.2 Anli-Fraud & Misconduct. By adopting this ordinance, the District seeks to further the goal of establishing 
and maintaining an antilraud culture within the District at all levels of the organization. One purpose of this 
ordinance is to communicate to District officials and employees the underlying policy on matters such as: 





{b) Effect of the Code of Conduct: 
(c) Definitions of misconduct including fraud and abuse: 
(d) An employee's responsibility to report suspected misconduct: 
(e) The District's responsibility to investigate issues and claims; 
(f) The consequences of and disciplinary action for violations of the ordinance. 
4.3 This ordinance also seeks to: 
(a) Provide standards and guidance to further fair, impartial, and equitable treatment of the District 
ratepayers, taxpayers, and citizens; and 
{b) Avoid conflicts of interests, whether actual or potential. 
Section 5. Interests Regulated. This ordinance seeks to regulate and govern actions by offi<'.ials and 
employees which involve or may involve an interest delineated in this section. 
5.1 "Interest" means any privilege, profit. gain, or advantage one stands to receive if certain actions or events 
occur. Examples of such interests, without limitation due to listing in this section. include: 
(a) Financial Interest: an interest which, directly or indirectly, promotes or obtains a monetary or material 
benefit due to its exercise {other than the authorized compensation for public service to the District) to the 
official or employee, the immediate family of the official or employee, or to anyone retaining the services of the 
official or employee. 
{b) Personal Interest: an interest created due to blood, marriage, close business relationship, political 
association, or household residence (either related or not related) regardless of whether or not a financial 
Interest is invollled. 
(c) Immediate Family Interest: an immediate family interest encompasses spouses. dependants, anyone 
residing in the person's household and anyone by virtue of blood or marriage, in such a direct relation as to be 
a parent, child, grandparent, brother, sister. or in-law. 
' 
(d) Pecuniary Interest: an advantage in the form of money, property, commercial interest, or other matters, 
the primary or substantial significance of which is economic gain. Pecuniary interest does not include 
economic advantage applicable to the public generally, such as a user rate reduction or increased prosper~y in 
general. 
5.2 Officials and employees shall disclose, and are expected to avoid, ethical, legal, financial, or other 
conflicts of interest involving the District. Officials and employees shall remove themselves from a position of 
decision-making authority with respe<.,1 to ,my conflit.1 situation involving the District Conduct subject to this 
removal requirement means that the official or employee may not take part in any aspect of consideration of 
the matter and shall remover him or herself in a timely manner as soon as the conflict is known or apparent. 
5.3 If an official or employee appears to have a prohibited conflict and does not remove him- or herself from 
consideration of the matter, any person directly affected may request that the Board of Commissioners review 
the matter and determine if this ordinance requires the official to be remove<! from consideration of the matter. 
All decisions of the Board shall be final. 
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Section 6. Fair and Equitable Treatment. All District officials an(I employees shall act in a manner consistent 
with fair and equitable treatment for members of the public and persons affected by District decisions. No 
official or employee may provide any person special consideration, advantage, or favor due to that person's 
public stalus, weaHh, position, religion, family, personal or financial interest. 
Section 7 Conflicts of Interest. 
7.1 No official or employee may possess. etther for himself or herself or for any other person, any personal. 
financial or pecuniary interest in any business, contract, or other transaction with the District or any of its affairs 
without complete and prior disclosure to the Board of Commissioners which shows the full extent and nature of 
his or her interest. 
7.2 In the conflict circumstances listed in subsection 7.1, no official or employee may act as a representative 
of the District in any capacity in proceedings before any local, state, or federal govemmental agency. 
7.3 No official or employee may advise, deliberate, or vote on any matter in which he or she holds any 
interest, whether it is personal. financial, familial. or pecuniary. The official or employee must publicly disclose 
to the Board of Commissioners the nature and extent of that interest, and must recuse himself or herself from 
advising, deliberating, and voting on the matter. 
7.4 No official or employee may be active in private employment wtth. or render services for. any private 
citizen or business, immediate family member, or hOusehold member having business conlracts or 
transactions with the District unless and until he or she publicly and fully discloses the nature and extent of that 
interest, anel such conduct is deemed permttted by the Board of Commissioners. 
7.5 No official may represent any private citizen, other than himself or herself or an immediate family 
member, before the Board of Commissioners without disclosures as required by this ordinance. 
7.6 No gifts. whether in the form of money, favors. things of value, loans, or promises may be accepted by 
any official or employee while acting as a public servant of the District. 
(a) Exceptions to the prohibition of this subsection 7.5 include: 
( 1) Any discounts provided to a whole class of persons or entities, which has been appropriately authorized 
by the Board of Commissioners. 
(2) Unsolicited advertising or promotional materials of nominal intrinsic value such as pens and calendars. 
(3) Awards for meritorious civic service contributions from organized communtty service organizations. 
(4) Unsolicited consumable items, except alcoholic beverages, which are donated to an entire work group 
and are consumed on the premises. 
(b) This subsection 7.5 does not prohibit election contributions or other such gifts given to any person 
running for public office in accordance with Federal and Slate Law. 
Section 8. Disclosure of Confidential Information. No official or employee may disclose any confidential 
information regarding any other official, employee, board member. person, property. or governmental affairs of 
the District unless and until disclosure has been approved by the Board of Commissioners prior to disclosure. 
Regardless of Volhether disclosure is involVed. no official or employee may allow or use any confidential 
informatio11 to advance his or her own personal gain or that of any other person. Disclosure of confidential 






Section 9. Nepotism and Employment District policy seeks to avoid practices or actions constituting nepotism. 
9.1 No Board member, department head or other person with appointing authOrity may appoint, vote for 
appointment, or participate in considering appointment to any District position of any person in his or her 
immediate family. If a proposed appointee is a member of the immediate family of any Board member or 
person with appointing authOrity, that member or person shall remove himself or herself completely from the 
appointment process. 
9.2 Full-time employment of immediate family members may not be approved if the position's supervising 
Individual has authority to appoint, evaluate, supervise, or discipline the other. unless specifically approved by 
the Board of Commissioners. The Board of Commissioners shall seek to insure that the interests of the 
community and fairness to all persons seeking employment are primary considerations. 
9.3 No commissioner may vote or participate in matters related to appointment or employment of a person 
with or in whom he or she has a personal or financial interest. 
Section 10. Administration, Enforcement and Liability. 
10.1 New Hampshire law provides that a pe1son is guilty of a Class B felony if he either offers or accepts a 
bribe while acting as a public servant. In addition. a public servant may also be guilty of a Class B felony if he 
fails to report any bribes offered him while in the course of public servir.e. All officials and employees are 
responsible for reviewing and complying with applicable law governing the conduct of public officials and 
employees. 
10.2 New Hampshire law regulates oonflicts of interest, including RSA chapter 95. concerning personal 
interests in business dealings with government. Various provisions of New Hampshire election laws also 
govern conflicts of interest and incompatible offices. 
10.3 The superior court shall have jurisdiction over any removal proceedings instituted under this ordinance 
pursuant to RSA 31 :39. 
10.4 All officials and employees shall annually on a date set by the Board of Commissioners acknowledge 
in writing that they have received and reviewed this ordinance and that they understand the policies expressed 
herein and intent to comply herewith. 
10.5 The Board of Commissioners shall provide means whereby officials and employees shall receive 
education and training in complying with this ordinance. In the same manner, the Board shall provide a 
mechanism whereby officials and employees may seek guidance and advice as to complying with this 
ordinance. 
Effective Date: This Ordinance shall take effect on April 1, 2016. 
Voted by affinnative voice vote to adopt a Code of Ethics, as staled above. 
ARTICLE 18: TO CHANGE ETF TO CR FUNDS, NAME AGENTS PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to change the purpose of the Wastewater Expendable Trust Fund named 
Collection System Emergency Repair, established in 1994 and 2014, to Wastewater Cap~al Reserve Fund 
COiiection System Emergency Repair under the provisions of RSA 31:1; and further, to name the 
Commissioners as agents to expend this fund. 
Commissioners recommend this article. (2/3 vote required) 
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Voted by unanimous voice vote to change the purpose of the Wastewater Expendable Trust Fund named 
Collection System Emergency Repair, as stated above. 
ARTICLE 19: TO CHANGE ETF TO CR FUND, NAME AGENTS PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to change the purpose of the Wastewater Expendable Trust Fund named 
Collection System Pump and Motor Emergency Repair, established in 2002, to Wastewater Capital Reserve 
Fund Collection System Pump and Motor Emergency Repair under the provisions of RSA 31:1; and further, to 
name the Commissioners as agents to expend this fund. 
Commissioners recommend this article. (2/3 vote required) 
Voted by unanimous voice vote to change the purpose of the Wastewater Expendable Trust Fund named 
Collection System Pump and Motor Emergency Repair, as stated above. 
ARTICLE 20: TO CHANGE ETF TO CR FUNDS, NAME AGENTS PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to change the purpose of the Wastewater Expendable Trust Fund named WWTP 
Emergency Pump and Machinery Repair, established in 1997, to Wastewater Capital Reserve Fund WWTP 
Emergency Pump and Machinery Repair under the provisions of RSA 31: 1; and further, to name the 
Commissioners as agents to expend this fund. 
Commissioners recommend this article. (2/3 vote required) 
Voted by unanimous voice vote to change the purpose of the Wastewater Expendable Trust Fund named 
WWTP Emergency Pump and Machinery Repair. as stated above. 
ARTICLE 21; TO CHANGE ETF TO CR FUNDS, NAME AGENTS PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to change the purpose of the Water Expendable Trust Fund named Water 
Distribution Emergency Repair, established in 1995, to Water Capital Reserve Fund Water Distribution 
Emergency Repair under the provisions of RSA 31 :1; a11d further, to name the Commissioners as agents to 
expend this fund. 
Commissioners recommend this article. (2/3 vote required) 
Voted by unanimous voice vote to change the purpose of the Water Expendable Trust Fund named Water 
Distribution Emergency Repair, as stated above. 
ARTICLE 22: TO CHANGE ETF TO CR FUNDS, NAME AGENTS PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to change the purpose of the Water Expendable Trust Fund named Storage Tank 
Inspection and Cleaning, established in 2002, to Water Capital Rese,ve Fund Storage Tank Inspection and 
Cleaning under the provisions of RSA 31:1: and further, to name the Commissioners as agents to expend this 
fund. 
Commissioners recommend this article. (2/3 vote required) 
Voted by unanimous voice vote to change the purpose of the Waler Expendable Trust Fund named Storage 







ARTICLE 23: TO CHANGE ETF TO CR FUNDS, NAME AGENTS PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to change the purpose of the Water Expendable Trust Fund named Pump and 
Motor Repair, established in 1998, to Water Capital Reserve Fund Pump and Motor Repair under the 
provisions of RSA 31:1; and further, to name the Commissioners as agents to expend this fund. 
Commissioners recommend this article. (2/3 vote required) 
Voted by unanimous voice vote to change the purpose of the Water Expendable Trust Fund named Pump 
and Motor Repair, as stated above. 
ARTICLE 24: TO DISCONTINUE CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS PASSED 
To see if the District will vote to discontinue the Water Capital ResefVe Fund established in 2002 for the 
purpose of COmputer Upgrade in the amount of four thousand, four hundred ninety dollars and eighty seven 
cents ($4,490.87) and to discontinue the Water Capital Reserve Fund established in 1998 for the purpose of 
Upper Pump Station Upgrade in the amount of two thousand, nine hundred forty dollars and thirty six cents 
($2,940.36) with accumulated interest to the date of'Mthdrawal an<l to transfer said fund to the District's Water 
Fund. 
Commissioners r8(X)mmend this article. (Majority vote required) 
Voted by affinnative voice vote to discontinue the Water Capital Reserve Fund established in 2002 tor the 
purpose of Computer Upgrade in the amount of four thousand, four hundred ninety dollars and eighty seven 
cents ($4,490.87} and to discontinue the Water Capital Reserve Fund established in 1998 for the purpose of 
Upper Pump Station Upgrade in the amount of two thousand, nine hundred forty dollars and thirty six cents 
($2,940.36) with accumulated interest to the date of withdrawal and to transfer said fund to the District's Water 
Fund, as state<! above. 
ARTICLE 25: ANY OlllER BUSINESS 
To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting. 
The Moderator recognized non-voting member Neil Mciver to speak. Mr. Mciver. having attended the entire 
meeting, gave raving remarks to the Water and Sewer Commissioners for all their impressive work. 
II should also be noted that much credit and appre<:iation was given to Attorney Daniel Craan for the extensive 
and complete work he did in drafting Article 17: The Code of Ethics Policy. The auditors had recommended 
developing the policy. 
As there was no further business, a motion to adjourn was made and seconded at 8:40pm. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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Village District of P!ymouih VVe.ter & Sewer 
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\Narrant and Budget 
20·17 
To the lr.hab!tanis of the P!;_.mouth Village Water & Sewer District In the CO•JnlY of Grafton, in the State r.,1 N~ 
qualified to vote in Village District affairs: 
!You are notlffed to meet at the Plymouth E:e:nen!ary School O!l Tuesday, the 14th day of March, next, polis to be open for voting 0<1 Articie 1 ai 8:00 o'clock in the fonlnoon and to cloee not earlier !han 7:00 o'clock In the 
even:ng, and you ar-, hereby notified to meet at th~ PlymoL.1h Vmage Water S. Sewer District office at 227 O:d 
North Main St. on Thursday, the 16th day of Ma:ch, next, at 6:00 o'clock iri the evening to act upon the remaining 
~.rtidea of this Warrant. 
P.rticle 01: Ei~ction 
To elect the following district ofiicer who will appear on tt!e official District b2llot for the ensuing year: 
(1) Commissioner-three yaar term 
Artlc!e O.!l: Fosler St. Bul!C:i~;, lmi:,:rovements 
To se~ :f 1tie [)lst/lcl "rit; vcce to ralse and ap;,ropriat~ three hundred eighty five thousand doilars ($385,000) for the 
purposa c,f :nakil'li, improvements to the \,,ell bulldi!1g or, Foster S!. Tho iu;)dir,g for this project to be as follows: 
three hurxlrtd eighty five tr.ouso/l<I dolla·s ($385,000) lo be raised and eopropriate-:1 thro:.rg~ Iha Issuance of bonds 
or notes ar.der and ir. compliance .v.L'i the ;viunicipa, Fir-.ance Act RSA 33:1 e! seq., a~ ameaued; to authorize tne 
Commis,;ioners lo apply fo,, obtain and accept ie<:!eral. state or other aid, tf any, wilich :nay be available for tNs 
project and to oomply with al! la\'18 appltcable lo the project f"urlher, to aut~or1ze the Commissioners to issue, 
negolia!e. sell and de!lver suet, bonds er nows 3nd to determine the rate of inlerest ther$0n and the ma!tlrity ar.<i 
other terms Mereof; and lo authorize the Carr.mi~ior.ers to take any other action or lo pass any other vote thereto. 
TM Commlsslone:s rGCOmmend this appropriation. (Pa~r ballet polls to be open for one hOur. 2/3 vote required) 
Articie 03: ft6te, St. Water Lii,,, Repla::ement 
To see~ the District will vote to raise and appropriate six t\und:ed twenty one thousand dolfars ($321,000)for the 
purpose of replacing the water line from the weiis at Foster S!. to the main service line on Rt 3 north, providing a 
sleeve under the r:allroad tracks. fhe funding for this project to be es follows: six hundred twenty one thousand 
dollars (Se2';,000) to be ra;sed and appropriate<' through the lssi.:ence of bonds or notes under and ir, compliance 
with tt,e Municipal Finan~ Act, RSA 33:1 et seq., as amended; to a~tho,ize the Commissioners to apply for, obtain 
aoo accept fooeral, sta!e or ?thElr aid, If any, which may be avai!ab:e for this project and !o comply w.th ell laws 
applicable to the p,·oject. F..rrlher, to a~thorize the Commissioners to Issue, negotiate, sen and deliver suc!l bond~ or 
no\e.s and to determine the rate oi Interest thereon anc the maturity and other terms hereof; and to authorize the 
Comm,esloners to take any other aclion or lo pass any other vote thenllO. 
The Commissioners recomo1end thi$ aoproprtation. (Paper ballot, polls to be ooen for one hour. 2/3 vol& required) 
Article 04: D9poait to Walar Capita! Resen-r. Funds 
To see i! lhe District wilt vote to raise and appropriate one hundre<! eighty one thousanc ($181,000) io be placed Ir. 
the existing Water Capital Reserve F,.m<!s under the provisions of RSA 31 :19-a as follows: 
Water Oistr'bution Emergency Repair $30,000 
Water Pump and Motor Repair $5,000 
Water Storage Tank Replacement $75,000 
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Water Vehicle and Heavy Equipment $21,000 
Water Zone Meters $50,000 
This sum to come from income from departments and not from taxation, nor from fund balance. 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote rfl(luired) 
Article 05: Change the name of a capita! reserve fuBd 
To see if the District will vote to change the Capital Reserve Fund named Sewer Colleciion System Pump & Motor 
Repair to Pump Station Improvements. 
The Commissioners re,-x,mmend tlils appropriation. (2/3 voice vote required for na01e change) 
Article 06: Deposit to Sewer Capltal Re.serve fund$ 
To s&e If the District will vote to raise and appropriate from the District's Sewer fund il'lCOme from departments, the 
sum of one hundred lhr&e thousand dollars ($103,000) to be pieced In the existing Sewer Cat)ttal Reserve Funds 
under provisions of RSA 31:19-a as follows: 
WWTP Expansion end Upgrade $68,000 
WW Vehlcfe and Heavy Equipment $22,000 
Collection S~tem Emerge;,cy Repair $5,000 
WWTP Emergency Pump and Machinery Repair $4,000 
Pump Station Improvements $6,000 
This sum to con1e from sewer inoome from departments and fl0l from taxation. nor from fund balance. 
The Commissioners recommend itlis appropriation. {MaJorlty vota reQulred} 
Article 07: Eatabllsh Contingency Fund 
To see if the District will vote to establish a twenty thousand ($20,000) contingency fund for tile current year for 
unanticipated exp ens~ that may arise and further to raise and appropriate ten thousand ($10.000) for Water and to 
appropriate ten thousand ($10,000) for Sewer to plaoe in the funds. This sum to coma from In coma from water and 
sewer departments and not from taxation, nor fund balance. Any appropriation remaining at the end of the year will 
lapse to the respectiYe funds. 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote fe4Ui/$d) 
Article 08: Aaset Wlanag&ment/Gl6 Mapping 
To see If the District wlll vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000 for the purpose of devaloplng an asset 
management program for wastewater assets and Geographic Information System mapping and to authorize the 
issuanoe of bonds or notes In accoroance wilh the provisions of the Municipal Flnanoe Ad. (RSA 33), and to 
authoriie th& Commissioners to issue and negotiate such bonds, or notes In the amount of up to $30,000, and to 
determine the rata of interest thereon; additionally to participate in the State Revolving Fund ( SRf RSA 400:14) for 
this purpose and to authorize the Commissioners to expend such monies as they become available from the Federal, 
State Government or Private S<lul'Cils. and to pa&S any vote relating thereto and furthermore to authorlz& the 
Commissioners to apply for, receive and expend Federal end Slate Grants. Thi$ Article 19 contingent upon the District 
reC8Mng loan forgiveness from the SRF expected to be $30,000. 
The Commissioners recommend this appropriation. (2/3 paper ballot vote required.) 
Article 09: Exploration, Drilllng, Permitting for Wawr Source 
To 6ee If the Oistrict will vote to raise anel appropriate eighty five thousand dollars ($85,000) for ltle purpose of furtlter 
exploration, drilling end permitting for an additional source of water for the District. The funding for this project to be 
0$ follows: Eighty five thousand dollars ($85,000} to be raised and appropriate<l through the Issuance of bonds or 
notes undel' and In compliance With the Municipal Floance Acl RSA 33:1 et Se(!., as amended; to authorize the 
Commissioners to apply for, oblain and accept federal. state or other aid, if any, which may be available for this 
project and to comply with all laws applic;able to the project. Further, lo authorize the Commissioners to Issue, 
negotiate, seli 3n<i ~sl!ver such bonds or notes and to determina the rate of inlere~l fhe,-,,o:'l a!'d the ma1:-..irity ;nci 
other te,ms :ieceof; anc to auth,:irize the Co'll:nissioners to take any other aclion or to 1)ass any othe.- voto thereto. 
Th!l Corr.missioners recommend this approprtallor.. (2/3 paper baliot vote requiruct.) 
.~lcle 10: ro Fund. O;>erstl;ig !3ud;,ets 
To see if the 01s1,ict will vote to raise and appropriate Iha sum o~ 1\vo r.,illion se·✓en t:undred Mven,y six tt,oi:s.=.nd, 
four h:.ir.dred sixty five dollars ($2, 776,465j to fand the budg;i:s of the District o;;srations for t':aienc:lar year 2017. 
Said sum does not lnclade the special and individual warrt1:,t e:rticles abo\'e. This appropriation will be offset by 
$881,000 from the fund balances {$545.0C:) Sewer and $336,000 'Nater) and the remainder to be funded tl>rough 
Income from departments and not t~atfor,. · 
ThE< Commissioners recommend I.his •.p!>fopriatlon. {Majotlly vote reQuirec; 
.Artlcle ~ 1: .i:.ny Other Business 
To tra,1sact an, other business that may legaily come t>etore said meeting. 
------------
C?hren "nde.- o,;,• J!a!'ds, !"t1b:--.i&r1 1~-. 2017 ___ __________ l 
···----·---- -·-··-····------ - -- -··-·j 
We certify end attBsi that en or :iefore Febrwry :n, 2017 we posied ~ true anr.f uttested -:opy of Ir.<:> wltilln Warra!'II at Iha 1 
place of meet;!lf:, a'."ld like oo;,ies at ele,:;~ntal"J sc~o◊!, town hail ar.d dalive,ed t!:a orl{!lnt.l to the district clerk. ! 
----· ·--- - ·--...I... .. ·~- -· . 
·Christoµ¼r A. Woods !r;cmr.oission ~,iember 
lcommission Men :b:' 
. ( !' ~,: -·; I,, . 
Steven H. Temperino --
-
·-· 1.--






!2011 J I MS~636 
Budget of the VilJage of PJymouth Water & Sewer 
Form Due Date: 20 Days after the Village District Meeting 
This form was poste<l with the warrant on: February ,2017 
For Assistance Ph~ase Contact: 
NH DRA Munlclpal and Property Olvisio.n 
Phor.e: (603) 230-5090 
Fax: (603) 230-6947 
http://www.rg11enue,J'!h,9ov/mun-prop/ 
GOVERt'llr.tG BODY CERTIFICATIOill 
Under penalties of perjury, 1 declare that I h<:1ve examined the i:iformation contained in this form and to the llesl 
of my !:!elief It is true. correct and compleie. 
~--·· 
r--
. ......... -;- ------ ----·---------·J 
____ ..... J 
--- --1------··--··----··--·-------- .. ·---~ 
. ---'----···----· 
·---~ ------···- ..... .l ·--·--------
1 
I 
. ·-·-···· ..... ·-1 
---- ·---
---------------,____________________ ... .. .. . . . ···--·--·--···------
···--···•·: .. --··-··---··-··-------- __ , 
' --~--- -·-------------------
This form must be signed, scanned, and uploaded to the Municipal Tax. Rate Setting Portal: 
https:l/www.proptax.org1 
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT 2016-2017 
It is a pkas~ to update you on the changes and activities taking place in your school. We are 
very proud of our students and faculties accomplishments and look fm,.,ard to you l'cading all 
about it. 
Teachers con_tinue to work diligently on implementing an aligned curriculum in content areas. 
Each of the curriculum master maps/frarnewor.ks wer.e developed by a team of teachers and 
contain high standards, mastery of skills, and creativity. These curriculum documents are 
available to the public through the SAU website: www.sau48.org 
:-.cw Hampshire continues to implement the Smarter Balanced Assessment in English/ 
Language Arts and Mathematics to stud~>nts in grades 3-8 one time a year in th~- spring. High 
school students are admi11.istered the SAT in 11th grade. Our principal,;; and teachers continue 
to limit over testing and focus on instmction providing a balanced curriculum including 
academics, wellness, technology, arts and a variety of after school pl'ograms, co-curricular 
activities ac,d athletics. 
This school year, the SAC school,; are focused on improving mental health supports for students 
and continuing lo take necessary efforts to maintain our high le\·els of safetr and security in our 
buildings. 
Title I is a federal program that serves the unique needs of children - kindcrgark-n to grade 
12- who struggle to learn. Title 1 programs and services provide custo.mi:r.ed instruction and 
curricula that helps these students meet academic standards and take an active, engaged 
in.le.rest in what they learn and can do. Our several SAU ;'48 Title l programs were c\'aluated 
by the NI I Department of Education th.is year. TI1e evaluator was very impressed with the 
smoothness of the transition from being a Title I Targeted Assistance School last year to a Title I 
Schoolwide School this year at three of our schoob. 
SAL' ;e:48 school/ districts have a plethora of pertinent information for students, parents, 
educators, and the community. In addition to the redesign of SAU 48's wcbsitt.', each of our 
schools have developed interactive websites. 
We encourage you to read the principal's report contained within thi-; report. We believe you 
will be pleased. 
We thank you for your continued support. We are honored to work on your behalf. 
Mark Halloran 















NURSE'S ANNUAL REPORT 
PLYMOUTH ELEJ\1ENTARY SCHOOL 
The following is the 2016 report of the health services at Plymouth Elementary School. 
Over the past year approximately 447 students wete provided access to health ser.vices through 
the nurse's office at Plymouth Elementary School. There were on average, 40-50 visits per day 
for injuries, illness and scheduled medication administration. Assessing the health concerns of 
all the students remains the chief goal of the piogram, with particular attention paid to those 
children with identifiable physical and leaming disabilities. This includes working closely with 
parents, teachers and the Special Education Department. 
Over the past hvo years we have partnered with Cindy Bennett at Carpe Diem Crossfit to 
provide Stand Up Desks to our students. It has bcim a mi~sion of Cindy's to provide this 
opportunity to the students at Plymouth and it has been highly successful. Presently, we have 
almost 50 desks scattered throughout the building, at all grade levels, available for students. 
Many students prefer this learning environment. We have been following a oohort of students 
for the past 2 years and collecting data to acc<.'SS the benefit of these desks not only physically 
but academically. Fund raising has been completely private by fundraising activities at Carpc 
Diem Crossfit, private donations, Donors O:i.oose projects set up by teachers, and a GoFundMe 
p~ojecl initiated by Cindy where she hiked all 484,000 foot mountains in NJ I to raise funds and 
awareness of this project, 
Through the Health Offir.c, many children have been supported, in vacious ways by our 
generous romrnunity. Assistance includes, but is not limited to, clothing, wintt.-r gear, sponsors 
to help families at Christmas, camp assistance, medication assistance and other in kind 
donations. The generous support of First Star Tonight and The DiCenzo Camp fund hao been 
instrwnental in making experiences happen for our students as well as to meet the specific 
individual need of students. 
Speare Memorial Hospital continues to sponsor a Dental Health Clinic where screenings, 
deanir,gs, sealants and oral hygiene education arc done at the school. A paint-on varnish 
is done twice a year for approximately 275 students from pre-K-S. Ruth Doane, the dental 
hygienist and coordinator of this program, works with our students throughout the year on an 
as needed basis to coordinate dental care to our students. 
J also coordinate staff ,'IE!Jlness by providing CPR and first aid courses, flu clinics and education. 
I maintain a web page found at the PES site and update this with health alerts and medical 
information frequently. I conduct meetings monthly for the Wellness committee. 
The SAU #48 school nurses meet monthly to monitor and update policies and progran\9. Speare 
Memorial Hospital and Plymouth Pediatrics continue to support our office as a community 
health re;ource. 
If you have any questions regarding your child's health please contact me anytime. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Ca.ro½'rv VOLYiNlt 
Carolyn Varin, RN 
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PLYMOUTH SCHOOL DISTRICT 
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT 2016 
Dear. Friends and Families of Plymouth ·a1emt>ntary School, 
l:iach day as I drive down Old Ward Bridge Road, I am grateful for the very special learr,ing commwuty 
at Plymouth Elementary School. Not only are the facilitiL~ clean and updated, but the setting amid the 
mountains and rivers gives us authentic learnillg opportunities. I am grateful to work among outstanding 
educators who cll\brace those authentic learning opportunities. for exampk, in grade 6, students are 
using the l'emigewassct and Baker Rivers to oompart.' and contrast all rivers in the world. Each fall, our 
8th graders challenge themselves by hiking major White Y[ountain peaks. I am grateful to work with a 
vibrant community who ttuly values education and learning. This year, our grade l students walked to the 
fire station and stopped for an ice crearn as well--why not?t Recently, they walked to the Plymouth Suite 
University's new AIIWell Center for Eco-Frieridly Eating Festival to learn about nutrition and exercise from 
the college students' final projects. These arc memorable moments for our students, and I am grateful for 
the teachers and the community mernbers who take the initiative to make them happen for our students 
on a regular basis. 
The 2ffl6 5chool year opened to Dave Lockwood playing his piano on the playground while parents, 
teachers and student,; mingled. When the bell rang for the first day, students entered, relaxed and ready to 
learn! Our PTA is a special organization full of vibrant, inquisitive parents who not ouly want to support 
leaming through fundraising but who also understand the changes that are happening in the world of 
learning. The Community Barbecue at the beginning of the year was well attended--a joyful experience 
for all families. Each year, the PTA hosts a forum for.discussion. This year was focused on Performance 
Assessments and our Work Habits rubric. 
Over the last two years, we have be<..>n laser-focused or> designing quality Perfonnance Tasks for students 
to show that they can apply what they are k«rning. As part of th.is focus, we have recognized the 
importartce of how a student perfonns is as important as that final grade. The results of this work have 
included the develop1n.ent and integration of our Work Habits rubric. Our ultimate goal is that students 
take i'Clive OV"1\lT.lhip for their Leaming by persevering whe.n they are challe~d, by preparing for each 
lesson, by actively participating in learning, and by collaborating positively with classmates. These are 
lifelong skills that are recognized locally and globally for people to succeed in college, career and as a 
citizen. We designed the Work Habits rubric to provide guidance in learning how to perform these skill~. 
During the spring of 2016, students in grades 3 through 8 took the Smarter Balanced Assessment for the 
second year. This assessment is taken on the computer, adapts to student responses, and includes a variety 
of questions, including an elaborate Pe.r.formance Task. O,·erall, our students put a great deal of effort and 
thought into their work While we arc making inciemental growth and bettering the state average, we 
expect that our efforts on persevering, written l'esponses. and performance tasks will support growth on 
Smarter Balanced as well as everyday le<1rning. For more informatior> regarding results, please stop in for 
a conversation or visit the NH DOE and ,iew our Profile and Report Card, http://education.nh.gov/. 
English Language Arts/Literacy 
PES Total: 2015: 64% at Le\·d 3 or Above 
:--iH ·rota!: 2015: 58.5% at Level 3 or Above 
Mathematics 
l'ES ·total: 2015: 52% at Level 3 OT Above 
NI I Total: 2015: 47.6% at Level 3 or Above 
S6 
2016: 65.5% at Level 3 or Above 
2016: 59.6% at Level 3 or Above 
2016: 59.5% at Level 3 or Above 



























PLYMOUTH SCHOOL DISTRICT 
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT 2016 {Continued) 
This year we are implementing Extended Team Tune by providing two hours of enrichment for 
student-; every fe-w months, while kindergarten through grade 5 teachers collaborate on designing 
technical quality performance assessments, analyze student work and making data-<Uiven instructional 
decisions. Wc'1-c excited about this model because H provides teachers important collaboration time, 
provides students with enrichment, and does not require substitutes or delayed openings or early 
release days-which is great for our commwlity. ETT is made possible because of support from Parks & 
Recreation and several parent volunteers. 
Plymouth Elementary School offers a rich variety of learning opportunities to build co.nfidence 
academically, physically, socially, and beyond. Whether before, during or after school-Plymouth 
Ek-m<.'l\tmy School is a hub of learning: 
• Math Team came in first place out of 14 middle schools in our region; 
• Novel writing opportunitiei; after school; 
• Student Council organizes and leads many gr.eat initiatives, including attending the Stand Up, 
Speak Out Leade(srup Conference; 
Visiting authors like Chris Van Dusen inspire reading and writinSi 
• Technology Student As.<,<Jciation ('l'SA) wher.e students extend learning and practi~ 
engineering, design, collaborative problem solvine••and have fun; 
• Winter Program: Supports exercise during the winter months. PES parents and teachers have 
coordinated five weeks of activities-skiing, snowboarding, snowshoeing, and skating-that get 
all of our students moving. 
• A full array of athletic opportunities with exemplary coaches who represent the philosophy of 
developing the whole child through teamwork, sportsmanship, self-improvement, and fun. 
The Stand Up Kids project at Plymouth Elementary School continues to create options for classroom. 
learning. :tvfost classrooms in grades 4 through 8 have options for regular desk seating as well as 
st.and up desks. Each classroom, including Spani~h and STEM (Science Technology, Engineering, 
Mathematics) has a set of Chromebook<. and a charging station. lb.ese tools also provide ongoing 
personalization and options for Jear.ning. Each afternoon, a Teclmology Team of students works to 
check the chargi.ng stations and to trouble shoot any issues. Student aa::e~s to Chromebooks as well as 
stand up options has profoundly improved classroom instruction. 
Plymouth Ekmentary School has strong safety measures and an established sakty oommittee that 
includes our local fire and police chiefs. The safety committee organizes regular drills and training. 
We work daily to provide a culture where we build each other up-not put each other down. We arc 
fortunate to hav<.' compassionate adult,; who are committed to keeping students safe and strong. 
As always, we are grateful for the many partnerships we have that support student safety and learning. 
To leam more about our Work I Iabits rubric, other strong leaining resources, event updates or to view 
galleries of learning, visit our website htq;>: / (J>es.sau48.org I. If you have any questions, concern.<; or 
ideas, we encourage you to contact us via email, phone or simply stop iit for a visit. 
Thank you for your constant support. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Julie Flynt1,, Principal 
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PLYMOUTil SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING 
Min\ttes 
State of New Hampshire 
March 7, 2016 
A legal meeting of the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Plymouth, in the 
County of Grafton, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District affairs was 
called to order by Moderator Quentin Blaine at 7:00 pm on Monday, March 7, 2016 at 
Plymouth Elementary School. Mr. Blaine led those present in the Pledge of Allegiance 




To see what action the District will take relative to the reports of agents, 
auditors, oommittees and officers. 
Moved and seconded to accept all reports as read. No discussion. 
Majority voice vote in the affirmative, declared reports accepted. 
Article 1 passes. 
To see if the District will vote to establish a contingency fund in 
accordance with Revised Statutes Annotated 198:4-b, such contingency 
fund to meet the cost of unanticipated expenses that may arise during the 
year and, further, to see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of 
one thousand dollars ($1,000) for such contingency fund. The School 
Board recommends this appropriation. (Majority vote required.) 
Moved and seconded as read. No discussion. 
Majority voice vote in the affirmative, declared as read. Article 2 
passes. 
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 
sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) for technology tools for students. The 
School Board recommends this appropriation. (Majority vote required.) 
Moved and seconded as read. No discussion 
Majority voice vote in the affirmative, declared as read. 




To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seven 
million, eight hundred sixty thousand, three hundred eleven dollars 
($7,860,311) for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for the 
school district officials, employees and agents and for the payment of 
statutory obligations of the District which do not include the sums found in 
Article 2 and 3. The School Board recommends this appropriation. 
(Majority vote required.) 
Moved and seconded as read. No discussion. 
Majority voice vote in the affirmative, declared as read. Article 6 
passes. 
To transact any further business which may legally come before this 
meeting. 
Motion to adjourn the meeting was moved and seconded. 
Majority voice vote was in the affirmative 
Meeting adjourned 7:07 pm. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Susan Jane H. Clay 
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WARRANT AND BUDGET 
S13 
---- - --· 
STATE OF NEW HArvlPSHIRE 




To the inhabitants of the town of Plymouth Local School in the County of 
Grafton in the state of New Hampshire qualified to vote in school district 
affairs. 
I 
You are hereby notified to meet at the Plymouth Elementary School in 
said District on the fourteenth day of March, 2017 between the hours of 
8:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. to act upon the following subjects: 
1. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years. 
2. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years. 
Given undeJ our J1and,-, 
We certify and attest that on or before , we posted a true and attested copy of the wahin 
Warrant at the place of meeting, and like copies at , and delivered the original 
to the keeper of records. 
I -P:inleii ::--,am.. I \Ogsition Signature I 
Michael D. Bullek Board Chairperson 
Patty Buhrman Board Member 
Kathleen Wood Hedberg Board Member 
John Scheirunan B<>..-d Member 
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STATE OP NEW HAMPSHffiE 
School: Plymouth Local School 
New Hampshire 
Warrant and Budget 
2017 
To the inhabitants of the town of Plyrnouth Local Sdiool in the County of Grafton in the stite of New Hampshire 






Monday, March 6, 2017 
7:00 p.m. 
Plymouth Elementary School 
Article 1: Report of agenbl, oudit;,r,;, C.)mmllteer. or officer 
To see what action the School Dl9tr1ct wlll tak& relative to the report$ of agents, auditors. committees and officers. 
D Ye.s 0 No 
Artlele 2: Contingency Fund 
To see if the School District will vote to establish a <X>ntlngency fund in eceordance with Revised Statutes Annotated 
198:4-b. such contingency fund lo meet the cost of unanticipated expenses that may arise during the year and, 
further. tc see If the District will raise and appropriate the sum of one thousand dollars {$1.000) for such contingency 
fund. The School Board recommends this appropriation. (Majority vote required). 
0 No 
Article 3: Support Staff Agreement 
To see if the School District will vote to approve the cost items induded in the collective bargaining agreement 
reached between the Plymouth School Board and the Plymouth Educational Support Personnel Association which 
calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits at the current staffing level: 




and further to raise and approprtate the sum of fifty thousand seven hundred ninaty-three dOIJars ($50,793) for the 
current fiscal year, such 8um representing the additional costs alfributeble to the increase in salarte.s and benefits 
required by the new agreement over those that would be paid at cu1Tent staffing levels. The School Board 
recommends this article. (Majority vote required) 
0 Yes 0 No 
Article 4: Operating Budget 
To see if the district will vote to ralge and appropriate the amount of eight million one hundred thirty-six thousand flve 
hundred twenty-eight dollars ($8.136,528) for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for the school disllict 
officials and agents, and for the payment for the statutory obligations of the district. This article does not include 
appropriations contained in special or individual articles addressed separately. (Majority vote required) 
0 Yes 0 No 
S15 
- J 
Giv~n under our haan.;ls, 
We certify and auest that on or before , we posted a true and attested copy of ths wi1hin Warrant at the 
place of meeting, and like copies at , and delivered the original to the keel)er of the records. 
Pnnterl ~fame Posii1-,11 Signaturo 
Michael D. Bullek School Roard Chairperson 
Patty Buhnnan School Board Member 
Kathleen Wood Hedhers School Board Member 
John Scbeinman School Board Member 


























♦~ . New Hampsluu ' 
r ~ n 
Department qf 2017 .. 
Revenue MS-26 l 
Adminj.~tr11titm --- -
School Budget Form: Plymouth Local School 
(RSA 21-J:34) 
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Fiscal Year from: 
July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018 
This form was poSled with the warrant on: ~-______ _ 
For Asaistance Please Contact: 
NH DRA Municipal ancl Property Division 
Phone: (603) 230-5090 
Fax: (603) 230-5947 
http:/lwww.revenue.nh.gov/mun-prop/ 
SCHOOL BOARD CERTIFICA11Oh1 
Under penalties of pe~ury, I declare that I have examined the Information contained In this form and to the 
best of my belief it is true, oorrect and complete. 
School Boatd Mem'-11 
Printed Name Slgnatune 
Michael D. Bullek 
Patty Buhnnan 
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Appropriations 
1-~nt 
. ......,,; ,-11,- j W.ttrlflt b,a,td)t•sres C"u....,.'V._.u ...,,.,,.., 
Co<!• ..... pose of Appnlj>ria,lOII 
___ ,... 
li'l:iorYMr Ap,ptU\>,-dltil bAA {Jte:n.-,,nt'I~) '"-"") 
'"-"'- -.~-- - ··-- -·· .. ·----- -·....----- · --·-1100-1199 R0guiar Progra~ ◄ ».m.11 $3,474,nc $l,310,86 -~-
1200-1299 SgecW Pn>gf"M'l6 4 i1,456,2it" $1,7Ul,S:> $L,90o,7t ~ 
1300-1399 voca11onal A-ograrns "' so f< ~ 
l-!499 Other l►.ogl'&MS 4 $Ull.82 $136,8, $13';,,7I $ 
1500·1599 Noo-P\/bllt Pn;,grams 4 .. so ~ $ 
1600-1699 Adult/0:ffllnutng 6ducatton Programs 4 f< $ $ ~ 
1700-1799 Comroonity/)uoilor Colieg~ Edooatlon "' $ .. $' Proorams 
1800-1899 O>mm1.1nll'f 5eNlc.e Pro9rams • $1!?,63 $82,65 $68,72 $ ·- - ·----··-· __ ,_ ..._ ....... --·--· ·- ·-·--------··- -. -•a -2000-2199 SW<tEt'K i,pgo,t s;.rices ,_ :.)1-.-·-,--· ◄--7-·-·---~9~-e--. $695,3l>[1 $?39,29~ $0 
2200-4199 Instructional Statr SeNloes __ J.._~ __ l_,_~Sl'.~OL _s1~•~ l - ~ _,!:~2,222j ID •.. - - ... -
li....t.a.Mllnfn11t,■&n 
0000·0000 
COl!e<QI,• lla')alnlng ______ . ,.,_ -- ----·-~--
$ 
,._. .•. .. ID $0 
].310 (S<O) St:hoal Bicard O".dingcncy • $1,000 $' $' 
231G-1.ll1' Othor School Bcorcl 4 $24,.u $31,209 $28,465 ~ -- ----- -~~~ - - --· ·---- -- - -· ---- ----- ·-·-••-"'-"" 23!0-()10) SAU ...,_.,;i,;;;;:;;:;,,,___.,.,_ _ __ ~4 -~• • $ 22~$ .~ . "ii: $242,021 $257,5> 
2320·2399 Al' Other .i\clmlnistration " $81,l':11 $83.1'4 $10M> SI 
2400-2499 Sdlool A.dtnlnlS1:tatlon Siefvtce ◄ $387,93 $388,S" $399,28 SI 
2500-2599 Bc.aslnes.s. 4 $158 $301 $20 Sl 
2600-2699 Plal\t Operatfons ¥Kl t<lalntenance 4 $5l'0,6a $567,6.Zl $562,31 $0 
2?00-2799 Sb.dent Tran:sportab'I 4 S216,251 $182,47 $245,6~ $0 
2800•2!199 S119poit seMle, Central and o._ $1 .. 10 10 
~, ·· ;~ --=---:- - .- ... ._ .. _ - ----- T- ..---r ' -:1100 Foocs Seryw:e Op«ation~: $16◄,i"j Sl69,.JJSj f l64,44 ~ 
3-200 En~ISe:-OQel'at100$ -~L- 'f<l $0 "' $1 _____ ..., __ 
.. --~· ""--- - ·-·- · -$' - ·-
4100 s1ce AGqul~n .. $ $1 
4200 Site l'.mprol/81"1'1tnt .. $ .. S( 
◄300 ~r<M«l\lreVEngir'eif;ng $ S( SI SI 
◄400 EllutiOnal ~on l>ev1!<opn,nt $0 SI $ $ 
◄500 Bullcl!ng Acquisilion/COt'1$.l!'Ull'OO s • $ $ 
4600 8Ulldln9 JmprO'.iel'Jw;rt Seniics:s ◄ $3,-. $ $ • 
4900 Ql:her Fadfitles. AC(l:UISl."tton end ! $ $ ~ 
O:>n&ttuctlOn ··---·· - ---- - -· - -
5 110 ~ S.!fYlce - Pflndpal l ~,oo,ooq so "'I $0 
s12li Dalt ~ ce .. lnb!fest $9,572 $1 $Of SI - .. ,-y,._ 
-
o~"'~ 
,:;....._ ..., __ 
~i:t\l-S'l2.l ◄ • $3 "' SI 
5222-5229 o OOlef $peQal Rerenue 1 1224,31 :,. $: SI 
5230-5239 o Opit:al ProjeetS $ "' SI $1 
S2S4 To>q,,r,,:yFunds .. SI SI SI 
5310 ToOMerSChools 
,, 
"' .. SI 
S390 To Other Agenci~ .. SI SI SI 
9990 Suppememal Aporop1allon "' SI $ .. 
9992 Pell<it Aw<oprialion "' SI $0 I< 
Tot,jjl't~..,,.,~ L -ii.A66--;ii, f11nu11j ••i™-"'! ··-- ·-JD --
MS-~: P""""4h LDcal SchOOl 2017 2of5 
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Special Warrant Articles 
• ; • " L,LJ. t: + • 
Accowlt WaMnt ~ 0nrtl'Tt YMf M 
Code ~<il~on Artkla It P11•Y- --11\'-52S1 o Clp~•I Reserve Fund "' $0 5252 To Expendable Trust Fund $1) $( 
5253 To Non•E>'l)elldaoble Trust fund 'I' $ 
Special AttldM-nw,ll&d 
Individual Warrant Articles 
-nt Wamint D.,N.Hlltw.w O,fl'WltYce,N 
~ Pu'1)0$eof~rliltlon Artldelt -y- Alll'"""•tbYD11A 
1100-1199 Reg(Jar Program,; I 3 I ""I $~ 
Purpo..,, S~Pl)Oft Slaff Agreement 
2310 (&40) SChOOI Board Contingency I 2 I $q !IOI 
Purpooa: ConUngeney Fund 
- ... , Artldes -meotded I I '°I $Of 
MS-26: Plymootll Local SchOol 2017 
519 
t:'"' ...... ' 
....,,;,,g PY -..,.JY(IM 
(I Ullll nNd} a90CIII • ll'ldllf) 
$0 $' 
$0 $1) 
. "' $0 
&,IWIQfY t'IIM09F'i~ 
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Revenues 
1"Atlc'ount W.ff'Mt: Acb.lBI lll!'li1tnv.._ Aoe\~R-- Eltiffl&ted R~Lt<~S 
Co6<! Soll-of RW<lllUO ,-.. P;ior Year o.,,,.~:,t Year e,-;,,g Pfio! nar ·-- -----·- - --·----· 
lo!;a!SOu.- --------- -·---- . -SS99-;ooi . 1300-1319 TuitiOn 4 $' $522,51)( 
1400-1449 Transportation Fees $' $0 $ 
1500-15')9 Ear:-11ngs on Investments 4 $0 $10 $1 
1600-1699 Food Seivi<e S.10$ • $0 $49,000 $44,614 
1700-1799 Srudent Actlvlties $0 $ $0 
1800-1899 Community Ser.-loes .Activities 4 $ $S7,00 ' 
1900-1999 Other local SOUrt<l$ 4 $ $75,000 $90,000 ·-
StMa:Soun:111 ---- ·--- -·----- ,, - .------ $1 
3210 S<hOOI Btildfng Aid $0 
3215 kinderg:ilrtel\ Su!kflng Aid $0 ~ $1 
3220 l()idergsrten Aid $0 t ~ 
3230 OltaSlr<>phlc Aid 4 $1 $20,94 $27,000 
324-0-3249 Vocational Aid $1 $ $0 
3250 Adull Educatioo $ $0 $1 
3260 Child NWldon 4 $• $1,335 $1,33S 
3270 Driver EducaTIOn $0 $1 $( 
3290-3299 Other Smte SOUrc,s $0 $1 so 
lr-ro1Solirce 
-~ - -.._-- ~---,·-·· 
-·--·· --~--- -.-•-··-
4100-4S39 Fedefoil Progr.am Grants 1 $ $140,o'" $140,001 
4S40 Vocst:lonal Eduai.tion $1 ,o l> 
4SS0 Adu~ Education $1 $0 $• 
4560 Olikl t«Jtmion 4 $0 $119,00 $119,00I 
4570 Ol$abll!Ues Program> $0 $1 so 
4S80 Me<licald Distribution 4 $1 $125,00 $125,00 
4S9o-4999 Otller Federal soura,s (non-4810) $1 $ $0 
4810 Federal Fores! Res«w 4 $1 $2,532 $2,500 
;;.._ fln•ft·""' -
·-- --·-----··. L. ··---· 
.... -·· -···- --.,-- - ·--i S110·5139 Sale of Sonds <>< Notes $0 $1 
5140 Reimbursement A.nticipl)aon Noa!s $0 $< 
$( 
s:221 Transfers fr<>m Food Se<via, Specl31 $ 'fl $0 
Revenu.. f\lnd 
S222 Transfer from Other Sp,ec'31 Revenue $ $' $0 
f\lnds 
S230 ransfot from C,pital Project Funds $ so $( 
~251 ransf\?f from capita! ResetVe f\lnds $0 $0 t 
5252 T,ansfer from B<pendable Trust F<inds $0 $ 
s, 
5253 Tral\Sler tn,m Non-Expendable Tf\lSt $1 $ S' 
Funds 
S300-5699 Other Financing SOur<:eS $1 $ $0 
9997 Supplemental Al>!Jropr1atioo (contra) $ $ $0 
9998 MlOUnt Voted Iron> Fund Balance $' $0 $' 
9999 fund Balance to Reduce Tax.,; $l $0 1' --~ 'T-·-lt.1!111ri- •na Croclits ! $lli $-g,.188,'-D ~!,tl7!,.~~: ;...__. 
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Opera~n9 8ud9et AP?'C>PliallO<lS Rea>ITf!lerided 
Sl>eoal warrant Altldes it=mmended 
fndivldual warrant~ Reoommended 
TOT Al App,o~ R"""'11mended 
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Cl-Edits 
Lesll: Amoi.it of~ Edueallon TI!Y./Gnnt 
~mat.<! Amount of Taxes tx> be llafsed 
MS-26: l'lymouth l.OOII S(llool Zlll7 
--
Bud et Summa 













































































DATES TO REMEMBER 
January 3: Pemi-Baker Budget Hearing-
6:30 PM at Plymouth Regional High School 
January 23: Budget Hearing for the Town of Plymouth - 6:30 PM at the Town Hall 
February 6: Budget Hearing for Plymouth Elementary School District -
7:00 PM at the Elementary School 
February 7: AnnualPemi-Baker Regional School District Meeting-
Deliberative session only - 6:30 PivI at Plymouth Regional High School 
(Voting on budget will cake place on March l4di)-Town Election Day at the 
Plymouth Elementary School (RSA 40:13) 
April 15: Last day for veterans to file for permanent tax credit with the Selectmen's Office. 
April 15: Last day for eligible residents to file for permanent elderly exemption and/or blind 
exemption with the Seleccmen's Office. 
March 6: Annual Plymouth Elementuy School District Meeting-
The annual meeting to vote on the Plymouth Elementary School District FY 2017 /_ 
2018 budget. Plymouth Elementary School - 7:00 Pivl 
March 14: Annual Town - Election Day- at Plymouth Elementary 
School - 8:00 AM - 7:00 PM 
March 14: Voting on Pexni-Brur School District Budget- RSA 40:13 -
Plymouth Elementary School- 8:00 AM - 7:00 PM 
Mar<:h 15: Annual Town Meeting - Deliberative Session 
Plymouth Elementary School -7:00 PM 
March 16: Annual Plymouth Village Water and Sewer District l\1eeting 
Plymouth Elementary School - Multipurpose Room - 7:00 PM 
April 1: All real property assessed to owner this date. 
April 15: Last day to file Current Use application with Selectmen's Office. 
April 30: Dog tax due. Licenses available from the Town Clerk with proof of rabies vaccination. 
Special Fourth Class Rate - Books 
